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1 Introduction to Stable Diffusion’s parameters
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Learning to use a pre-trained SD model.
Fall 2022
Python, PyTorch
Computer Vision, Autoencoder, Stable Diffusion
10th November 2022

Stable Diffusion is an image generation network, which was released to the public in 2022. It is based on
a diffusion process, in which the model gets a noisy image as an input and it tries to generate a noise-free
image as an output. This process can be guided by describing the target image in plain English (aka
txt2img), and optionally even giving it a target image (aka. img2img). This article doesn’t describe how
the model works and how to run it yourself, instead this is more of a tutorial on how various parameters
affect the resulting image. Non-technical people can use these image generating AIs via webpages such
as Artistic.wtf (my and my friend’s project), Craiyon.com, Midjourney.com and others.
This article shows how three different parameters (number of steps, "CFG" or classifier-free guidance scale,
and img2img strength) affect the image. These may interact with each other in complex ways, but that
isn’t studied here. Experiments use five different input texts (aka "prompts"): "a white parrot sitting by
the sea", "full length portrait of gorgeous goddess standing in field full of flowers", "panda movie poster
with yellow background and red title text", "mountains by a river" and "an ancient yellow robot holding a
sword on desert". In addition they contain "prompt-engineering" terms such as "cinematic, highly detailed,
illustration, concept ar". These greatly improve the results, but that topic isn’t covered here either. One
can find prompt examples from sites such as lexica.art and huggingface.co’s MagicPrompt.
Variations of the "same" image are generated by changing the seed of a random number generator. This
affects the noise from which denoising steps are started (the diffusion process), and the algorithm will
converge to quite different looking images. But they should still be conseptually similar. Here three
different seeds are used for each experiment.
Each parameter is varied to eight different values, either on a linear or logarithmic scale. Thus each figure
consists of 3 × 8 sub-images. Originally each image was generated on a resolution of 512 × 512 (except
the panda poster, since it has a different aspect ratio), so the resulting image tile would have a resolution
of 1536 × 4096, and there are 20 such images in total. This brings the total image size to 156 megapixels,
which would make the file size relatively large. Original PNGs take 180 MB, but the used images here
have a resolution of 2560 × 960, and with a JPG quality of 90% their total size is only 12 MB (93% less).

Figure 1.1: "a white parrot sitting by the sea", generated at varying number of denoising steps. Major
details have converged by the 4th or 5th column (15 & 18 steps), but there is still a noticeable jump on the
last two columns (21 & 50 steps). The "sea" background lacks any interesting details.
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The default settings are 50 denoising steps, CFG scale of 7.5 and reference image strength of 0 (meaning
no reference image). All other parameters are kept constant while one other parameter is varied. (Note:
the commmon convention on img2img applications seems to specify the weight of the added random
noise, not the weight of the input image! Here the "image strength" is 1 - "noise strength".) The results
shown here are based on Stable Diffusion model version 1.4 and using the "DDIM" sampler.
The first varied parameter is the number of denoising steps. The used values are [3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 50],
and usually the image has converged by step 50. These results are shown in figures 1.1 - 1.5.

Figure 1.2: "an ancient yellow robot holding a sword on desert" at varying number of steps. The result
is quite acceptable already by column four (12 steps), and by 24 steps it has converged so much that the
result is very similar as when using 50 steps (the right-most column).

Figure 1.3: "full length portrait of gorgeous goddess standing in field full of flowers" at varying number
of steps. Here the convergence is quite slow, and the pose keeps changing throughout the process. Depending on the seed, steps 24 and 50 may produce very different looking images. This means that using
a lower step-count for previewing seeds doesn’t always work.
All images have their major aspects defined already with just 10 - 15 denoising steps. Most of the time even
going from 24 to 50 steps doesn’t change the result in any major way, but of course there are exceptions.
The most challenging inputs were "full length portrait of gorgeous goddess standing in field full of flowers"
(Figure 1.3 and "panda movie poster with yellow background and red title text" (Figure 1.5). They don’t
have much in common, but the "goddess" has a complex foreground and background, and the "panda"
has typography (seems to have either Chinese or English depending on the seed), high-contrasting colors
and just a vague idea on how the composition should look like.
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This is incontrast to the "a white parrot sitting by the sea" (Figure 1.1) and "an ancient yellow robot holding
a sword on desert" (Figure 1.2), which have a somewhat constrained pose and a simpler background.
Although the set of all possible robots has huge variety.

Figure 1.4: "mountains by a river" at varying number of steps. Initial images lack contrast and detail, but
again the column 4 (12 steps) resembles the final result very much. Somehow the art style seems foggy
and lacks detail, naturally this can be guided by changing the prompt by including terms like "sunshine".

Figure 1.5: "panda movie poster with yellow background and red title text" at varying number of steps.
Even the column three (9 steps) could pass as a low-quality poster, but the contents continue to change
until approximately column 6 (18 steps). And especially the top right corner’s image benefits from "full"
50 steps, which adds detail to its hair and tunes the pose to look straight at the camera. It is plausible that
original Kung Fu Panda movie posters were part of the training dataset.
Step parameter summary: This parameter is an easy one to tune, since the end result is almost always
better with more steps. Sometimes the end result has converged after 30 steps, but it is better to let it
run for 50 steps to be sure. And it is very rare that the end result would significantly change when going
beyond that, at least when generating 512 × 512 resolution images.
The next studied parameter is the "CFG" or classifier-free guidance scale, or just "scale". It is described for
example at diffusion-news.org, but the conclusions there are conflicting with experimental results which
are shown in this article. According to the article, it "is a measure of how close you want the model to
stick to your prompt when looking for a related image to show you. A Cfg Scale value of 0 will give you
essentially a random image based on the seed, where as a Cfg Scale of 20 (the maximum on SD) will give
you the closest match to your prompt that the model can produce." They even run the tests with various
different samplers, but those aren’t covered in this article for the sake of sticking to basics.
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Tested CFG scales are from the formula 1 + 6.5 ∗ 10i , where i is interpolated linearly between -1 and 1.
This was chosen so that the default scale of 7.5 is in the middle. The values (rounded to two decimals) are
[1.65, 2.25, 3.42, 5.68, 10.03, 18.44, 34.67, 66.0]. But the actual middle value 7.5 isn’t present in the list, since
there is an even number of samples. Examples are shown in figures 1.6 - 1.10.

Figure 1.6: "Parrot" at varying CFG scale between 1.65 and 66.0. Lower scale values produce an interesting
hand-drawn style, but on the larger scales the results aren’t very successful.

Figure 1.7: "Robot" at varying CFG scale between 1.65 and 66.0. Smallest values aren’t really coherent, but
larger values produce an interesting pop-art style.

The scale parameter has a very concrete impact on the resulting artistic style. Smaller numbers seem
to cause the iteration to focus on smaller scale detail, and the overall contrast and saturation is fairly
weak. But if such artistic style is desired, contrast and saturation can be easily fixed in post-processing.
Parameters 6 - 8 give the most realistic and well-balanced results. Going beyond that, the results get
progressively to the opposite direction. They have very vibrant colors, have high global contrast but are
lacking in small details.
CFG scale parameter summary: Use smaller values for intricate hand-drawn style, the default 7.5 for
realistic photos and larger values for pop-art style with high contrast and saturated colors. But going to
either extreme may require further tweaking in a photo-editing software.
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Figure 1.8: "Goddes" at varying CFG scale between 1.65 and 66.0. Smallest scales are well suited for this
prompt, but larger values don’t work that well.

Figure 1.9: "Mountains" at varying CFG scale between 1.65 and 66.0. Here all scales produce quite decent
but very different results.

Figure 1.10: "Panda" at varying CFG scale between 1.65 and 66.0. Here smaller values produce interesting
compositions with lots of detail, and larger values produce less interesting images.
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The next studied parameter is the img2img strength (or "weight"), a value between 0% and 100%. The all
previously described parameters still play a role, but here they are kept to their default values (running for
50 steps and the CFG scale is 7.5). Note that because of reasons, the strength has an opposite convention
that original work such as source code at github.com/CompVis/stable-diffusion which says "strength is a
value between 0.0 and 1.0, that controls the amount of noise that is added to the input image. Values that
approach 1.0 allow for lots of variations but will also produce images that are not semantically consistent
with the input." Basically it is a trade-off parameter between the image generated purely from the prompt,
and the target image. 0% noise means that the output resembles the target 100%, and 100% noise means
that the target image has no impact. Hopefully this isn’t confusing anybody.
The weight is a very delicate parameter to tune, and if the two images (from the prompt and the target) are
very different, then there might be a tipping point where changing the weight even a little bit will have
a large change in the resulting image. However this depends very much on the context, and on many
experiments the results had a nice gradular change. But because of this, the img2img exeperiments were
run with two different parameter gradients. The first one uses weights [0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.21],
and the second one uses [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7]. The results are shwon in figures 1.11 - 1.20. Note
that only seven different weights were used, but images consist of eight columns. This is because the
right-most picture always shows the target image (corresponding to a strength of 1.0, or noise-level of
zero).

Figure 1.11: "Parrot" turning into a seagull by the sea, using small strength values. All values (between
0.03 and 0.21) show interesting interpolation between the "source" and "target" images.

Figure 1.12: "Parrot" turning into a seagull by the sea, using large strength values. Columns 5 - 7 (strengths
0.5 - 0.7) resemble the target image too much, and very little "parrot" influence is present.
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Figure 1.13: "Robot" on a desert, inspired by a yellowish stick-man drawing, using small strength values.
In this case the target image isn’t realistic at all, so at these strengths the image hasn’t influenced the
composition at all. It has only set the yellow color theme.

Figure 1.14: "Robot" on a desert, inspired by a yellowish stick-man drawin, using large strength values.
Here strength values of 0.3 - 0.5 seem to produce the best results, going higher than this loses all details
since they are absent from the target image.

Figure 1.15: "Goddess" mimicking a woman on a grass field, using small strength values. Here all images
are quite interesting, although the composition at the middle column isn’t ideal since the face isn’t visible.
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Figure 1.16: "Goddess" mimicking a woman on a grass field, using large strength values. Images beyond
the 2nd column (having the strength of 0.2) aren’t that good, facial and other features are a mix-n-match
with clearly visible artifacts.

Figure 1.17: "Mountains" taking guidanse from a simple drawing, using small strength values. Only the
first three columns (strengths 0.03 - 0.09) show interesting results. The taget image is so simplistic and
unrealistic that it doesn’t have a good impact on the resulting image.

Figure 1.18: "Mountains" taking guidanse from a simple drawing, using large strength values. Clearly
large strengths don’t work well in this case.
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Fiugres 1.13, 1.14 ("robot"), 1.17 and 1.18 ("mountains") show that one must use very low strengths if the
target image is unrealistic, having lots regions with uniform color and lacks small-scale details. Better
results could be obtained by running the img2img generation several times, using a low strength value
each time and picking the most promising looking image as a starting point for the next iteration.
Other examples show that best results are obtained by using a realistic input image to begin with, if
realistic results are desired. But since it is very context-dependent on which strength values produce
resonable results, trial-and-error approach seems the easiest one. And one must not forget that CFG scale
can be changed as well from the default 7.5, and it will have a major impact on the outcome as well.

Figure 1.19: "Panda" taking guidanse from the actual movie poster, using small strength values. Here all
results look more or less reasonable.

Figure 1.20: "Panda" taking guidanse from the actual movie poster, using large strength values. By column
5 (strength 0.5) all of the results look very similar. Most interesting results are between columns 2 and 4
(strengths 0.2 - 0.4).

Img2img strength parameter summary: The results depend very much on the prompt and the target
image. Some cases work best with a very small weight, while others require a larger one so trial-and-error
must be used. But in general smaller weights work best when the target image is unrealistic and lacks
detail, and larger weights can be used when the target image is aready realistic.
There are still many more topics to study, such as what kind of descriptions to append to the prompt,
using different versions of the model (version 1.5 is alreayd out), using different samplers among others.
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2 Matching puzzle pieces together
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Using generated puzzles to train a neural network.
Summer 2021
Python, Keras
Computer Vision
19th July 2022

Some people enjoy solving puzzles in the old fashioned way, but engineers would like to automate tedious
tasks like that. This is a well-suited task for supervised learning, but naturally it requires training data.
Gathering it from real-life puzzles would be time-consuming as well, so I opted for generating it instead.
This gives a lot of control on the data, but the resulting system might not even work with real-life inputs.
There are also several different styles of puzzles, but in this project each "base-piece" is a rectangle of
identical size. An example 3 × 3 puzzle is shown in the thumbnail.
A "normalized" puzzle edge is defined as a set of Bezier curves, and is constrained to always start from
coordinates (0, 1) and to end to (1, 0). In addition its slope is 100% horizontal at the beginning and at
the end. This leaves them with four degrees of freedom. The curve consists of three Bezier curves, which
are shown in different colors in Figure 2.1. They are specified by three control points, which are shown
red. Black dots are either hard-coded beginning and ending coordinates, or interpolated as the midpoint
between two red control points. For simplicity this code generates only symmetrical edges, but naturally
it could be extended to more complex and asymmetric shapes.

Figure 2.1: A "normalized" edge piece has four degrees of freedom, and it consists of three Bezier curves.
When stitched together like this, they form a single continuous path.
In addition to the four "basic" degrees of freedom, each shape can also be scaled along the x and y axis,
so there are actually six parameters to adjust. Randomly sampled curves in Figure 2.2 show the extend of
variety in edges. Rasterized low-resolution examples are shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2: Examples of random edge shapes, showcasing all six degrees of freedom.
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Figure 2.3: Rasterized examples of random piece edges.
The amount of variation within pixels is visualized in Figure 2.4. Images’ top corners are always white and
the bottom middle pixel is always black, and on average the middle area is between these two extremes.
Various generated full puzzle pieces are shown in Figure 2.5. Actually each piece matches the neighboring
four other pieces, so the puzzle is in a solved state. In addition to choosing a random edge shape to each
four sides, there is also an option whether the piece has a "male" or "female" part of the shape. A more
detailed view of the pieces is shown in Fiugre 2.6.

Figure 2.4: Edge pixel’s variance is largest on the region which has a 50% chance of being either black or
white. Many pixels have a variance of zero.

Figure 2.5: An example random puzzle, only the top left corner is shown.

The network consists of two parts: a shared feature extraction step using 2D convolutions, and a fully
connected decision-making step. This architecture is commonly known as a Siamese neural network. The
feature extraction compresses the input image of size 64 × 64 × 1 to an output of 12 × 12 × 8, having 1152
elements. All activations here are relus. This tensor is then flattened, and a linear layer projects it down
to just 64 dimensions. This final output size is a freely adjustible hyperparameter. A smaller number of
outputs is less prone for overfitting, but naturally at some point the model will only underfit to the data.
Feature extraction steps’ tensor dimensions and the number of layer parameters is listed below.
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Figure 2.6: A more zoomed in view of generated pieces, from the top left corner of the puzzle.

Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
( None , 64 , 64 , 1)
0
conv2d_338 ( Conv2D )
( None , 62 , 62 , 16)
160
batch_normalization_1049 ( Ba ( None , 62 , 62 , 16)
64
conv2d_339 ( Conv2D )
( None , 60 , 60 , 32)
4640
batch_normalization_1050 ( Ba ( None , 60 , 60 , 32)
128
max_pooling2d ( MaxPooling2D ) ( None , 30 , 30 , 32)
0
conv2d_340 ( Conv2D )
( None , 28 , 28 , 64)
18496
batch_normalization_1051 ( Ba ( None , 28 , 28 , 64)
256
conv2d_341 ( Conv2D )
( None , 26 , 26 , 64)
36928
batch_normalization_1052 ( Ba ( None , 26 , 26 , 64)
256
max_pooling2d_1 ( MaxPooling2 ( None , 13 , 13 , 64)
0
conv2d_342 ( Conv2D )
( None , 12 , 12 , 8)
2056
flatten_163 ( Flatten )
( None , 1152)
0
dense_5 ( Dense )
( None , 64)
73728
=================================================================
Total params : 136 ,744
Trainable params : 136 ,376
Non - trainable params : 368

The "decision" network is trained to predict one of the five cases from two input pieces: either the pieces
do not match, or they match right-to-left, left-to-right, bottom-to-top or top-to-bottom. Examples of these
are shown in Figure 2.7. This means that the network doesn’t need to consider whether to rotate one or
both of the pieces by 90, 180 or 270 degrees. It was assumed that this makes the network easier to train and
less prone to overfitting. If also rotations were taken into account, the network would need 17 outputs:
one for a mismatch and 16 for each of the ways the four edges from piece A can be paired with the
edges of piece B. In this solution each piece pair has to be fed to the network four times. Piece A is used
as-is, but the piece B has its image rotated by 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees. Since softmax normalization is
applied separately for each of the inputs, the concatenated output doesn’t add up to 100%. Hopefully the
networks’ output is "consistent", meaning that it doesn’t claim that the pieces fit together in two different
ways. This hasn’t been checked in the current prototype.
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Figure 2.7: Example input image pairs from the five distinct classes: no match (left) or one pair of the
four edges match without having to rotate either piece. The image also shows that the input resolution
is rather small (64 pixels), causing some of the details be lost. Input images are augmented with random
zoom, translation and rotation to midigate overfitting and having the network to be tolerant of such errors
in the input images.
The decision network’s tensor sizes and the number of layer parameters is shown below. 136744 (96.4%)
of the parameters come from the feature extraction step. The network achieves an accuracy of about 97%.
Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
( None , 64 , 64 , 2)
0
model_1 ( Functional )
( None , 64 , 2)
136744
flatten_2 ( Flatten )
( None , 128)
0
dense_7 ( Dense )
( None , 32)
4128
batch_normalization_1089 ( Ba ( None , 32)
128
dense_1240 ( Dense )
( None , 16)
528
batch_normalization_1090 ( Ba ( None , 16)
64
dense_1241 ( Dense )
( None , 8)
136
batch_normalization_1091 ( Ba ( None , 8)
32
dense_1242 ( Dense )
( None , 5)
45
=================================================================
Total params : 141 ,805
Trainable params : 141 ,325
Non - trainable params : 480

The fully implemented system would receive a photo of an unsolved puzzle, detect its pieces, rotate them
into "orthogonal" north-south & east-west orientation, feed each pair to the network and solve which pairs
of pieces belong together. This might take significant amount of time, since even a small-ish puzzle of 500
pieces has about 125k pairs to be checked, and remember that each pair has to be run through the network
four times (the other part is rotated in 90 degree increments). However this can be optimized by running
the network in two separate steps: feature extraction and decision making. One only needs to run the
feature extraction for 500 × 4 images, and this accounts for almost 100% of the calculation requirements.
The decision step is very light weight, consisting only of a sequence of dense layers with small inputs.
The last step would be to inspect the predicted puzzle piece matches, and construct the most likely globally
consistent solution to the puzzle. If the false positive rate isn’t too high, there aren’t that many plausible
solutions. Puzzle construcion is naturally very tolerant of false negatives, since it is sufficient that the
piece is correctly matched to two or three of its four neighboring pieces.
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3 Single channel speech / music separation
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Training a neural network to separate speech from music.
Fall 2021
Python, Keras
Signal Processing, FFT
3rd February 2022

Humans are naturally capable of separating an object from the background of an image, or speech from
music on an audio clip. Photo editing is an easy task, but personally I don’t know how to remove music
from the background. A first approach would be to use band-pass filters, but it wouldn’t result in a
satisfactory end result since there is so much overlap between the frequencies. This article descripbes a
supervised learning approach on solving this problem.
The used dataset consists of four separate podcasts (8.4 hours in total) and four different genres of music
(ideally without any lyrics, 7.1 hours in total). The used podcasts were:
• Tom Segura & Bert Kreischer, 1.2 h: Ep. 105 | 2 Bears, 1 Cave w/ Tom Segura & Bert Kreischer
• Lex Fridman, 2.4 h: Jimmy Pedro: Judo and the Forging of Champions | Lex Fridman Podcast #236
• Jordan Peterson, 2.2 h: Death, Meaning, and the Power of the Invisible World | Clay Routledge |
The JBP Podcast S4: E54
• Joe Rogan, 2.6 h: Joe Rogan Experience #1169 - Elon Musk
The used music genres and clips were:
• Classical music, 3.5 h: The Best of Classical Music Mozart, Beethoven, Bach, Chopin, Vivaldi Most
Famous Classic Pieces
• House music, 1 h: Pavel Khvaleev pres. PARAFRAME Inhale & Exhale Live Show @ Radio Intense
/ Progressive House DJ mix
• Liquid Drum & Bass, 1.3 h: Liquid Drum and Bass Mix #127
• Progressive rock (some lyrics), 1.3 h: Progressive Rock Mix by Prog Rock Dock - Volume 01
All audio files have a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, which was downsampled by 1:3 to 14.7 kHz to speed up
the network training. They were loaded to Python using Pydub, which is a wrapper for the FFMPEG. The
files were split into two second long clips, and were normalized so that their standard deviations are one.
The input to the network is a music clip + a weighted random speech clip, where the weight was picked
uniformly from the interval of [0, 1]. So there are three types of clips (music, speech and combined), and
their averaged spectrums are shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Spectrums of three categories of audio: music, speech and their combination. Obviously the
"combined" class is found between the two other classes, since Fourier transform is a linear operation
(although the plots are normalized, their mean is one). The music is higher on the 100 - 400 Hz range, and
speech is higher between 400 and 3000 Hz.
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Splitting the 8.4 hours of podcasts into samples of two seconds produced 15254 clips, of which 20% was
used for model validation. The input (1 channel) and expected output (2 channels) is stored in a matrix
of shape 15254 × 29400 × 3, which requires only 5.4 GB of memory when stored in float32 format. This
fits easily in RAM, but much more would be needed if more different podcasts were included, or the
original sampling rate of 44.1 kHz was used. Nevertheless there are about 360 million data points used
for training, and the loss is calculated against 720 million data points.
Naturally several network architectures were experimented with, but here just the best one is described.
It has three tunable hyperparameters, and they were chosen so that the number of model parameters was
approximately 2 million. The network attempts to normalize the incoming signal’s volume (the variable
stds) and re-scale the output back to the original level, but experiments show that for some reason this
isn’t working as expected.
dim , w , n_iter = 60 , 2**6 , 3
inp = Input (( len_samples , 1))
x = inp
# Normalize the signal for the network , although this doesn 't seem to work
# as intended . Experiments show that the network isn 't linear , meaning that
# model . predict ( X ) * k != model . predict ( X * k ).
stds = K . maximum (0.01 , K . std ( inp , axis =(1 ,2)))[: , None , None ]
x = x / stds
x = BN ()( Conv1D ( dim * 2 , 16* w +1 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
x = BN ()( Conv1D ( dim -1 , w +1 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
# Pass the original input to refinement layers for a resnet - like architecture :
c = ( inp . shape [1] - x . shape [1]) // 2
x = K . concatenate ([ x , inp [: , c : -c ,:]])
for _ in range ( n_iter ):
x = BN ()( Conv1D ( dim , 2* w +1 , activation = ' relu ' )( x ) + x [: , w : -w ,:])
x = BN ()( Conv1D ( dim // 2, w +1 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
x = Conv1D (1 , 1 , activation = ' linear ' )( x ) * stds
crop = ( inp . shape [1] - x . shape [1]) // 2
# It was evaluated that it was slightly better for the network to generate
# the speech (2 nd output ) rather than the music (1 st output ) channel .
model = Model ( inp , K . concatenate ([ inp [: , crop : - crop ,:] - x , x ]))

On a GTX 1080TI each epoch took 13.8 minutes, but upgrading it to a RTX 3070TI (paying +100% over
MSRP) reduced this by 58%, bringing it down to 5.8 minutes. Anyhow, the evaluated network was trained
with the older GPU, and full convergence took 105 epochs or 24.2 hours! Separate EarlyStopping callbacks
were used for loss and val_loss metrics, and Adam’s learning rate was adjusted down from 10−2.5 to
10−3.5 and 10−4 automatically by ReduceLROnPlateau. The model was trained to a Mean Squared Error
of 0.0585 for train and 0.0663 for validation.
The variance of the reference music signal was 1.0 as expected by the normalization, but for speech it was
only 0.33! Since the speech’s weight is a random uniform variable with a mean of 0.5, it was expected that
the signal’s mean was 0.5 as well. It was then noted that the used normalization is x /= max(1, x.std()),
meaning that quiet signals aren’t going to be amplified. The same formula was used for music, but it is
plausible that a conversation have quiet periods of a few seconds. Summing these two uncorrelated signals
together produces the input to the network, with an average variance of 1.33. Comparing this with the
MSE loss, it is seen that the model is able to correctly model about 95% of the variance. Example inputs
and outputs are shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3.
The model’s summary is shown below:
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___________________________________________________________________________________
Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Params
Connected to
===================================================================================
input_187 ( InputLayer )
[( None , 29400 , 1)]
0
tf . math . reduce_std_15 ( TFOpLamb ( None ,)
0
input_187 [0][0]
tf . math . maximum_12 ( TFOpLambda ) ( None ,)
0
tf . math . reduce_std ...
tf . __operators__ . getitem_802 ( S ( None , 1 , 1)
0
tf . math . maximum_12 ...
tf . math . truediv_10 ( TFOpLambda ) ( None , 29400 , 1)
0
input_187 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . g ...
conv1d_547 ( Conv1D )
( None , 28376 , 120)
123120
tf . math . truediv_10 ...
batch_normalization_491 ( BatchN ( None , 28376 , 120)
480
conv1d_547 [0][0]
conv1d_548 ( Conv1D )
( None , 28312 , 59)
460259
batch_normalizatio ...
batch_normalization_492 ( BatchN ( None , 28312 , 59)
236
conv1d_548 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . getitem_803 ( S ( None , 28312 , 1)
0
input_187 [0][0]
tf . concat_181 ( TFOpLambda )
( None , 28312 , 60)
0
batch_normalizatio ...
tf . __operators__ . g ...
conv1d_549 ( Conv1D )
( None , 28184 , 60)
464460
tf . concat_181 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . getitem_804 ( S ( None , 28184 , 60)
0
tf . concat_181 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . add_150 ( TFOpL ( None , 28184 , 60)
0
conv1d_549 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . g ...
batch_normalization_493 ( BatchN ( None , 28184 , 60)
240
tf . __operators__ . a ...
conv1d_550 ( Conv1D )
( None , 28056 , 60)
464460
batch_normalizatio ...
tf . __operators__ . getitem_805 ( S ( None , 28056 , 60)
0
batch_normalizatio ...
tf . __operators__ . add_151 ( TFOpL ( None , 28056 , 60)
0
conv1d_550 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . g ...
batch_normalization_494 ( BatchN ( None , 28056 , 60)
240
tf . __operators__ . a ...
conv1d_551 ( Conv1D )
( None , 27928 , 60)
464460
batch_normalizatio ...
tf . __operators__ . getitem_806 ( S ( None , 27928 , 60)
0
batch_normalizatio ...
tf . __operators__ . add_152 ( TFOpL ( None , 27928 , 60)
0
conv1d_551 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . g ...
batch_normalization_495 ( BatchN ( None , 27928 , 60)
240
tf . __operators__ . a ...
conv1d_552 ( Conv1D )
( None , 27864 , 30)
117030
batch_normalizatio ...
batch_normalization_496 ( BatchN ( None , 27864 , 30)
120
conv1d_552 [0][0]
conv1d_553 ( Conv1D )
( None , 27864 , 1)
31
batch_normalizatio ...
tf . __operators__ . getitem_807 ( S ( None , 27864 , 1)
0
input_187 [0][0]
tf . math . multiply_22 ( TFOpLambda ( None , 27864 , 1)
0
conv1d_553 [0][0]
tf . __operators__ . g ...
tf . math . subtract_91 ( TFOpLambda ( None , 27864 , 1)
0
tf . __operators__ . g ...
tf . math . multiply_22 [
tf . concat_182 ( TFOpLambda )
( None , 27864 , 2)
0
tf . math . subtract_91 [
tf . math . multiply_22 [
===================================================================================
Total params : 2 ,095 ,376
Trainable params : 2 ,094 ,598
Non - trainable params : 778

The used error matric was just the plain MSE, which doesn’t corresponds well on how the generated
signal sounds to a human ear. A better standard would be the Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality or
... Speech Quality. The latter is implemented in a Python library python-pesq, which could be used for
model evaluation. But since it isn’t differentiable, it cannot be used as the model’s loss function.
There is also a Deep Perceptual Audio Metric (DPAM) (Arxiv) metric, which is actually differentiable!
However it wasn’t tested, mainly because it doesn’t support Tensorflow 2.x and it requires a different
sampling rate (22050 Hz, all experiments were done with 44100 / 3 = 14700 Hz).
Yet an other approach would be to train a network to calculate the signal’s spectogram, and then use it as a
loss (with frozen weights) in signal reconstruction. I have no idea whether it would work as a stand-alone
loss, or it should be used alongside with MSE. Intuition tells me that if the spectrogram matches, then it
should sound good regardless of phase shift etc.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of original audio (music in blue and speech in red), their combined signal (green)
and corresponding predictions (black). Each shown signal is only 100 samples long, so at the sampling
rate of 14700 Hz it represents only about 7 milliseconds of audio. Note that the network uses a "context"
of 768 samples before and after each predicted sample. It is very hard to visually estimate the quality of
the produced signal, since it is represented in a time and not in frequency domain. The model generates
properly smooth "music" signal, and the high frequencies are allocated to the "speech" output. And there
seems to be a low-frequency offset, so the black prediction of "speech" has a rather large MSE afterall.

Figure 3.3: An other example of input and outputs, this time the speech output is missing some higher
frequencies and is thus too smooth. Those frequencies are leaked to the music prediction, but they are
visually very hard to judge.
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White noise (also known as Gaussian noise) contains an equal amount of all of the frequencies, and is
thus often used as a "test input" to a signal processing unit or an algorithm. Figure 3.4 shows that what
percentage of each frequency range gets passed to the "music" or "speech" output. The network isn’t
constrained to preserve the total energy, so the sum of the two outputs may have a higher variance than
the input signal. According to Accusonus.com, human speech spans from a range of 125 Hz to 8000 Hz.
Earlier on Figure 3.1 it was seen that this dataset’s speech is distinct from music at around frequencies
between 300 and 3000 Hz. But it should be noted that this dataset doesn’t have any woman or child
speakers. Those would be really good test cases for additional model validation.
The network’s response to white noise of varying amplitudes is shown in Figure 3.4. 80 - 99% of the signal
is passed to the "music" output and the rest to the "speech" output. As expected, the speech output is
strongest at frequencies between 300 and 1000 Hz. The network was intended to be covariant (or linear)
in respect to the input signal’s volume, meaning that ideally predict( x ) · k = predict( x · k ). The figure
shows that this is not the case. At the moment the reason for this behavior is unknown.

Figure 3.4: Frequency response of the "music" and "speech" outputs to white noise with varying standard
deviations (between 0.6 and 1.6). A scale-invariant (actually covariant!) network wouldn’t show this kind
of spread on this normalized visualization.
In addition to white noise, the network’s signal passing was also studied using pure sinusoidal signals.
The result is shown in Figure 3.5, and it shows some surprising results. Although frequencies between 300
and 3000 Hz are most distinct for speech, they don’t get passed to the "speech" output as a stand-alone
signal. It seems that the network has learned some patterns in speech, and it only lets those pass through.
It is also unclear why the network behaves so oddly at high frequencies, maybe because they aren’t much
present in the training data.

The input has 29400 samples, but the output has only 27864 (768 · 2 = 1536 fewer). This happens because
the network uses Conv1D layers without padding, so at each layer the output gets a little smaller. Because
of this, extra care has to be taken when processing longer input sequences. The first input is samples
from 0 to 29399 (inclusive), but the second input is not from 29400 to 58799! Instead the "crop factor"
has to be taken into account, so the second range is shifted left by 768. This gives us 29400 − 768 to
2 · 29400 − 768 − 1, or 28632 to 58031. The third range is from 2 · 29400 − 768 to 3 · 29400 − 2 · 768 − 1. Also
the model doesn’t give predictions to the first 768 samples, so the predicted output has to be padded with
that many zeros (actually I forgot to do the padding, so audio tracks are a bit out of sync).
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Figure 3.5: Frequency response of the network to pure sin functions. Interestingly the speech output
doesn’t let the pure frequencies of 300 - 2000 Hz through, even though it is the distinctive range for
speech. An other oddity is that it lets higher frequencies of 3000 - 10000 Hz through, but this wasn’t
observed with white noise.

Figure 3.6: The histogram of correlation coefficient between reverse(predict(x)) and predict(reverse(x))
shows that the model isn’t time-reversible, especially on the "speech" category. This means that reversing
the input results in a different outcome than reversing the output. This is analogous to a CNN classifier
not being invariant to the image being flipped horizontally. Maybe music is much more periodic, and the
model is quite reversible for those signals.
Examples of "original", "music" and "speech" versions can be heard from an unlisted youtube video.
Applied audio processing of each clip is shown in the top left corner. It has short clips from videos
Eric gets overconfident against Hikaru, DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME - Best Motivational Speech Video
(Featuring Eric Thomas) and jackass forever | Official Trailer (2022 Movie). Obviously these videos haven’t
been used for training the model, so puts the network into a true test. Sadly the output isn’t good audio
quality, most notably the "music" track has very audible speech and the "speech" has noticeably lower
quality than the original. At least the "speech" doesn’t have much audible music.
A better result might be obtained by using more a diverse set of training data, using a more complex model
(but overfitting has to be midigated somehow), and having a better loss function than the plain MSE. Some
ideas were alraedy mentioned earlier, but having the Short-time Fourier transform as a prediction target
sounds interesting. Fundamentally the human ear doesn’t care about the phase of the signal, only the
composition of frequencies matter. But the spectrum calculation has to be differentiable so that Keras is
able to propagate loss derivates through it.
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4 Image and video clustering with an autoencoder
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Indexing 100.000 photos or 30 hours of video for discovery.
Fall 2021
Python, Keras
Computer Vision, Autoencoder
15th January 2022

This article describes a neural network which automatically projects a large collection of video frames (or
images) into 2D coordinates, based on their content and similarity. It can be used to find content such as
explosions from Arnold’s movies, or car scenes from Bonds. It was originally developed to organize over
6 hours of GoPro footage from Åre bike trip from the summer of 2020, and create a high-res poster which
shows the beautiful and varying landscape (Figure 4.9).
The model’s data pipeline and architecture are fairly simple, and its overview shown in Figure 4.1. The
high-res, high-bandwith video is first downsampled by FFMPEG , keeping only 0.2% of the raw data.
This is done by scaling down the video resolution by 80% and dropping 95% of the frames. "Raw"
video frames are kept in a memory-mapped NumPy array, for fast random access during visualizations.
Although 99.8% of the data is already discarded, 6.2 hours of content still consists of 67k frames which
take 32 GB of disk space in a RGB uint8 format.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the data pipeline. The 2D representation (autoencoder’s "code" or "embedding") is
used to organize the images on a browsable UI, or as descriptors for video clustering & similarity search.

A pre-trained Xception network is used to extract descriptive features from each frame. It takes in a
299 × 299 × 3 RGB image, and outputs its predictions of what kind of image it is. It has been trained to
identify 1000 different categories, such as "lion", "ski", "desk" and "barber chair". Classes are exclusive,
so predicted class probabilitites add up to 100%. In this case the final prediction layer is dropped, so
the model outputs a 2048 dimensional "descriptor" of the image. This is fairly robust to changes in the
input image, since its goal is to identify these object categories from very different looking images. Its
architecture is shown on Figure 4.2, and more details can be found from the publication.
The source video has an aspect ratio of 16:9 but the Xception network’s input is rectangular. One could
just squeeze the input image into a rectangular shape, but here a different approach was used. The input
534 × 300 image is cropped to left and right halves of size 300 × 300 and they are scaled to 299 × 299.
Pixels near the image center are present in both inputs, but that doesn’t matter. This reduces the amount
of data per image by 99.1%, compressing it down to a representative vector of 4096 dimensions.
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Figure 4.2: The architecture of the Xception network (copied from the publication).
The next step is to compress the representation down even further, to just two dimensions. This is desirable
since a 2D space is very easy to visualize, and the autoencoder’s reproduction-accuracy is not relevant in
this application. The model can be done more lightweight by preprocessing the data even further before
passing it to the autoencoder. One easy solution is to use Principal Component Analysis. It finds linear
correlations between features, and determines a linear projection which preserves as much of the variance
as possible. It was used to compress the features from 4096 to 256 dimensions (-93.75%) but dropping
only about 25% of the "information" (variance).
The final step is to reducie the number of dimensions from 256 to 2 and back to 256, while matching the
original input as well as possible in the output. An other solution would have been to use t-SNE here, but
an autoencoder gives more control to the result since one can use various regularization methods.
The autoencoder uses only Dense and BatchNormalization layers, but there are quite a few hyperparameters to choose. At the encoding stage, all Dense layers use the elu activation function, except the last one
uses tanh which constrains the output to a range of -1 to 1. Elu is used because it is found to work well
on regression problems. There are two Dense layers between the input and output layers, and their sizes
are determined by weighted geometric means: approximately (2562 ∗ 21 )1/3 and (2561 ∗ 22 )1/3 .
_________________________________________________________________
Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
input_132 ( InputLayer )
[( None , 256)]
0
dense_183 ( Dense )
( None , 50)
12850
batch_normalization_134 ( Bat ( None , 50)
200
dense_184 ( Dense )
( None , 10)
510
batch_normalization_135 ( Bat ( None , 10)
40
dense_182 ( Dense )
( None , 2)
22
=================================================================
Total params : 13 ,622
Trainable params : 13 ,502
Non - trainable params : 120

The decoder is very similar, except the dimension gets progressively larger. All Dense layers use the elu
activation function again, except the last one uses just the linear one. It uses more parameters, to ease
up the reconstruction. The encoder shouldn’t be too complex, because it may lead fairly similar inputs to
be far apart in the 2D plane. Intermediate layer sizes are again calculated via a weighted geometric mean.
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_________________________________________________________________
Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
input_133 ( InputLayer )
[( None , 2)]
0
dense_185 ( Dense )
( None , 6)
18
batch_normalization_136 ( Bat ( None , 6)
24
dense_186 ( Dense )
( None , 22)
154
batch_normalization_137 ( Bat ( None , 22)
88
dense_187 ( Dense )
( None , 76)
1748
batch_normalization_138 ( Bat ( None , 76)
304
dense_188 ( Dense )
( None , 256)
19712
=================================================================
Total params : 22 ,048
Trainable params : 21 ,840
Non - trainable params : 208

Additional regularizations are applied to guilde the resulting 2D embedding (aka. "coding" or "code"). It
is desirable that the point cloud’s mean is zero and the standard deviation is "sufficiently" large. Here an
std of 0.3 was used, which is sufficiently small that a Gaussian distribution with this std has only 0.1%
of samples being outside the range of the tanh activation function. This regularization is easily done in
Keras with a activity regularizer.
The second "regularization" technique is similar to a triplet loss or contrastive loss. The main loss function
is still the MSE of the autoencoder’s reconstruction, but the model has a second output as well. The
network actually takes three inputs (A, B and C), only the first one of which is used to train the autoencoder.
The three images are consecutive frames from a video, so it expected that they share some similarity with
each other. So the model is guided to also minimize (encode( A) + encode(C ))/2 − encode( B), meaning
that B’s 2D embedding should be located between the embedding of A and C.
However this didn’t end up working too well, especially with movies where the scene consists of clips from
several camera angles. A better solution was to calculate log((e + sum(( A − B)2 ))/(e + sum(( B − C )2 )))
on a random triplets of A, B & C. The encoder is guided to structure the coding so that the log-ratio applies
also to values of encode(A), encode(B) & encode(C). This worked well for biking videos and also for
movies.
Example embeddings are shown in Figure 4.3. The left one has a standard deviation of 0.3, and the right
one has 0.6. The latter option didn’t result in the desired uniform distribution, rather it pushed lots of
points to the margin of the tanh function. The "normalized" version in the middle is explained later in
this article.

Figure 4.3: Example distributions from the autoencoder: standard deviation = 0.3 (approximating a Gaussian distribution), a "stretched" version of it (approximating an uniform distribution), and standard deviation = 0.6 (approximating an uniform distribution).
Each point on the scatter plot corresponds to a specific frame from a specific video. This means that we
can trace a specific video’s "path" within the 2D space, and use it as a fingerprint. Figure 4.4 shows nine
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such paths, which have been chosen to be as dissimilar from each as possible. Their corresponding video
frame sequences are shown on the right sade, each column corresponding to a specific video. The images
are rather small, but it is clear that they have very different scenery. Because of this, there is relatively
little overlap between different videos’ paths. It is possible to check the small legend on the bottom left to
determine how line colors match the shown videos, for example the left-most video is plotted as a blue
line and the right-most video is plotted in yellow.

Figure 4.4: Most dissimilar video clips from the Åre dataset. Each plotted "path" corresponds to a specific
video, which are shown on the right.
It is also possible to find as similar video clips as possible, given a query video. These kinds of examples
are shown in figures 4.5 - 4.8. Videos of Figure 4.5 have their embeddings mostly at the y < 0 region, and
they seem to represent a very harsh and rocky terrain. They are filmed at the higher region of the Åre
mountain, some frames even show some snow although it was in the middle of the summer. The small
blue dots on the images are biking gloves.

Figure 4.5: Examples of rocky terrain, from high up in the Åre mountain.
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Figure 4.6 shows videos which have their embeddings at the |y| < 0.4 range, which seem to have a bike
trail in the middle and greenery on the sides. These are from various locations on the bike park, but of
course at a lot lower altitude than the previous ones.

Figure 4.6: Examples of bike trails, with greenery on both sides.
The final example Figure 4.7 has quite different scenes. They have an exceptional red color in common,
but it originates from a variety of objects (bikes, condola, ...). Videos #1, #3, #6 and #7 are about entering
or exiting a red condola, and it also shows our red bike frames. Videos #4, #5, #8 and #9 are from a chair
lift, again showing red bike frames. The video #2 is from a queue, showing a red fence.

Figure 4.7: Examplef of videos from condolas and chair lifts, showing a lot of red bike frames as well.
An uniform distribution at the interval of -1 to 1 has a standard deviation of 0.6, and it was also tested
as an activation regularization target. However the result was a bit unexpected, and the 2D embedding
is quite sparse in the middle. It pushed a lot of samples to the extremes of the tanh activation function.
Most dissimilar videos in this space are shown in Fiugre 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Alternative regularization of the encoder activation, having a stanrad deviation of 0.6.
If we want to visualize the whole embedding space as images, it is desireable that the whole space is
covered with images. The left side of Figure 4.3 has green lines plotted on it, showing the estimated
"percentile distance" from the origin. These estimates can then be used to stretch the distribution, so that
it would cover the whole plane more equally. The end result is showin in the middle of Figure 4.3. The
result isn’t ideal, but better than the starting distribution and better than the distribution on the right (an
attempt at uniform distribution by having std=0.6).
Images are tiled on a grid based on their position in the 2D space, and this is shown on the left side of
Fiugre 4.9.The image is parameterized by four values: middle point’s x and y coordinates, the width of
the "window" and the number of shown images. The right side shows a zoomed in version of the middle.

Figure 4.9: Grouped images based on their similarity (autoencoder’s 2D coordinates).
Even at the current low-res image cache of 534 × 300 pixels, this compilation of 11 × 18 tiles has a resolution
of 5874 × 5400, which is sufficient for a 0.5 - 1.0 meter wide print. To get a higher DPI we can increase
the cached images’ resolution, tile more images or seek original frames from high-res MP4 video files.
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Random seek on video is fairly slow, but it doesn’t matter on a one-time effort. And before generating it
we can still use the low-res in-memory cached ones for fast image previews.
If we don’t like the composition, we can always re-train the autoencoder and let it converge to a different
representation. Although it is expected that it always organizes the images in a more or less stable manner.
An other option is to directly manipulate the embeddings, as we already did when we scaled them away
from the origin. Also an arbitrary rotation can be applied before scaling.
The final examples at figures 4.10 - 4.12 show image clusters from the movie categories: Arnold
Schwarzenegger, James Bond and Uuno Turhapuro. Everybody knows Arnold and Bond, but Uuno
isn’t well known outside Finland. He is a Finnish comedy character, created in the early 1970s. Each
dataset was run separatedldly through the dataflow shown in Figure 4.1, and the encoded embeddings
were re-scaled to fill the 2D plane in a more uniform way (as in the middle scatter plot of Figure 4.3). Then
an UI was used to navigate the embedding space, and representative regions were chosen as examples of
grouped images from each film category.
The used Arnold movies are from 1982 - 2002, and in total there are 15 of them. The full compilation is
shown on the top left corner of Figure 4.10, along with zoomed in examples. The top middle image has
mainly explosions and pyrotechnics, along with the logo of Columbia Pictures. Arguably the clouds on
its background resemble a fire ball. Images on the top right are close-ups of a single face. The bottom
left corner has airplanes and helicoptes, which are clearly a very distinct and recognizeable category. The
bottom middle has people in a jungle-like environment. And finally the bottom right has again people,
but this time not so close-up but more of a side-pose when compared to the images at top right.

Figure 4.10: Grouped frames from 15 Arnold Schwarzenegger films.
The used Bond movies are from 1974 - 1999, and in total there are 11 of them. The full compilation is
shown on the top left corner of Figure 4.11, and the other are zoomed in examples. The top middle image
has a jail theme, showing bars or a fence. The top right shows close-ups of hands, holding several kinds of
objects such as a phone, playing cards, photos or jewelry. The bottom left corner has one or more persons
in it, many times showing some bare skin. In many of them Mr. Bond is in bed, but there is also a picture
of a sword swallower in there. The bottom middle has close-ups on cars from various angles, but includes
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also some helicopters and airplanes. Those images are so zoomed in that it is a bit hard to tell these
vehicles apart. The bottom right images are boat & ocean themed.

Figure 4.11: Grouped frames from 11 James Bond films.
The used Turhapuro movies are from 1984 - 2004, but most of them are from the 1980s. The films from
1973 - 1983 were skipped, since they are black & white. In total 13 movies were used. This dataset didn’t
have clear distinct image categories, but some beach-themed are shown on the right of Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Grouped frames from 13 Uuno Turhapuro films.
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5 Helsinki Deblur Challenge 2021
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Deblurring images with supervised learning
Summer 2021
Python, Keras
Computer Vision
15th December 2021

The Finnish Inverse Problems Society (FIPS) organized the Helsinki Deblur Challenge 2021 during the
summer and fall of 2021. The challenge is to "deblur" (deconvolve) images of a known amount of blur,
and run the resulting image through and OCR algorithm. Deblur-results are scored based on how well the
pytesseract OCR algorithm is able to read the text. They also kindly provided unblurred versions of the
pictures, so we can train neural networks using any supervised learning methods at hand. The network
described in this article isn’t officially registered to the contest, but since the evaluation dataset is also
public we can run the statistics ourselves. Hyperparameter tuning got a lot more difficult once it started
taking 12 - 24 hours to train the model. I might re-visit this project later, but here its status described as of
December 2021. Had the current best network been submitted to the challenge, it would have ranked 7th
out of the 10 (nine plus this one) participants. There is already a long list of known possible improvements
at the end of this article, so stay tuned for future articles.
In total 17 teams registered to the contest, all of which seem to be from an university. I expected more
individual participants, which is the case in most Kaggle competitions. The dataset is of a very high
quality, and clearly lots of thought went into its design. It consists of 20 different levels of blur, each
of which has 200 pictures. Each photograph shows unique strings, photographed by two cameras. One
camera is always kept in focus, while the other is progressively adjusted to be out of focus. More detail
can be found from their paper. A cropped example for the input, the target and a network’s output is
shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Excample crops from the dataset at a blur step 8: blurred image, an image in proper focus and
the output from a neural network. The output isn’t very easy to read it is much better than the input.
In total there are 20 × 200 × 2 = 8000 images, each of which is 2360 × 1460 = 3.45 megapixels. In the TIFF
format they take 57 GB of space (grayscale, 16 bits of precision), which seem to use lossless compression.
To actually feed them to the neural network they need to be converted into a "raw" numpy array, typically
in-memory. We can save a significant amount of space by keeping just 8-bits of precision, then each image
takes 3.45 MB of RAM. Multiplying this by 8000 images it still pushes the RAM requirement to 28 GB,
which might not be feasible on a typical desktop. Luckily there are many ways around this.
At first we can reduce the image resolution, since the e-ink display’s pixels seem to correspond to about 8
pixels in the photo. So each image can be scaled down by 1 : 4 - 1 : 8, reducing the memory requirement
by 94 - 98%! A high-res dataset is nice but we don’t need that many pixels for the OCR algorithm to work.
Actually even the official evaluation script scales images down by 50% to improve OCR results.
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The other option is to crop the images further, leaving out the borders which don’t contain any text. This
was originally implemented, but it was later found out that the algorithm confused blurred dark corners
(vignetting, see Figure 5.2) with heavily blurred text, and produced dark artefacts around the intended
text area. This wouldn’t be that much of an issue for a human, but the OCR mistook these for characters
and generated more than the intended three lines of text as the output. This caused the score to plummet
to zero, since no characters were correctly matched with the known correct output. This is apparent in
some examples of models’ outputs, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.2: The mean and standard deviation of the dataset’s pixels (scaled to between zero and one).
Strong vignetting is apparent in the mean, which caused problems later. All images have three lines of
text but the font size and style has two variations of it.

Figure 5.3: Example outputs of different models, except the ones at bottom right which are the sharp and
blurred versions of the dataset before pre-processing. The currently best model’s output is at the top right
corner. Arguably it has the sharpest letters and no black dots near the border.
At this point the discovery process is not narrated in a chronological order, rather the article describes
how the final version of the data processing pipeline and the neural network works.
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Each image is scaled down by a factor of 1 : 7, dropping the resolution from 2360 × 1460 to 337 × 208.
This leaves characters’ details at a width of just 0.5 - 4 pixels, which might actually be a bit too small. To
midigate the issue with vingetting, each input image goes through a process of estimating the background
brightness at each pixel and then having it subtracted. This is achieved by fitting a low-degree polynomial
f ( x, x2 , y, y2 , d), where x & y are the image coordinates and d is the distance from the image’s center. Only
pixel values near the border are used to fit this function, because they are known not to contain any text.
A robust least-squares estimate is obtained by first fitting the model to all the data and then discarding
the top 10% of data which does not fit the model. These steps are shown in Figure 5.4. Not all of the
30.000 border pixels (about 40% of the image area) are needed to fit the simple function, a sufficiently
large sample of 400 - 450 pixels was used.

Figure 5.4: Steps of the background normalization (aka. vingetting elimination) are: the input image
(top left), border area sampling (top right), vingetting estimation (bottom left, 6x exaggerated) and the
resulting image (bottom right).
If the input is just a grayscale image, the first few convolution layers wouldn’t have that many interesting
features to extract. This network utilizes a non-linear median filter with a width of 3, 5, 7 and 9 pixels to
augment the input image. Not much hyperparameter-tuning was done on this, but overall it improved
results. Examples of these median-filtered images are shown in Figure 5.5. Maybe this many small steps
is overkill, and widths of just 3 and 7 pixels is sufficient. Although now it seems obvious that these filters
have the most effect on the least blurred images, and those are the easiest to deblur anyway.
There is also a significant amount of preprocessing done to the target "ground truth" (sharp) images. Their
background is not completely white, but rather at 80 - 85% brightness. However the model’s last activation
is sigmoid, which scales the output to a number between zero and one. Also on previous projects (at least
on a face VAE, not in this blog yet) it was discovered that binary_crossentropy produces sharper images
than MSE. So the target images were re-scaled so that 75% of the pixels are at 100% brightness. Again mild
vingetting started causing issues, but on this context it was midigated in a very different manner than
with the blurred images.
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Figure 5.5: Blurred images from steps of 0 to 9 are shown in the top row, and their corresponding medianfiltered versions (kernel width of 3, 5, 7 and 9 pixels) are shown below.
On the target image, non-white pixels (e.g. black or grayscale) are allowed only near completely black
pixels. Vingetting isn’t so extreme that the corners would have even a single black pixel, only gray. These
are still suboptimal for the network’s loss function and the OCR step so it is best to fix them. This simple
heuristic works very well, as is shown on Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Target image preprocessing steps: the original (left), brightness-adjusted (middle) and
vingetting-corrected (right). They gray borders of the right-most image are there just to visualize the
region in which grayscale pixels are allowed, outside them (most importantly the corners) all pixels must
be at 100% brightness. The resulting image consist of mostly 100% black or 100% white pixels, which is
the best target for the binary_crossentropy loss.
Training the network puts a very heavy load on the GPU, and caused UI programs to lag. This isn’t ideal
when the computer is also used for other activities, so each training step was made lighter by splitting
each image into 3 × 5 = 15 overlapping parts. These are shown in Figure 5.7. Overlap is very important
since the Conv2D layers don’t use any padding, so each subsequent layer reduces the output resolution.
Overlappnig the regions ensures that each available pixel contributes to the loss function, although some
contribute more than others since they are part of multiple cropped samples. Each cropped sample has a
resolution of 110 × 110 pixels. Since the dataset has 4000 input images and we are adding four medianfiltered versions of each image, the input data to the model has dimensions of 60e3 × 110 × 110 × 5.
But actually the model had trouble converging when also the most blurred images were included in the
dataset, so at this stage the model is only trained with up to the blur level 9, and there are 30e3 samples in
total. 10% of the data is used for validation (which is distinct from the competition’s validation dataset).
The network consists of three distinct stages: "preprocessing", "iterative refinement" and "postprocessing".
The only novel(?) part is the refinement step, the other two are just basic Conv2D and BatchNormalization
steps. Except the network takes two inputs: the image (along with median-blurred versions of it), and the
blur-step number. The model uses Dense layers at the preprocessing stage, which use the step to tune the
magnitude of extracted features. Its activation is sigmoid so the output is between 0 and 1, and its output
is multiplied with the Conv2D’s output.
The refinement stage uses a single Conv2D with a tanh activation. The network is kind of a mix between a
ResNet and RNN. Each iteration step’s output is a weighted mean between the network’s previous output
and the shared (recurrent) layer’s output. (edit: as I was writing this I learned about Highway networks
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Figure 5.7: 3 x 5 cropped areas of the input image. Shown rectangles have a random jitter in their position
so that theyd don’t all overlap.
which have the same idea.) The weight is adjusted by Dense layers, which again adapt the network to the
blur level. This way the network has only relatively few parameters to fit, and it shouldn’t overfit as easily
as a normal deeply nested convolutional network.
The postprocessing step is a simple convolutional network with a single sigmoid activation at the output,
since we are producing black & white images.
The network has four important hyperparameters to tune: the number of kernels (dimensions) at the
refinement stage, the number of intermediate kernels, the number of refinement iterations and the width
of the shared Conv2D layer. These parameters haven’t been extensively tuned, since it takes at least 12
hours to train the model with a GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
BN = BatchNormalization
dinit = lambda shape , dtype = None : 0.01 * tensorflow . random . normal ( shape , dtype = dtype )
im , step = Input ( Xs [0]. shape [1:]) , Input (1)
dim , subdim , n_refinements , shared_conv_w = 32 , 32 , 12 , 5
crop = ( shared_conv_w - 1) // 2
D = lambda i = dim : Dense (i , activation = ' sigmoid ' ,
kernel_initializer = dinit )( step )[: , None , None ,:]
# This is the most important layer , it is used at the refinement stage .
shared = Conv2D ( dim , shared_conv_w , activation = ' tanh ')
#
x
x
x

Preprocessing
= im
= BN ()( Conv2D ( subdim , 3 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
= x * D ( x . shape [ -1])

# These weighted geometric means make more sense if dim != subdim .
x = BN ()( Conv2D ( int (( dim **1 * subdim **3)**(1/4)) , 3 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
x = x * D ( x . shape [ -1])
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x = BN ()( Conv2D ( int (( dim **2 * subdim **2)**(1/4)) , 3 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
x = x * D ( x . shape [ -1])
x = BN ()( Conv2D ( int (( dim **3 * subdim **1)**(1/4)) , 3 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
x = x * D ( x . shape [ -1])
x = Conv2D ( dim , 3 , activation = ' tanh ' )( x )
x = x * D ( x . shape [ -1])
# Refinement
for _ in range ( n_refinements ):
d = D ()
x = x [: , crop : - crop , crop : - crop ,:] * (1 - d) + shared ( x ) * d
#
x
x
x

Postprocessing
= BN ()( Conv2D ( int (( subdim * dim )**0.5) , 1 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
= BN ()( Conv2D (8 , 1 , activation = ' elu ' )( x ))
= Conv2D (1 , 1 , activation = ' sigmoid ' )( x )

model = Model ([ im , step ] , x )

The model’s summary is shown below, with some uninteresting layers ommitted such as BatchNormalization:
___________________________________________________________________________________
Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Params Connected to
===================================================================================
# Input image
input_7 ( InputLayer )
[( None , 110 , 110 , 5) 0
# Input step number
input_8 ( InputLayer )

[( None , 1)]

# Preprocessing
conv2d_28 ( Conv2D )
dense_45 ( Dense )
conv2d_29 ( Conv2D )
dense_46 ( Dense )
conv2d_30 ( Conv2D )
dense_47 ( Dense )
conv2d_31 ( Conv2D )
dense_48 ( Dense )
conv2d_32 ( Conv2D )
dense_49 ( Dense )

( None ,
( None ,
( None ,
( None ,
( None ,
( None ,
( None ,
( None ,
( None ,
( None ,

# Refinement
conv2d_27 ( Conv2D )
dense_51 ( Dense )

multiple
( None , 32)

108 ,
32)
106 ,
32)
104 ,
32)
102 ,
32)
100 ,
32)

0
108 , 32) 1472
64
106 , 32) 9248
64
104 , 32) 9248
64
102 , 32) 924
64
100 , 32) 9248
64
25632
64

input_7 [0][0]
input_8 [0][0]
tf . math . multiply_75 [0][0]
input_8 [0][0]
tf . math . multiply_76 [0][0]
input_8 [0][0]
tf . math . multiply_77 [0][0]
input_8 [0][0]
tf . math . multiply_78 [0][0]
input_8 [0][0]
tf . math . multiply_79 [0][0]
input_8 [0][0] # repeated 12 times

# Postprocessing
conv2d_33 ( Conv2D )
( None , 52 , 52 , 32)
1056
tf . __operators__ . add_41 [0][0]
conv2d_34 ( Conv2D )
( None , 52 , 52 , 8)
264
batch_normalization_22 [0][0]
conv2d_35 ( Conv2D )
( None , 52 , 52 , 1)
9
batch_normalization_23 [0][0]
===================================================================================
Total params : 67 ,185
Trainable params : 66 ,849
Non - trainable params : 336
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After training with Adam optimizer (learning rate = 10−2.5 ) for 12 hours the binary_crossentropy error
was 0.0833169 for the trainign set and 0.1285431 for the validation. The model was still converging, and a
better results would be obtained by letting the training to run for longer. Although it is a bit concerning
that the validation error is so noticeably higher than the fitting error.
An example of the model’s output is shown in Figure 5.8, for varying blur levels (aka,. steps). Figures 5.9
- 5.16 show how the "step" parameter affects the output. It seems very important that this parameter is set
correctly. If this network was used to deblur images with an unknown blur level, the whole range would
need to be tested and the best one must be picked manually, or based on some heuristic.

Figure 5.8: Examples of the cropped input image, the target sharp image and the model’s output. Inputs
have a blur step between 3 and 9.

Figure 5.9: Example outputs with a blur level 2. The correct deblur level is indicated by a gray background
on this and other examples.
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Figure 5.10: Example outputs with a blur level 3.

Figure 5.11: Example outputs with a blur level 4.

Figure 5.12: Example outputs with a blur level 5. This illustrates nicely what happens if the network is
told to deblur too small or too large details. With a correct deblur level the output is very easy to read,
although it isn’t perfectly crisp either.
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Figure 5.13: Example outputs with a blur level 6.

Figure 5.14: Example outputs with a blur level 7.

Figure 5.15: Example outputs with a blur level 8.
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Figure 5.16: Example outputs with a blur level 9.
The contest (or "challenge") was overall very well organized, and the validation dataset came with a twist:
unlike the previously released dataset which only contained alphabetical characters, the new dataset had
also digits. This means that the network cannot be trained to always produce alphabetical outputs, but
rather it has to be a more general algorithm. Full results can be found from the website, but in conclusion
out of the 17 teams which registered to the contest, only nine submitted their final results according to the
rules (on time and open sourced on GitHub). If I had entered the contest it would make ten of us, and the
current (unoptimized) solution would have been at the 7th place, beating three submitted solutions. Most
of the solutions could deblur images up to step 10 and more, and the top two reached amazing steps of
18 and 19 which look just plainly impossible!

Figure 5.17: OCR accuracy results of the training dataset. Note that the largest used blur was the step 9,
but already there the mean accuracy (60.4%) was below the competition’s threshold of 70%. The x-axis
shows different percentiles, except the values at 50 are replaced with the mean.
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Figure 5.18: OCR accuracy results of the validation dataset (10% of the used data) Here the model could
pass the blur step 7, with a mean accuracy of 76.2%.

Figure 5.19: OCR accuracy results of the competition’s validation dataset As with the other validation
dataset, here the model could pass the blur step 7, with a mean accuracy of 77.0% This indicates that
the network didn’t overfit to alphabetical inputs but can also correctly deblur digits. On the other hand
validation error is noticeably higher than train error.

Summary of the results are shown in Table 5.1. There is some random variation between tightly contested
models, and their rank depends on which blur step is examined. At steps 4, 6 and 8 the described
algorithm in this paper was ranked at places 5th, 6th and 9th from the top.
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Table 5.1: Competition results (the stop step) and mean scores at blur steps 4, 6 and 8. ∗ Note that this
network was not actually submitted to the competition. But the official validation set was not used to train it or to
do hyperparameter tuning, so the comparison is fair.
step 4
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th*
8th
9th
10th

Team
15_A
12_B
01
11_C
06
13
16_B
04
09_B

University
Technische Universität Berlin, GER
National University of Singapore
Leiden University, NL
University of Bremen, GER / UK
Heinrich Heine Uni. Düsseldorf, GER
Federal University of ABC, BRA
Niko Nyrhilä, FIN
Technical University of Denmark
Dipartimento di Sciente Fisiche, ITA
University of Campinas, BRA

stop
19
18
14
10
10
7
7
6
5
2

step 6

step 8

score

rank

score

rank

score

rank

94.53
94.75
94.92
92.22
96.40
91.45
94.50
90.20
82.45
16.15

3
2
4
6
1
7
5
8
9
10

94.03
92.62
91.75
87.78
94.33
71.12
81.08
76.45
68.00
6.33

2
3
4
5
1
8
6
7
9
10

93.12
92.62
91.65
81.25
85.92
67.12
60.80
68.35
62.85
2.27

1
2
3
5
4
7
9
6
8
10

There remains several areas to be improved upon, some of which might result in a higher rank:
• More hyperparameter tuning, including different activation functions.
• Train the model as long as it taks, do not limit to 12 hours.
• Speed up the training by showing fewer samples of the easier blur levels, the model architecture
seems to interpolate between them very well. Maybe this could be a dynamical process which
happens automatically during training?
• Switch to a lower learning rate upon initial convergence, do not use the fixed 10−2.5 .
• Use further blur steps for training, do not limit to steps 0 - 9. If convergence is an issue one could try
to adjust sample weights so that initially the least blurred images are weighted more. More blurred
images would be used mainly for fine-tuning.
• Down-scale images less than by a factor of 1 : 7, so that character details are black & white rather
than grayscale.
∂
∂
• Include sharp images’ ∂x
and ∂y
as an additional target to the network’s output, maybe it would
provide stronger gradients and the network would learn faster?
• Reduce overfitting by data augmentation, ideally the network would be rotation-invariant.
• Add dropout, either the standard or the 2D variant. The dropout rate is yet an other hyperparameter.
• Try regularization as well, especially the shared layer which has the most parameters.
• Current pre-processing steps aren’t ideal, the model should learn not to get confused by vingetting.
• Use an other network architecture like an U-net to get local and global context, although it is closer
to cheating at this point since such network was the contest winner.
But if it takes 24 hours to train the network, it will take quite a long time to find the optimal mix of even
some of these options. At least it is trivial to parallelize, and consumer GPUs are still getting faster. The
used GTX 1080 Ti is from 2017, so it is already 4 years old as of 2021.
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6 Satellite crash course
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Minimizing and maximizing the odds of crashing to ground.
Spring 2021
Python
Applied mathematics
13th June 2021

Since hearing the news of a faling Chinese rocket booster Long March 5B and being reminded that Earth’s
surface is about 70% ocean, I got interested on how the orbital parameters affect the odds of crashing to
ocean vs. ground. I was nearly finished with the project when I realized that Earth is rotating under the
satellite, thus invalidating all the results! This doesn’t take orbits’ eccentricity into account either, but I’ve
heard that the athmospheric drag has a dendency of reducing it to zero as the orbit falls. Anyway, I found
the various "straight" paths around the globe interesting and decided to publish these results anyway. In
conclusion there are paths which spend only 9 % on top of land (including lakes) and 91% on top of ocean
or up-to 57% on top of land and 43% on top of ocean.
At first I started looking for a geographical dataset for Python. I wound an excellent article from towardsdatascience.com which introduced me to "ETOPO1 Global Relief Model" published by NOAA. It consists
of a 21601 × 10801 grid (≈ 223 million datapoints) of Earth’s surfaces height in reference to the sea level
(meaning lakes above the sea level as classified as dry land), having on average a measurement on every
1.5 × 1.5 km2 area. We don’t need this kind of precision and can start by dropping 99% of the data, leaving
us with 2.3 million samples and each covering on average an area of 15 × 15 km2 . However the dataset is
uniformy sampled in latitude & longitude coordinates, which means that poles are more densely sampled
than the equator. This doesn’t matter on some applications, but when calculating the average time spent
on top of ocean it is important to have an unbiased sample. This is easily fixed by dropping out samples
in proption to 1 − cos(lat). This drops about 36% of data, leaving us with 1.5 million samples and each
representing an area of 19 × 19 km2 .

Figure 6.1: Parameterizations of different orbits (lon & lat) with highlighted local minima and maxima. A
satellite spends at minimum 9% of its time on top of land and at maximum 57%.
Once we have an uniform sample in lat & lon coordinates it is trivial to transform them to the unit
sphere in 3D cartesian coordinates. A great circle is parameterized by a 3D unit vector, and it consists
of points of which’s coordinates dot product with the unit vector is zero. Naturally we must allow some
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tolerance to this, for example a ±100 km threshold corresponds to the dot product’s absolute value being
≤ 100 km/(2π ∗ 6370 km) ≈ 0.00245. The easiest way of finding optimal great circles (minimizing or
maximizing the dry land) is to brute-force the result on a search grid and finding local minima and
maxima. The result of this is shown in Figure 10.4 (I learned only afterwards that this is called the Funk
Transform). Again, an uniform sampling in lat & lon coordinates is not uniform in 3D space but it isn’t
as important here as it is in the underlying ocean vs, ground data. We just need to be mindful that the
parameter space near the poles is over-sampled, and apply a secondary filter to ignore near duplicate
great circles. The similarity is measured by the dot product of their unit vectors, and it approaches one
(being the cosine of the angle between them) when the vectors point to a similar direction.

Figure 6.2: Some locally optimal paths, either minimizing or maximizing the time spent on top of ocean.
Once the filtering is done we can visualize most distinct paths on a map as shown in Fiugre 6.2. This
doesn’t use any fancy map projection, so polar regions are exaggerated in size. It is interesting how many
of the oeacn-maximizing paths hug the coastal line. Some zoomed regions are shown in Figure 6.3, which
also shows how polar regions are more sparsely sampled in lat & lon coordinates to make them uniform
in the cartesian space.

Figure 6.3: Some locally optimal paths in detail.
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7 Chess video search engine
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Indexing chess videos for position-based retrieval
Spring 2021
Python, Keras, Clojure
Computer Vision, Data Structures, Autoencoder
13th June 2021

Youtube has a quite good search functionality based on video titles, descriptions and maybe even subtitles
but it doesn’t go into actual video contents and provide accurate timestamps for users’ searches. An
youtuber "Agadmator" has a very popular channel (1.1 million subscribers, 454 million video views at
the time of writing) which showcases major chess games from past and recent tournaments and online
games. Here a search engine is introduced which analyzes the videos, recognizes chess pieces and builds
a database of all of the positions on the board ready to be searched. It keeps track of the exact timestamps
of the videos in which the queried position occurs so it is able to provide direct links to relevant videos.
I am a beginner online chess player myself, having started in December 2020 at Chess.com (≈1200 rating
in 10 min rapid) thanks to the "casual" PogChamps tournament. I had followed Agadmator for a long
time before this event, and decided to finally put some moves on the board myself. The search engine is
hosted as a single-page-app at AWS S3, written in ClojureScript (Reagent) but relying on pre-calculated
data structure generated by Python and Keras.
The first step was downloading all the videos form Youtube, which was very easy thanks to youtubedl. You can get the list of video ids by youtube-dl -j flat-playlist $URL and use youtube-dl -o
"id_$ID.webm" -f $FORMAT "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=$ID" to download them. It is noteworthy that $ID can start with a -, so it is good to prefix file names with something to avoid cli args
confusion or make sure each call has -- at an appropriate place. File size can be minimized by using 720p video streams, having $FORMAT code either 136 or 247. Agadmator has been doing videos for
a long time, and apparently Youtube has been changing codecs behind the scenes so one must chech
that in which format each video exists. Also these videos do not contain audio, if you wish to include it you can download file formats 249, 251 or 140 of low-quality streams. Video and audio were
then compressed further by ffmpeg and the video was reduced to 4 frames per second by a command like ffmpeg -nostats -loglevel error -hwaccel cuvid -i "$vid.v.webm" -c:v hevc_nvenc
-rc vbr_hq -qmin:v 28 -qmax:v 30 -x265-params range=full -dst_range 1 -pix_fmt yuv420p
-movflags faststart -an -r 4 -vf scale=1280:720 "$vid.mp4". Audio was compressed by ffmpeg
-nostats -loglevel error -i "$vid.a.webm" -codec:a libmp3lame -af aresample=22000 -b:a 16k
-ac 1 "$vid.mp3" and these are then merged into a single file via ffmpeg -nostats -loglevel error
-i "$vid.mp4" -i "$vid.mp3" -c:v copy -c:a copy -y "../videos/$vid.mp4". In total about 700
hours of content was downloaded but it takes only 20 GB of disk space.

Figure 7.1: Agadmator’s old and new video layout.
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The first hassle was to crop the chess board from the video, and this cannot be hard-coded since Agadmator has used two different layouts in his videos (Figure 7.1). Each video was classified to the old and
new formats based on the 10th frame of the video (at 4 fps), but actually recently he has been doing some
introduction at the beginning of the video which spoils this simple logic. Luckily when in doubt we can
guess that the video uses the new layout, or hard-code the class of the few problematic ids. Also some
videos aren’t a typical chess game analysis at all and must be skipped.
The video classifier was trained by grabbing the 10th frame, resizing it to a small 160 × 90 resolution and
cropping a 77 × 86 area from it. There is also some noise added to this cropping process, to make the
model more resilient of minor deviations of Agadmator’s layout between videos. These cropped regions
were then used to train an 1D autoencoder. Example crops and their autoencoder outputs are shown in
Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Example low-res crops and their autoencoded versions from videos: the old & new layout and
unrelated content.
The autoencoder has a quite basic architecture: a sequence of convolutions and pooling layers bring the
image down to a smaller size, final few dense layers crush it into one or two dimensions, and a stack of
dense layers progressively bring it back to the original resolution. The embedding layer has tanh activation
which limits the range between -1 and 1, and the final layer has sigmoid which limits the RGB output
between 0 and 1. I have found that relu activation works well on convolutional layers, but elu has more
"flexibility" on regression-type roles at dense layers. Actually depending on the magnitude of the input
signal and the layer’s weights it can smoothly "interpolate" between linear and relu-like activation.
This architecture wasn’t optimized that much, since it needs only to be good enough for this purpose.
(Sorry the blog is lacking syntax highlight for non-PHP content. The PDF version is prettier, and I must
remind you that it is generated directly by LATEX.)
enc_dim = 1
enc = Dense ( enc_dim , activation = ' tanh ')
model = Sequential ([
Input ( X . shape [1:]) ,
Conv2D (16 , 3 , activation = ' relu ') , BN () , AveragePooling2D (2) ,
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Conv2D (32 , 3 , activation = ' relu ') , BN () , AveragePooling2D (2) ,
Conv2D (64 , 3 , activation = ' relu ') , BN () , AveragePooling2D (2) ,
Conv2D (64 , 3 , activation = ' relu ') , BN () ,
Flatten () ,
Dense (64 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
Dense (32 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
Dense (8 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
enc ,

])

Dense (8 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
Dense (32 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
Dense (64 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
Dense (256 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
Dense ( np . prod ( X . shape [1:]) , activation = ' sigmoid ') ,
Reshape ( X . shape [1:])

Although we are working on a quite low resolution, the model has 5.3 million parameters. This is mainly
due to the last dense layer which expands the representation from 256 to 77 × 86 × 3 = 19866 dimensions.
_________________________________________________________________
Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
conv2d_16 ( Conv2D )
( None , 75 , 84 , 16)
448
batch_normalization_44 ( Batc ( None , 75 , 84 , 16)
64
average_pooling2d_12 ( Averag ( None , 37 , 42 , 16)
0
conv2d_17 ( Conv2D )
( None , 35 , 40 , 32)
4640
batch_normalization_45 ( Batc ( None , 35 , 40 , 32)
128
average_pooling2d_13 ( Averag ( None , 17 , 20 , 32)
0
conv2d_18 ( Conv2D )
( None , 15 , 18 , 64)
18496
batch_normalization_46 ( Batc ( None , 15 , 18 , 64)
256
average_pooling2d_14 ( Averag ( None , 7 , 9 , 64)
0
conv2d_19 ( Conv2D )
( None , 5 , 7 , 64)
36928
batch_normalization_47 ( Batc ( None , 5 , 7 , 64)
256
flatten_4 ( Flatten )
( None , 2240)
0
dense_37 ( Dense )
( None , 64)
143424
batch_normalization_48 ( Batc ( None , 64)
256
dense_38 ( Dense )
( None , 32)
2080
batch_normalization_49 ( Batc ( None , 32)
128
dense_39 ( Dense )
( None , 8)
264
batch_normalization_50 ( Batc ( None , 8)
32
dense_36 ( Dense )
( None , 1)
9
dense_40 ( Dense )
( None , 8)
16
batch_normalization_51 ( Batc ( None , 8)
32
dense_41 ( Dense )
( None , 32)
288
batch_normalization_52 ( Batc ( None , 32)
128
dense_42 ( Dense )
( None , 64)
2112
batch_normalization_53 ( Batc ( None , 64)
256
dense_43 ( Dense )
( None , 256)
16640
batch_normalization_54 ( Batc ( None , 256)
1024
dense_44 ( Dense )
( None , 19866)
5105562
reshape_4 ( Reshape )
( None , 77 , 86 , 3)
0
=================================================================
Total params : 5 ,333 ,467
Trainable params : 5 ,332 ,187
Non - trainable params : 1 ,280
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The encoder model is constructed simply by enc_model = Model(model.input, enc.output). The encoder puts each image type into a very distinct value range, as can be seen at figures 7.3 and 7.4. Actually
in addition to the input’s encoded value, whether it is an outlier can be also detected from the representation error between the input and output image but this was not implemented. Due to random initialization
the network converges always to a different representation for old and new types of boards. Anyway, in
this case "bright" outlier inputs are in the range of -1 to -0.5, -0.5 to -0.4 correspond to the old layout, -0.2
all the way to 0.7 are new layouts and from 0.7 onwards they seem to be darker outliers.

Figure 7.3: A histogram of embedded chess boards (and outliers).

Figure 7.4: Example boards sorted by their encoding representation (a float between -1 and 1), left to right
and top to bottom. There are four distinct classes: bright outliers, old style boards, new style boards and
dark outliers.
Once this is done all relevant videos can be cropped and resized into a standard resolution. The next step
is to identify the pieces (and pawns) on the board. This isn’t as trivial as it might sound (I indeed expected
this to be easy!), because there are all kinds of graphics on the board and pieces move over each other. A
representative sample of pieces on the board (and empty squares) was collected at an resolution of 42 × 42
each. This was done by going through videos’ frames and first dropping near-dubplicate frames.
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A buffer of 256 pieces was kept, and a new candidate piece was not added to the buffer if it was too
similar to an already existing one. This ensures that the collection doesn’t have too much redundant
samples, which is especially important in this case since the pieces do not move on the board most of the
time. This results in 204 stored buffers, each having 256 crops so in total there were 52k crops stored.
Three buffers are shown in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5: Sampled piece crops from the chess board. Some are from random video content which was
shown on top of the chess board.
Many crops are "polluted" by having a red background, having a yellow arrow going across it or both.
These are a very useful features of the chess board UI, used to highlight critical squares, moves and piece
protections. These make more sense in the context of a complete board, as seen in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6: An example usage of red square highlights and yellow move arrows from Youtube.
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This collection of unlabelled data wasn’t much use for the purpose of identifying pieces on the board.
But manual labeling is very tedious, so an initial batch of distinct images was exported by running them
through a new autoencoder (not encoding full chess boards, only individual cropped squares) and identifying a few hundred distinct images. These are then labeled manually and are run through the first
supervised neural network. Since we have very little data, the first network has to be quite simple to
avoid overfitting. Of course we can use some data augmentation in terms of random translation, zooming
and rotation but these do not correspond well to the kind of obstructions we have in the real dataset. All
versions of the network had the traditional "convolution → dense → softmax" architecture
So the initial dataset is used to train a network, and it is used to do forecasts. Since the last activation layer
is softmax, its outputs kind of correspond to class probabilities. And we can this identify the inputs for
which the network was most unsure that to which class it belongs to. These samplex are then exported,
manually labelled and this process is iterrated until the validation error is satisfactory or the manual
laborer is exhausted. In total 4200 images were classified. The dataset has a quite strong class impalance,
28.4% of them is "partial" but only 2.1% are of "white_king" since those were the most difficult and easiest
classes. It would be interesting to re-visit this with a semisupervised learning method, but this will do for
now. Here is a reasonable network architecture:
dim , kernel , d , rot , zoom = 10 , 9 , 0.1 , 10 / 360 , 0.1
model = Sequential ([
Input ( X . shape [1:]) ,
preprocessing . RandomRotation ( rot ) ,
preprocessing . RandomZoom ( zoom ) ,
Conv2D ( dim , kernel , activation = ' relu ') , D ( d ) , BN () ,
Conv2D ( dim , kernel , activation = ' relu ') , MaxPooling2D (2) , D ( d ) , BN () ,
Conv2D ( dim , kernel , activation = ' relu ') , BN () ,
Flatten () ,

])

Dense (16 , activation = ' elu ') , BN () ,
Dense ( n_cls , activation = ' softmax ')

Model’s summary was the following:
_________________________________________________________________
Layer ( type )
Output Shape
Param #
=================================================================
random_rotation_2 ( RandomRot ( None , 38 , 38 , 3)
0
random_zoom_2 ( RandomZoom )
( None , 38 , 38 , 3)
0
conv2d_150 ( Conv2D )
( None , 30 , 30 , 10)
2440
dropout_4 ( Dropout )
( None , 30 , 30 , 10)
0
batch_normalization_398 ( Bat ( None , 30 , 30 , 10)
40
conv2d_151 ( Conv2D )
( None , 22 , 22 , 10)
8110
max_pooling2d_2 ( MaxPooling2 ( None , 11 , 11 , 10)
0
dropout_5 ( Dropout )
( None , 11 , 11 , 10)
0
batch_normalization_399 ( Bat ( None , 11 , 11 , 10)
40
conv2d_152 ( Conv2D )
( None , 3 , 3 , 10)
8110
batch_normalization_400 ( Bat ( None , 3 , 3 , 10)
40
flatten_38 ( Flatten )
( None , 90)
0
dense_234 ( Dense )
( None , 16)
1456
batch_normalization_401 ( Bat ( None , 16)
64
dense_235 ( Dense )
( None , 15)
255
=================================================================
Total params : 20 ,555
Trainable params : 20 ,463
Non - trainable params : 92
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Figure 7.7: Class confusion matrix (shown in sqrt scale, each row adds up to 100%), true positive rates
(also the diagonal of the matrix) and a "false discovery rate". When a prediction goes wrong it is classified
to the "partial" class over 70% of the time.
Eventually the validation accuracy was about 85%, but this isn’t as bad as it sounds. An extra test was
run, in which only 50% of data was used for training and the other 50% for validation. Forecast accuracy
results of the validation set are shown in Figure 7.7. As expected the most difficult class to predict was
the "partial" class, see Figure 7.8 for examples. Basically they have two overlappign pieces, which occurs
when a piece is being captured. It is hard to set a threshold when the image should be classified as two
distinct pieces or just one dominant one. However this distinction isn’t important for this project’s main
purpose, since the square will be correctly classified once capture is 100% done and the situation is stable.
An other tricky one is the "empty" class, when a piece is being moved to the square. In this experiment the
precision (percentage of correctly labelled classes, or the diagonal of the confusion matrix) was respectable
70 - 90%.

Figure 7.8: Examples from the "partial" class.
Empty squares aren’t trivial either, because when a piece is being moved to it there comes a point when
the correct classificaiton is "partial". Several examples are shown in Figure 7.9. Again the distinction
between the two isn’t crucial in the end, since it will be correctly labeled once the piece is dropped on the
board and the situation is stable.
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Figure 7.9: Examples from the "empty" class.
Examples of black chess pieces (and pawns) are shown in Figure 7.10. It shows a variety of piece’s
positions within the crop, obstructions by yellow arrows, varying backgrounds etc. Examples of white
pieces (and pawns) are shown in Figure 7.11.

Figure 7.10: Examples of black pieces (and the pawn).
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Figure 7.11: Examples of white pieces (and the pawn).
The final odd class is the "other", samples are shown in Figure 7.12. Basically it consists of anyting not
related to the chess board, which occur when Agadmator is showing other content related to the game he
is describing. The top left example is an exception, it is a white rook on a completely white background.
This acutally happens on the board when a white pawn is being promoted, and there is a menu to choose
which piece you want. I had these as a separate label in the training data but decided to combine them
with "other" since the distinction isn’t important in this case.
Once this network is successfully trained as well we are done! We have a pipeline which downloads a
video from Youtube, compresses it to lower bitrate and FPS, detect whether it is the new or old layout and
crop it accordingly and identify all pieces (and empty squares) on the board. This is actually just 300 400 lines of code, but naturally this involved lots of hyper-parameter tuning and other problem solving.
The video is processed by loading cropped frames in batches and passing through the classifier network.
Actually the previously described model processes only one 38 × 38 × 3 input image, but as we know the
chess board consists of a 8 × 8 grid of these. Luckily it is trivial to build a "combined" network which takes
a 304 × 304 × 3 input, crops it into 64 38 × 38 × 3 squares and passes them to the single-square model.
The result is then concatenated into a single 15 × 8 × 8 output, corresponding a class probability for each
square out of the 15 classes (6 white pieces, 6 black pieces, "empty", "partial" and "other").
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Figure 7.12: Examples from the "other" class.
So a batch of 32 frames results in an output of size 32 × 15 × 8 × 8, to which we can apply numpy.argmax
to find the most likely classification for each of the 32 × 8 × 8 squares. Once the full video is processed
we have a Numpy array of shape n × 8 × 8, each item having a value between 0 and 14. (since there are
15 classes) We know that to which timestamp each sample corresponds to simply based on the constant
FPS of the video. A consecutive "runs" of these classes are then stored into a JSON file in a timeline-like
data structure. This is the smallest data file from a video titled Merry Christmas Chess Puzzle to Brighten
Your Day:
{

}

" id " : " 6 qZDMNl8yXA " ,
" title " : " Merry Christmas Chess Puzzle to Brighten Your Day :) " ,
" black_bishop " : {
" b8 " : [[0.00 , 1.85] , [2.23 , 2.55]] ,
" f4 " : [[2.08 , 2.10]]
},
" black_king ": {
" a8 " : [[0.00 , 2.55]]
},
" black_pawn ": {
" a6 " : [[2.42 , 2.55]] ,
" a7 " : [[0.00 , 2.08] , [2.27 , 2.55]] ,
" b7 " : [[0.00 , 2.27] , [2.29 , 2.31]]
},
" white_king ": {
" c8 " : [[0.00 , 2.55]]
},
" white_pawn ": {
" b6 " : [[0.00 , 2.31]] ,
" b7 " : [[2.45 , 2.55]]
},
" white_rook ": {
" a1 " : [[2.24 , 2.29]] ,
" a6 " : [[1.85 , 2.08] , [2.31 , 2.41]] ,
" a7 " : [[2.10 , 2.23]]
}
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Each number represents a timestamp in minutes, for example we can see that the black king spent the
entire game at a8 but a black bishop spent only (2.10 − 2.08) ∗ 60 = 1.2 seconds in f4. (Actually if you
check the video it stays there from 2:04 to 2:12, I should do some debugging to see what went wrong here.
At least it wasn’t misclassified as any other piece between 2.10 - 2.20 (2:06 - 2:12).)
The application doesn’t use that format though, instead it uses a few tricks to compress the data by about
50%. Firstly we don’t need to store the timestamps as lists of two-item lists, instead we can flatten the
structure and use Clojure’s partition to split it back into chunks. Second, we can store just each sequence’s
first item as-is, and for the rest we store the interval between the values. Especially on longer videos this
leads to small numbers (less than 10), for example [[3, 5], [7, 11], [12, 13], [19, 22]] is flattened
to [3, 5, 7, 11, 12, 13, 19, 22] and calculating deltas leaves us with [3, 2, 2, 4, 1, 1, 9, 3].
The third optimization is not to work with floating point values with decimals, rather multiply each
(delta) timestamp by 100 and store it as a fixed-point integer. This way we don’t need to store the decimal
separator either. In the shown JSON the numbers aren’t stored in an array, rather it is a string where
values are separated by spaces. This allows us to omit values of zero, which wouldn’t be a valid JSON
syntax. But actually I forgot to implement this optimization, so the used data structure is as follows:
{

}

" id " : " 6 qZDMNl8yXA " ,
" title " : " Merry Christmas Chess Puzzle to Brighten Your Day :) " ,
" black_bishop " : {
" b8 " : " 0 185 37 31 " ,
" f4 " : " 208 2 "
},
" black_king ": {
" a8 " : " 0 254 "
},
" black_pawn ": {
" a6 " : " 242 12 " ,
" a7 " : " 0 208 18 27 " ,
" b7 " : " 0 227 2 2 "
},
" white_king ": {
" c8 " : " 0 254 "
},
" white_pawn ": {
" b6 " : " 0 231 " ,
" b7 " : " 245 9 "
},
" white_rook ": {
" a1 " : " 224 4 " ,
" a6 " : " 185 23 23 10 " ,
" a7 " : " 210 12 "
}

Indexing each video into this format is quite speedy, running at about 15 minutes of video (3.6k frames
since it was stored in 4 FPS) in one minute, or 1 hour in 4 minutes. Processing all of them still takes a
significant amount of time since there is about 500 hours of relevant videos (200 hours are from other
long-format streams), about 33 hours. Luckily the process can be run in parallel, to push the total time
down to 10 - 15 hours. Naturally the full indexing has to be run only when the piece detection network
has been updated. A new video can be indexed "incrementally", and just a new combined JS file has to be
concatenated and uploaded to S3.
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Speaking of which, the full dataset is available here (at the moment about 5.7 MB of JS), and it is loaded
to the ClojureScript application upon start-up. The application itself is fairly simple, the only interesting
bit was implementing the search algorithm of this datased based on a (partial) situation on the board.
Currently it only searches matching pieces at given locations, you cannot query for a specific square to be
empty. Although this would be easy to implmenet post-hoc. At least for now this project isn’t available at
GitHub, mainly due to how dirty the video processing and model training pipelines are. The ClojureScript
portion is only about 200 lines of code.
When the application starts and ClojureScript gets evaluated, it first converts the "global" videos object
into a Clojure data structure (and undos all the compression steps which were described earlier) by utilizing the goog.object from Google’s Closure library. Here are a few utilitiy functions (sorry my blog
engine does not represent Clojure code properly since it gets stuff mixed with LATEXrules such as % being
a comment, check the PDF for complete source code):
( defn obj- > clj [ obj ]
( case ( goog / typeOf obj )
" array "
( mapv obj- > clj obj )
" object "
(- > ( fn [ result key ]
( let [ v ( goog . object / get obj key )]
( if (= " function " ( goog / typeOf v ))
result
( assoc result key ( obj- > clj v )))))
( reduce { } (. getKeys ^ js / object goog / object obj )))
obj ))
( defn str- > floats [ s ]
( let [ result
(- > > ( clojure . string / split s # " " )
( map #(- > %
js / parseInt
(* 0.01))))]
( assert ( not-any ? js / isNaN result ) s )
result ))

The code which converts the list of "video" objects (hash-maps) into a single large hash-map (where keys
are video ids) is a bit deeply nested, but here is the main part of it:
( fn [ video ]
[( video " id " )
{: title ( video " title " )
: moves (- > video
( dissoc " id " " title " )
(- > > ( map ( fn [[ piece-str coord- > ts ]]
[(- > > ( clojure . string / split piece-str # " _ " )
( mapv keyword ))
( zipmap (- > > coord- > ts keys ( map keyword ))
(- > > coord- > ts
vals
( mapv
#(- > > %
str- > floats
( reductions +)
( partition 2)))))]))
( into { })))}])
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And this is the larger context:
( defonce videos
( let [ t0 (. now js / Date )
result
(- > > js / videos
( map obj- > clj )
( map ( fn [ video ] ...))
( into { }))]
( swap ! init-times assoc ' videos (- (. now js / Date ) t0 ))
result ))

ClojureScript’s defonce makes it very pleasant to work with stateful data with pure functions. You can
have your functions hot-reloaded in an instant without losing you application’s state, it feels like magic!
Decompressing the data takes about 2.2 seconds. Using the same video as an example, its Clojure data
structure looks like this:
; ( videos "6 qZDMNl8yXA ")
{: title " Merry Christmas Chess Puzzle to Brighten Your Day :) " ,
: moves
{[: black : king ] {: a8 ((0 2.5))} ,
[: black : pawn ] {: a6 ((2.41 2.49)) , : a7 ((0 2.08) (2.26 2.49)) ,
: b7 ((0 2.25) (2.26 2.3))} ,
[: white : rook ] {: a1 ((2.25 2.27)) , : a6 ((1.85 2.08) (2.31 2.41)) , : a7 ((2.1 2.22))} ,
[: white : queen ] { } ,
[: white : king ] {: c8 ((0 2.5))} ,
[: white : pawn ] {: b6 ((0 2.31)) , : b7 ((2.45 2.49))} ,
[: black : rook ] { } ,
[: black : queen ] { } ,
[: black : bishop ] {: b8 ((0 1.85) (2.22 2.49)) , : f4 ((2.08 2.1))} ,
[: white : knight ] { } ,
[: white : bishop ] { } ,
[: black : knight ] { }}}

An other important data structure is state->ids which maps every existing square coordinate and chess
piece to a set of video ids which have that situation happening at some point in game. Building this takes
about 1.8 seconds.
( defonce state- > ids
( let [ t0 (. now js / Date )
result
(- > > videos
( map ( fn [[ id video ]]
(- > > ( for [[ piece transitions ] (: moves video )
coord ( keys transitions )]
[[ coord piece ] [ id ]])
( into { }))))
( apply merge-with into ))
result ( zipmap (- > > result keys )
(- > > result vals ( map set )))]
( swap ! init-times assoc ' state- > ids (- (. now js / Date ) t0 ))
result ))

The list of 20 rarest pieces & positions looks like this (actually those pawn results from ranks 1 & 8 are
bugs, most likely mis-identified bishops!):
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; (- > > state- > ids ( sort-by ( comp count val )) ( take 20))
([[: b8
[[: h1
[[: b1
[[: h8
[[: h8
[[: c1
[[: c8
[[: a1
[[: a1
[[: e8
[[: f8

[: white
[: white
[: black
[: black
[: white
[: black
[: black
[: black
[: black
[: white
[: white

: pawn ]]
: pawn ]]
: pawn ]]
: pawn ]]
: pawn ]]
: pawn ]]
: pawn ]]
: king ]]
: pawn ]]
: king ]]
: king ]]

[[: a8 [: white : king ]]
[[: h8 [: white : king ]]
[[: e1 [: black : king ]]
[[: g1 [: black : king ]]
[[: h1 [: black : king ]]
[[: f1 [: black : king ]]
[[: d8 [: white : king ]]
[[: a2 [: black : king ]]
[[: c8 [: white : king ]]

#{ " eDUCzsu0ZIU " }]
#{ " vaJ2wj3azyw " }]
#{ " Undasf0tKYQ " }]
#{ " BcVu_ZM8R5A " }]
#{ " 1 DZDoKElZFo " }]
#{ " Undasf0tKYQ " }]
#{ " Undasf0tKYQ " }]
#{ " w2BWmSBog_0 " " quoFYkE-4CU " }]
#{ " Undasf0tKYQ " " KacJLdsPHIA " }]
#{ " XF3P3KRn7EM " " -52 He4PF-NA " " BLAlEvPuKYQ " " A7ePiu2SouE " }]
#{ " ZjucI_dWkQg " " AwKMvHnSheI " " JReWlPDzjjY " " cFd0DwoCvwQ "
" LCoSe7kQZOY " " nAZ-ucQe88w " }]
#{ " nLHK7tbmL0Q " " L3DvxGX1Dt0 " " HSf-10E-tz0 " " LziBrwIEhas "
" nAZ-ucQe88w " " 3 KhcVkvYmzc " }]
#{ " cUg0eYSorPM " " AxKmO0SCNkc " " cKC9Kzc8Dxk " " QJx13gB4pqY "
" nAZ-ucQe88w " " Mj0C4RZnf-E " }]
#{ " WMxU0-aRqoU " " 9 homA3nEvto " " 3 P4Kvlxh8o4 " " hIA8y9m_5GM "
" PpYC6jA7whE " " uDi6s89ooak " }]
#{ " O0rqGoOOMDs " " wEuFFFWHZLQ " " 7 RHKh-4k_LU " " hIA8y9m_5GM "
" XW2eXoPxIIQ " " w2EIWwsFIhc " " m8QRviSW9gM " " DUYE7bZsAUM " }]
#{ " O0rqGoOOMDs " " 9 ZYb_Iauo74 " " iBtnMBzt14s " " u5-Xd1cIW9Q "
" cQiYWl9Vb_g " " XW2eXoPxIIQ " " m8QRviSW9gM " " cO4bhApoNxo " }]
#{ " d2Y6B0WwslQ " " sO8fmPQ_WJg " " sLbD8eNa8oE " " 20 sska5h_TM "
" hIA8y9m_5GM " " m8QRviSW9gM " "2 EQ4TxeXHT0 " " DUYE7bZsAUM " }]
#{ " Kq9r_5rHO5A " " 9 homA3nEvto " " BLAlEvPuKYQ " " 8 YgMzPlE1Ng "
" 2 WofCE4kSgY " " LziBrwIEhas " " nAZ-ucQe88w " " 2 EQ4TxeXHT0 " }]
#{ " V1R0UZdBSe8 " " 74 E_f_XKY0g " " nYcaLG5PYZs " " quoFYkE-4CU "
" 83 LAIAKs1b0 " " wzxc8_nMiOI " " q8RSOjaHz5I " " ACiqwCK4LP8 "
" DuLSFOsKRlc " " NQvk4IE4Pg4 " }]
#{ " 6 qZDMNl8yXA " " TcOhrQR9wwI " " 9 homA3nEvto " " FVE-VEWWMSI "
" ZN8D4eBnw0g " " EKHGkmEUw_I " "2 nygAJ5gq0w " " 2 WofCE4kSgY "
" pRKYcQL2HE0 " " oiJE_DXl4kA " " nw71gGfwQQU " }])

I got intrigued about those two games with a black king on a1, luckily with the help of this search engine
it was easy to find them: When a Natural Move isn’t So Natural || Nakamura vs Aronian || Lindores
Abbey (2020) and Neural Net AI Leela Zero Blunders Her Queen | Rated 3233!!!. At least these two were
correct matches, I don’t know whether the system missed any other games.
As you can see the values of this hash-map are sets of strings. They are utilized in the find-games function
to build the initial list of candidate games to check:
( defn find-games [ board-state ]
(- > > ( for [ id (- > > board-state ( map state- > ids )
( apply clojure . set / intersection )
sort )
: let [ moves (- > id videos : moves )]]
{: id id
: ts
(- > > ( for [[ coord piece ] board-state ]
( get-in moves [ piece coord ]))
( apply merge-ts ))})
( filter ( comp seq : ts ))
( take 20)
vec ))

The order in which the board positions are used to filter out games could be sorted from rarest to most
frequent, to rule out videos as soon as possible. This would speed up the procedure, but apparently I
have forgotten to implement it. Anyway the search already runs in 5 - 50 milliseconds for the complete
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list of 2000 videos so I don’t think it is even necessary. Here the most crucial algorithm is in the merge-ts.
Remember that given a position on the board, we can convert a candidate chess video into a sequence of
"time-ranges" by the look-up tables. We are looking for moments in which all of the queried chess pieces
are at the queried squares at the same time, which means that we are doing a time-range intersection. It
is similar to the intersection of sets, just that our sets do not consist of discrete values but rather a list
of "timestamp-from" & "timestamp-to" tuples. Since they are sorted in ascending order this step is very
similar to the merge sort. The implementation is simply:
( defn merge-ts [& args ]
(- > ( fn [ ts1 ts2 ]
( loop [ out [] ts1 ts1 ts2 ts2 ]
( let [[ fr1 to1 ] ( first ts1 ) rts1 ( rest ts1 )
[ fr2 to2 ] ( first ts2 ) rts2 ( rest ts2 )]
( cond
( or ( nil ? fr1 ) ( nil ? fr2 )) out
(<
(<
(<
(<

to2
to1
fr1
fr2

fr1 )
fr2 )
fr2 )
fr1 )

( recur
( recur
( recur
( recur

out
out
out
out

ts1
ts2
ts2
ts1

rts2 )
rts1 )
( if (= fr2 to1 ) rts1 ( cons [ fr2 to1 ] rts1 )))
( if (= fr1 to2 ) rts2 ( cons [ fr1 to2 ] rts2 )))

(= fr1 fr2 )
( recur ( conj out [ fr1 ( min to1 to2 )])
( if ( <= to1 to2 ) rts1 ( cons [ to2 to1 ] rts1 ))
( if ( <= to2 to1 ) rts2 ( cons [ to1 to2 ] rts2 )))))))
( reduce args )))

I know, variable names aren’t self-explanatory and they are being swapped left and right, but hey at least
it is pretty! Variables 1 and 2 are altered in a few places because it doesn’t affect the outcome, and keeps
almost-identical pieces of code indented the same way. Arguments ts1 and ts2 are linked lists, and are
read out from the head (naturally) and their timestamp-ranges are compared. Based on how their "from"
and "to" times are when compared to each other, either one of the lists is shortened (the "tail" or "rest"
is kept) or maybe even new partial time-ranges are pused to become the new head for the next iteratoin.
The loop is actually quite imperative, but this isn’t a simple reduction since we might need to push "new"
state to input linked lists as well. Here a visual picture would be helpful but this article is being already a
bit too much work.
The actual UI component doesn’t call find-games directly, rather the latest argument and result are cached
and re-used when ever possible. When a cache-miss occurs the new result is calculated, and also the search
time is recorded to find-games-durations.
( let [ cache ( atom nil )]
( defn find-games-cached [ board-state ]
( let [[ cache-key cache-val ] @cache ]
( if (= cache-key board-state )
cache-val
( let [ t0 (. now js / Date )
result ( find-games board-state )]
( swap ! find-games-durations conj (- > (. now js / Date ) (- t0 )))
( reset ! cache [ board-state result ])
result )))))

The UI is shown in figures 7.13 - 7.16, along with links to videos of games matching (partially) to each
board position. At the moment it has a basic click-and-pick UI, lacking the perhaps expected drag-anddrop support. Nevertheless it has the most important capability: finding matching games! Naturally as
we place more and more pieces on the board a narrower set of videos match the query, this is shown in
Figures 7.13 and 7.14. The final position matches just a few seconds of a single game, out of the 500 hours
of content.
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Figure 7.13: Progressive search example 1/2.

Figure 7.14: Progressive search example 2/3.

The project is now more or lesss ready, but of course more improvements could be done. Firstly automatic
sanity checks could be run on determined board positions. For example we know that there must always
be one white and one black king on the board. Also typically there are only one bishops on each square
color (although a rare sub-promotion is possible). And pawns cannot exist at the first or last rank, any
such pieces are most likely mis-identified bishops.
A second set of improvements are regarding the UI. It doesn’t have a drag-n-drop support, free text search,
video date filter etc. But the basic functionality is there, and it is very responsive since the search takes
typically just 5 - 50 milliseconds.
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Figure 7.15: An other search example of three distinct games.
The third missing feature is automatic updates, and this really lessens the utility of this tool as time
passes. Agadmator is constantly producing new content, and even within a few months you cannot be
sure whether you are seeing just "partial" search results. Integrating the Keras model with AWS Lambda
would be a very good excercis, and I might do it at some point in future. Well, at least the UI should show
when was the list time the database was updated. I am amazed if you have read all of this, even I can
barely do it :D So as a reminder, the code is hosted as at AWS S3.

Figure 7.16: First, second and third shown links (5 seconds prior to the matching timestamp).
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8 JGit blame for fun and profit(?)
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Analysis of git commits on OOS projects
Fall 2017
Clojure
Git, Elasticsearch
2nd April 2018

Software projects are typically "tracked" on a version control system (VCS). Each "version" of the code is
called a "commit", which does not only store file contents, but also plenty of metadata. This creates a very
rich set of data, and in the age of open source there are thousands of projects to study. A few examples are
Git of Theseus and Gitential, but by focusing on "git blame" (see who has committed each line on each
file) I hope to bring something new to the table. In short I have analyzed how source code gets replaced
by newer code, tracking the topics of who, when and why, and how old the code was.
Git’s commit log is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which can be visualized by gitk (an example is shown
at Figure 8.1). A commit can have arbitrary many parents and children, but the most typical cases are just
one or two. Commits from which a new branch has been created have more than one child, and "merge"
commits have more than one parent. As in real life parents are "older" than children, and the list of a
commit’s parents is immutable but new children might (unexpectedly or not) appear.

Figure 8.1: Clojure project’s commits visualized by gitk.
Git doesn’t actually store commits as "deltas" from the previous version, but instead refers to complete
folders and files (for details have a look at Git internals). This structure has some interesting properties, for
example when calculating the difference between two commits once can skip entire sub-directories by just
determining that tree-objects’ hashes are identical. When two files differ, the end user typically wants to
ignore the identical parts and just focus on what was changed (a "patch"). Calculating this representation
is actually a surprisingly complex task, some algorithms are explained at StackOverflow. An example
commit visualization on gitk is shown at Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2: An example commit from Clojure’s repository (commit 9b80a552fdabe...).
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In this project I used JGit to extract information from a repository (aka. "repo"), but as I was using Clojure
I was happy to find a JGit wrapper clj-jgit for it. At the time of writing my source code is only about 200
lines of code long, but it had to deal with some complexities such as how to cache intermediate results to
speed up development and re-runs, indentifying nuances such as JGit throwing a null pointer exception
when blaming a symlink, how to represent files "blames" and how to apply patches to them, and how to
store all the results to Elasticsearch for future analysis.
The first step on a repository’s analysis is to load it from disk to memory via the jgit/load-repo, which
sets the context for all future API calls such as jgit/git-blame. The second step is to find all commits
since a given date (as we might want to focus on last X years of the project), and find all "root" commits.
These are commits which have no parents, or all of their parents were created before the chosen cutoff
date. From these root commits we can find all commits which follow, and partition them into a linear
sequences (each commit has exactly one parent) what I decided to call "hash-chains". I decided to ignore
merge commits on this analysis, although they are critical points in branches lives. Merges do not create
new code per se, unless there is a merge conflict.
At this stage we are closer to running the actual analysis. Calculating git blame on a large repo turns out
to be a quite expensive operation, because it needs to determine for all lines in all files that from which
commit it originates. Luckily it is sufficient to calculate it only for root commits (instead of all of them)
and only for files which have changes within the commits we are interested of. In addition it is trivial
to parallelize. Calculating patches between two commits is orders of magnitude faster, so this analysis
can be run reasonably fast by using "root blames" as a starting point and using incremental patches to
determine how the "blame state" looks like at subsequent commits. Putting all this together (and some
post-processing) results in a sequence of hash-maps with a very rich set of information, an example is
shown at Figure 8.3. It has the chunk’s old and new commits’ metadata (date, folder, file name + type,
author’s name and email and commit’s hash + message) and derived information including the age of
the code and if the new author is the same as the old one. The "id" of the data item is generated in a
deterministic manner from commit hashes and the file path so that re-indexing all data to Elasticsearch
will not leave old data behind, but will instead overwrite it.

Figure 8.3: An example hash-map, showing data on rows on a file src/jvm/clojure/lang/Compiler.java
from the commit d3ab... being replaced by newer code from the commit 9b80a..., ending its 1969-days
long contribution to Clojure.

Figure 8.4: The age distribution of replaced code, with a color indication on "re-authorship".
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Naturally one can simply keep all data in-memory and run any analysis on it, but Elasticsearch + Kibana
has been proven to be a very scalable and relatively easy-to-use solution for dashboards and ad-hoc
analysis and search. Thus I decided to use it on this project as well. I can think of dozens of analyses
to test on this, but at this time I’ll just describe a very simple one. We all might commit buggy code and
push it every now and then, and when this happens we rush to fix the mistake. Also typically when a
group of software developers are building a project, programmers tend to work on separate parts of the
code base. By using semantic analysis on the commit message it should be possible to distinguish these
two cases, but I haven’t tried it here.
Instead I just used Kibana’s area charts to study the correlation between "re-authorship" (when the author
of the new code is the same person who wrote the older version) and the age of the code. As the age of
the code can vary from minutes to years, I decided to run the visualizations in a log2 scale (for example 0
corresponds to 20 = 1 days and 10 is 210 = 1024 days or about 2.8 years). A sample area chart is shown
in Figure 8.4. Any analysis based on plain raw histograms is a bit difficult because different repos have
wildly different numbers of commits, so in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 the y-axis shows the actual percentage of
re-authorship. There is a clear pattern that when a piece of code gets replaced, the younger it is the more
likely it is that the new author is the same as the old one. I wonder what kinds of more sophisticated
analysis is possible, for example doing more analysis on commit messages or trying to forecast buggy
areas of the code base.

Figure 8.5: The age distribution of replaced code, with a color indication on "re-authorship" on repositories
of Apache Spark, Angular.js and the git itself.

Figure 8.6: The age distribution of replaced code, with a color indication on "re-authorship" on repositories
of Elasticsearch, Node.js and Clojure.
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9 Benchmarking Elasticsearch and MS SQL on NYC Taxis
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Studying a few filtering and aggregation conditions
Spring 2017
Clojure
GitHub, Databases, Elasticsearch, SQL
nikonyrh/nyc-taxi-data
7th May 2017

The NYC Taxi dataset has been used on quite many benchmarks (for example by Mark Litwintschik),
perhaps because it has a quite rich set of columns but their meaning is mostly trivial to understand. I
developed a Clojure project which generates Elasticsearch and SQL queries with three different templates
for filters and four different templates of aggregations. This should give a decent indication of these
databases performance under a typical workload, although this test did not run queries concurrently and
it does not mix different query types when the benchmark is running. However benchmarks are always
tricky to design and execute properly so I’m sure there is room for improvements. In this project the tested
database engines were Elasticsearch 5.2.2 (with Oracle JVM 1.8.0_121) and MS SQL Server 2014.
The first filter combines a random range query on a 14-days long interval between 2013-01-01 and 201612-01 with a randomly positioned 2 x 2 km bounding box on the pickup position. Naturally this results
in a random number of matching trips, but this is taken into account by plotting query times against the
number of matching rows. 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles on the number of matching trips for this filter
were about 50, 7k and 100k. This high dynamic range asks for log-log plots for visualization.
The second type of filter consists of three parts. The first one is a random 60-day long interval between
2013-01-01 and 2016-10-01. Second criterion is the amount of paid tip, having the starting value ranging
from 0 to 15 dollars and the interval length was 2 dollars. The third criterion was the day of week,
indicated by an integer between 1 and 7. The 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles were 9k, 38k and 232k.
The last type of filter combines a range query on the travel duration in hours starting from 0 - 3 hours and
having the length of 15 minutes with a terms query on the exact number of passengers (random integer
from 1 to 6). The 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles on these criteria are 1k, 21k and 738k.
An other important part of each query is that which statistics should be calculated from matching rows.
On this set of benchmarks I have implemented four different aggregations. This first one is very trivial,
it simply counts the number of matching rows. This sets a good baseline for performance measurements,
and one would expect that calculating more complex results wouldn’t be any faster than this one.
The second aggregation groups results by company (either Green or Yellow) and pickup date (1 day timeresolution), and for each bucket it calculates stats (min/max/sum) of the ad-hoc calculated USD / km
metric (total paid divided by the kilometers travelled). The third aggregation groups trips by the time of
day it started (2 hours time-resolution) and for each bucket calculates stats on the total amount of paid /
trip. The fourth aggregation groups results by the pickup date (1 day time-resolution) and for each bucket
calculates various percentiles on trips average velocity (km/h).
The dataset consists of 874.3 million rows of data and has 27 columns. On Elasticsearch the start and
dropoff locations were stored as geo-point type, but on SQL Server they were stored as too separate
float fields. It would have its own Point geospatial column type but its usage seemed quite verbose so
I decided to ignore it for now. Data on Elasticsearch was stored into 1 index / company & year and 10
shards, pushing the total number of shards to 120 and keeping the average shard size at about 2.4 GB.
Data at SQL server was kept at a single table with clustered columnstore index, and data partitioned into
separate files by year (see details at my notes). Total size on disk was 40.5 GB. Elasticsearch shards were
force-merged down to 8 segments, and SQL column store index was reorganized to reduce fragmentation.
Elasticsearch was running on an Intel 6700K CPU, 64 GB of RAM and data was two SSDs in RAID-0 mode.
32 GB and 16 GB benchmarks were executed by having a Virtualbox instance running with 32 or 48 GB
of RAM allocated to it, thus preventing it being used by Elasticsearch or OS caches. It would have been
better to remove the RAM from the motherboard but I did not want to go through the extra trouble.
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Unfortunately I had to use a different machine to run MS SQL Server. However it was quite comparable,
having Intel 4770, 32 GB of RAM and a SSD for the data. Troughout benchmarks the SSD IO was the
bottneleck, maxing out at 450 - 500 MB/s while CPU usage was 20 - 30%. One can guesstimate that with
RAID-0 SSDs you could drop query times by 50% on some cases. Also it would be benefitical to have
tempdb on a separate SSD from the data.
Results from different filter-aggregation combinations are shown infigures 9.1 - 9.3. Filters are chosen at
random at each run of the benchmark, which means that number of matches varies a lot. Thus I chose a
bit unorthodox method of visualizing the results: x-axis is percentiles (1 to 99) on the number of matching
rows and y-axis is percentiles on query runtimes. I did not check the rank correlation between these
values but I expect it to be reasonably high. On all graphs the green line is the SQL Server with 32
GB of RAM, blue is Elasticsearch with 16 GB, yellow is ES with 32 GB and purple is ES with 64 GB of
RAM. Interestingly doubling the memory from 32 GB to 64 GB dropped query times by about 50% with
Elasticsearch. SQL Server performed best with simpler aggregations, and performed relatively worst on
the first filter type (presumably for not using a spatial index on lat/lon data) and the last aggregation type,
in which percentiles were calculated. At worst SQL Server was 10 - 40 times slower than Elasticsearch.

Figure 9.1: Results from the filter template #1.

Figure 9.2: Results from the filter template #2.

Figure 9.3: Results from the filter template #3.
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10 Analyzing NYC Taxi dataset with Elasticsearch and Kibana
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Parsing CSVs to JSON with Clojure, visualization with Kibana
Spring 2017
Clojure
GitHub, JVM, Elasticsearch, Databases, Business Intelligence, Kibana
nikonyrh/nyc-taxi-data
19th March 2017

The NYC taxicab dataset has seen lots of love from many data scientists such as Todd W. Scheider and
Mark Litwintschik. I decided to give it a go while learning Clojure, as I suspected that it might be a good
language for ETL jobs. This article describes how I loaded the dataset, normalized its conventions and
columns, converted from CSV to JSON and stored them to Elasticsearch.
My older desktop (let’s call it "Machine A") has Intel i5 3570K (quad-core without hyper-threading), 24
GB RAM and 2 x 250 GB Samsung 840 EVOs for data. The newer ("Macine B") has Intel i7 6700K (quadcore with hyper-threading), 64 GB RAM and 2 x 500 GB Samsung 750 EVOs for data. Based on CPU
benchmarks it should be about twice as fast as the i5, being roughly equivalent 40 AWS ECUs.
One main goal was to get documents indexed to Elasticsearch as fast as possible. Thus I used two SSDs
RAID-0 type configuration by using ZFS on Linux. The first major obstacle was that at initially I got great
write performance but after 10 minutes or so it had dropped to only 40 MB/s! Based on current and past
issues at its Github repo ZoL doesn’t seem production ready yet, but I managed to find a workaround
for my case. When I formatted SSDs to EXT4 and created a 450 GB empty files there, I could successfully
create a ZFS pool out of them it could sustain the expected IO performance. This was a quite puzzling
situation, but I ended up creating a 8 GB file to EXT4-formatted Samsung 850 EVO m2 card (which is
the main system disk) and using it as ZIL for my pool. For some reason this kept the IO performance at
normal levels and I did not have to run ZFS on top of EXT4.
CSV files are stored in a Gzipped format, from which they are lazily read as Clojure strings by
java.util.zip.GZIPInputStream. Initial implementation would slurp the whole CSV string and pass
it to read-csv, but this at too much RAM when multiple large files are being processed in parallel. The
process of converting CSV rows in to Elasticsearch documents is quite straight-forward. The code has
a lookup dictionary to map CSV columns into JSON fields of specific types. In total there are 36 fields.
Yellow and Green taxicab datasets had some differences on column naming but at least their meaning was
easy to recognize. The code also generates some new fields to each doc, such as the time of day when
the trip started (0 - 24 h), how many kilometers were travelled latitude / longitude wise and what was
the average speed during the trip. It also stores that day’s weather at Central Park to each document, as
Elasticsearch does not have ad-hoc joins unlike SQL databases.
Originally I generated document ids in Clojure and used those to skip chunks which had already been
inserted to ES, which was handy when I was iterating the code and sorting out malformed data. Later I
discarded this as it slows down indexing process quite a lot. Nevertheless doc id generation code was still
used it to filter out duplicates before sendin them to ES. But there are less than hundred of them so now I
don’t even bother removing them. It was causing quite a lot of memory and garbage collection overhead
for very little gain, but I’m sure duplicate removal utility will be useful on other projects.
There are many factors which affect indexing performance, and I didn’t carefully measure all of their
impacts as it is quite tedious to execute and your mileage will vary anyway. Note that many articles
on the topic Elasticsearch optimizations are for versions of 1.x and 2.x but aren’t relevant on latest ES
5.x versions. CSV parsing is single-threaded, so to utilize multiple CPU cores many files are parsed in
parallel. At first I used my own code for this, based on Clojure’s pmap but with configurable number of
threads. However seemed to work poorly when some files took much longer to process than others, and
parallelism diminished until the larger file was finished and then new futures were dereferenced. This
was resolved by using Claypoole’s magnificent upfor, which will execute the jobs in N parallel threads
and return the fastest results first. Documents were bulk-uploaded in chunks of 1000.
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I had one index / year / company, and each index had only ten shards. I started with only one shard /
index but it caused merge throttling in the long run as indexes grow to tens of gigabytes. For example the
index taxicab-yellow-2014 has 164.2 million docs and takes 48.5 GB of storage.
Indexing from A to B was constrained by A’s CPU power to transform CSV rows to JSON, indexing them
to Elasticsearch over a gigabit LAN at 100 - 150 Mbit/s. Machine B’s CPU usage was fluctuating between
30 and 50 percent. In 10 minutes it could index 9.55 million documents, thus averaging at 15931 docs /
second. When using only machine B to handle both workloads it would be saturated by CPU, totaling at
11.9 million docs in 10 minutes, or 19869 docs / second. When indexing from machine B to machine A it
wasn’t clear where the bottleneck was as both CPUs were used at 50 percent. It could be caused by buggy
firmware on my 840 EVOs as I haven’t updated them yet. Anyway, this setup managed to store only 4.6
million docs in 10 minutes, or averaging at 7746 docs / second. Top performance was obtained by parsing
CSVs on both machines and hosting ES on machine B, totaling at 14.3 million docs, or at average of 23909
docs / second. Even at this speed indexing 1 billion documents would take about 11.6 hours.
In the end I used just machine B to index all documents in a single go, which took 910 minutes and stored
942.1 million documents. Then I "force merged" indexes to have at most 8 segments each, this took 44
minutes. Finally merging them down to 1 segment took 302 minutes, although CPU and disk IO usage
was very low. It seems to have build-in throttling as well, but I couldn’t find detailed documentation. The
final size on disk was 309 GB.
Once the data is stored to ES there are endless possibilities for interesting analysis. Kibana makes it easy
to get started with understanding the dataset and executing ad-hoc queries, but of course if you want full
control over details and optimizations then you’ll have to implement lots of stuff yourself. Here I’ll just
show patterns from a single fact: the date-time when the trip started. This is split into three parts: date,
day of week and time of day. One can expect weekends having different taxi demand than rest of the days.

Figure 10.1: Monthly number of rides on different week days day and time of day.

Figure 10.2: Monthly share of rides on different week days and time of day.
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All these statistics were calculated from data from 2015-04-01 to 2015-06-30, which is a total of 43.3 million
trips. The first set of figures 10.1 to 10.3 uses Kibana’s Area chart, which supports many useful features
such as splitting areas by sub-aggregation and showing percentages instead of totals.

Figure 10.3: Monthly amount of spent dollars to taxi rides on different times of day and time of day.
An other interesting visualization is the Heatmap chart, which is seen on Figure 10.4. It lets you choose
how documents are "bucketet" along the x and y axis and what is the visualized metric. This makes weekly
cycles quite visible especially in 2 - 5 am range but I find it more difficult to extrapolate the data forward
when compared to line charts. It doesn’t handle outliers nicely, at least if the histogram aggregation is
used. Luckily they are easy to filter out in the query phase, if the expected data range is known.

Figure 10.4: Heatmap on number of taxi trip at different week days and times of day.
The final example uses Line chart and percentile ranks aggregation. It calculates for each day that how
many percent of that day’s trips have occurred before a specific time of day, for example 6 am. Also this
graph shows the major effect of weekends is on taxi trip frequency between 1 and 6 am.

Figure 10.5: Percentile ranks of trips at 1, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, and 23.5 hours.
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11 Mustache templates in Clojure
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Implementing Mustache templates algorithm in Clojure.
Summer 2016
Clojure
Blog, GitHub, JVM
nikonyrh/mustache-clj
25th January 2017

Mustache is a well-known template system with implementations in most popular languages. At its core
it is logicless same templates can be directly used on other projects. For example I am planning to port
this blgo engine from PHP to Clojure but I only need to replace LaTeX parsing and HTML generation
parts, I should be able to use existing Mustache templates without any modifications. To learn Clojure
programming I decided not to use the recommended library but instead implement my own.
I started by looking at existing implementations, most notably Clostache’s parser.clj. It is about 380
lines of code, whereas my reference implementation is 115 lines of code. Notably Clostache is heavily
type-annotated, uses regular expressions and also implements lambdas. I opted for not having type
annotations, not implementing much logic in regexes and not implementing lambdas :)
It was a very exciting moment to finally bring all the pieces together, as the render function is implemented as a single pipeline through lexer and parser steps: (- template lexer (resolve-partials
partials) parser (merge-ast-and-data data) flatten (map escaper) (apply str)). lexer takes
an input string as its argument, uses str-replace regexes to normalize a few alternative syntaxes, splits it
into tokens and adds metadata to them. resolve-partials first lexes partials (as they are normal strings)
and then iteratively replaces partial references by the referenced values. As partials can refer to other
partials this process needs to be repeated until everything has been resolved.

parser takes in a sequence of tokens and first adds “path” information to them as Mustache supports
nested structures called “Sections”. Path is described as a list of names of section-starting nodes between
the node and the root. On a second pass tokens are split into partitions based on their path at the current
level, essentially building a local view of the abstract syntax tree (AST). Once all that recursion has been
done we are left with the complete AST.
The final interesting piece to the puzzle is merge-ast-and-data which, as the name suggests, merges AST
with the input data. If it encounters a “reference” type token then it is replaced by the corresponding value
in input data, on other cases we are dealing with an AST node. If it has a path defined then corresponding
data-sequence is loaded from the input and iterated over, recursively calling itself with subsequent AST
nodes. If the node doesn’t have a path then simply AST nodes are recursively processed. This generates a
new AST which is similar to the original but new nodes have been created based on elements of the data.
At this point the tree structure is not needed anymore, thus it is flattened via flatten. The only remaining
task is to walk over them once more, and checking if they represent a “raw” textual value or if it should be
escaped. Escaping is based on walking over string’s characters one at a time and checking if their escaped
counterpart is found from a hash-map. The final step is to concatenate these strings by (apply str).
This implementation passes all relevat unit tests of Clostache, only lambdas and file-based functions are
not implemented at this point. Next steps is to make this “importable” as a library (still thinking whether
to put it on Clojars or not). Then I can proceed to implement a LATEXparser and integrate it with this
and my hyphenator-clj projects and I’m one step closer to ditching my PHP-based blog engine. But it is
going to be quite a lot of effort as the PHP project has cumulated quite many features and hacks, such as
determining file’s representative modified date from git blame’s output.
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12 An efficient schema for hierarchical data on Elasticsearch
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Supporting arbitrary nesting and fast queries
Fall 2016
Python
Business Intelligence, Databases, Elasticsearch
20th November 2016

Many businesses generate rich datasets from which valuable insights can be discovered. A basic starting
point is to analyze separate events such as item sales, tourist attraction visits or movies seen. From these
a time series (total sales / item / day, total visits / tourist spot / week) or basic metrics (histogram of
movie ratings) can be aggregated. Things get a lot more interesting when individual data points can be
linked together by a common id, such as items being bought in the same basket or by the same house
hold (identified by a loyalty card), the spots visited by a tourist group through out their journey or movie
ratings given by a specific user. This richer data can be used to build recommendation engines, identify
substitute products or services and do clustering analysis. This article describes a schema for Elasticsearch
which supports efficient filtering and aggregations, and is automatically compatible with new data values.
It is true that even moderately large datasets may have a decent performance on a single traditional SQL
server with modern technologies such as columnar storage engines. However I find horizontally scalable
solutions more interesting as they don’t put a hard limit on the amount of data or users you can handle at
once, and expensive vertical scaling isn’t the only option. Also you can reduce the amount of raw data by
a few orders of magnitude by sampling techniques but then your answers won’t be exact anymore, and
ideally you’d handle and indicate this uncertainty on your reporting tools somehow. Also in SQL you
don’t need to think about the expected queries so much in advance as you can flexibly JOIN data from
different tables on a ad-hoc manner. Also the data size on disk could be smaller as you don’t need to
de-normalize data on documents as you have to do with most NoSQL solutions.
Many questions can be answered by just storing a set of numerical ids into a field, whereas some questions require additional data such as total amount of money or time spent on a specific item. The first
dataset can apply filters like "tourists who visited Paris" but the former can filter for "tourists who
spent more than two days in Paris". Also the first one can only aggregate "most frequently visited
restaurants of tourists who visited a museum in Paris", but the second one can aggregate "restaurants
with most money spent by tourists who stayed in Paris for just one day". The first one is a lot simpler to implement and query in Elasticsearch as it directly supports multiple values on a field, the
second one requires nested documents such as {"location_id": 123, "location_type": "city",
"money_spent": 123.4, "time_spent": 17.5}. Note that this data model does not record the order in which the cities were visited, but can easily be handled by having prev_location_id and
next_location_id fields. On some domains a graph database could be more suitable option than others.
Naturally you should store top-level aggregates directly to the root document, such as total_money_spent
and total_time_spent. They have minimal effect on data size but greatly simplify filtering and aggregations. Also at the time of writing Kibana does not seem to support nested aggregations (discussion at
Github). I would also store other types of information such as the number of cities and POIs visited, and
fields which can assumed to be static such as number of tourists and their nationalities.
An other important topic is how to model hierarchical nature of the data. For example we have the
geographical dimension with the location itself (ideally an integer id), its street, region of city, city, region
of country, country, region of continent and the continent itself. A straight-forward option is a pure
coordinates-based one, which has implicit regional hierarchy as defined by the geohash prefix aggregation.
It can create cool heat-maps at desired resolution but loses the explicit information on data’s hierarchy.
On some use cases a pie diagram with two or more levels of hierarchy might be an useful representation,
for example to see the percentage of time spent on most popular cities, and for each city the percentage
of time spent on each type of attraction. This is made possible by simply adding parent_location_id to
each sub-document.
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13 Caching and perf. monitoring with Redis and Python
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

An easy to use @cached decorator in Python.
Spring 2016
Python
Databases, Redis
10th October 2016

When implementing real-time APIs most of the time server load can greatly be reduced by caching frequently accessed and rarely modified data, or re-usable calculation results. Luckily Python has several
features which make it easy to add new constructs and wrappers to the language, for example thanks to
*args, **kwargs function arguments, first-class functions, decorators and so fort. Thus it doesn’t take
too much effort to implement a @cached decorator with business-specific logic on cache invalidation. Redis is the perfect fit for the job thanks to its high performance, binary-friendly key-value store with TTL
and different data eviction policies and support for other data structures which make it trivial to store
additional key metrics there.
There already exists many Redis libraries and even complete caching solutions, but as caching is fundamentally tricky to get right and has many edge-cases I decided to write my own (NIH :/). It also made
it easy to add any nice-to-have features such as incrementing a value on the computation time histogram
if a cache miss occurs. This is "sufficient statistic" to calculate total number of cache misses, average time
taken, its variance and any percentiles, including the frequently used 50th percentile "median".
To-be cached functions might have some arguments which need to be skipped when calculating the cache
key (such as a database connection), non-default TTL, whether to update TTL on cache hit or not and
so forth. Thus @cached was implemented as a function which takes these configuration arguments, and
returns a "wrapper" function which is the actual decorator. Python decorators are simply functions which
take a single argument (the decorated function) and returns a new "wrapped" function.
There are a few conditions under which the cache code is skipped, and instead the original function’s
value is directly evaluated and the result is returned. One case is when Redis is not configured, for
example in dev environment. An other case is when the cache key calculation fails (more on that later),
of course ideally it wouldn’t ever happen. A third case is when a specific "X-Skip-Redis-Cache" HTTP
header is present in the API query, this is useful when running integration tests as it is important to test
the full code path and not get results from the cache. It can also be used as an optimization when the
client knows it is not going to benefit from caching.
As Redis is a key-value store, a "cache key" has to be generated based on the function arguments. Key is
first used to check if the result already exists in Redis, and if not then it is calculated and stored there.
A basic implementation has many race-conditions but in practice they should be very rare and not too
critical. Function arguments can be quite large but it is better for Redis if we use relatively short keys, this
is easily achieved by calculating a hash and representing it in base-64. But we can only calculate the hash
from a binary representation of argument, and as they can have arbitrary types and item order may or
may not be relevant (lists and tuples vs. dicts and sets) it needs to be normalized somehow. I chose encode
them in JSON with alphabetically ordered keys instead of for example pickling, as it is a straightforward
process to implement and understand. It doesn’t handle all corner cases but gets the job done for now.
Cache invalidation is known to be difficult to get right, even more so when you have multiple versions
of the software running concurrently and having been configured to different customers’ different environments (dev vs. QA vs. production). Thus config file’s contents and latest git commit’s hash affect the
generated cache key and the issue is avoided.
Results are pickled and zlib compressed to minimize memory requirements on Redis. Also on cache miss
various metrics are updated such as the time it took to calculate the result, number of hits vs. misses,
how large the pickled and compressed binaries were and so forth. This makes it easy to inspect these in
retrospect and detect any issues on for example low hit rates, or huge objects being cached for no gain.
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14 Service discovery with Docker, Consul and Registrator
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Automated and reliable service catalog + key-value store.
Spring 2016
Bash
Architecture, Docker, Databases, Nginx
nikonyrh/docker-scripts
28th August 2016

Traditionally computers were named and not easily replaced in the event it broke down. Server software
was listening on a hard-coded port, and to link pieces together these machine names and service ports
were hard-coded into other software’s configuration files. Now in the era of cloud computing and service
oriented architecture this is no longer an adequate solution, thus elastic scaling and service discovery are
becoming the norm. One easy solution is to combine the powers of Docker, Consul and Registrator.
Docker is the most popular platform for building and deploying software in a very well isolated containers
without having to install its dependencies on the host OS. It has made it easy to horizontally scale individual services by just starting more instances of the same image but binding them to different ports. The
question remains how clients know to which ips and ports to connect to, as this information may change
at any time. On larger scale where orchestration and auto-scaling is needed projects such as Kubernetes
and Apach Mesos provide great value. They typically have built-in solution for service discovery, but they
might be overkill for simpler scenarios. An other common pattern is to have all requests to go through a
load-balancer which is registered to DNS. In its simplest form this results in an undesired single point of
failure. On the other hand Nginx is very robust software which should continue working as long as the
network and the instance continue working without interruptions.
As mentioned in the introduction, this article is about Consul and Registrator. Consul is a distributed keyvalue store with emphasis on the distributed nature of modern architecture. It also has service discovery
oriented HTTP API, which makes integration with other software trivial. It can be started in either server
or client mode, the difference being that clients only act as a "gateway" to the information stored in the
cluster but do not store a copy of the data. To start a client it needs to know from which IP to find any
member of the cluster, from there the client learns about which other nodes exist, who is the master and
so forth. If there exists a Consul server or client on each computer instance then it makes trivial for other
software on that machine to query the database, as they can always just connect to 127.0.0.1.
Server nodes can join and leave the cluster at any time, although you shouldn’t abruptly remove too many
server nodes at once (without de-registering them first) as the cluster would lose the required quorum.
When a new cluster is created one has to tell the first Consul agent the expected number of nodes via
the -bootsrap-expect parameter. Then other agents are told to connect to the 1st agent. If Consul is run
inside a container the docker run command grows quite verbose, so I wrote the startConsulContainer.sh
wrapper script. It supports starting Consul server, Consul client and Registrator containers.
Registrator is used to auto-register all running containers to Consul’s service catalog. It also supports
other backends such as Etcd and Zookeeper. To know which containers are running, the docker process’
socket has to be mounted there as a volume via -v /var/run/docker.sock:/tmp/docker.sock command
line argument, startConsulContainer.sh does this automatically. Registrator inspects the environment
variables of each container and uses them to auto-generate tags and other metadata to Consul’s service
catalog. With good conventions it is easy to find all services of type X, in environment Y (like test, qa
or production) or client Z. Given all this it is easy to implement service discovery, auto-configure load
balancers, have health monitoring and so forth. Also with docker as its only dependency it works the
same in on-premises hardware as well as in the cloud.
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15 English hyphenation algorithm in Clojure
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Implementing English hyphenation algorithm in Clojure.
Summer 2016
Clojure
Hyphenation, Blog, GitHub, JVM
nikonyrh/hyphenator-clj
17th August 2016

This is nothing that spectacular (as if anything on my blog is), but I still wanted to describe the outline of
the project of porting the hyphenation algorithm from PHP to Clojure. The implementation is only about
80 lines of code + comments + 20 lines of unit tests. For comparison the original PHP abomination is
about is about 160 LoCs, although it is a bit bloated by implementing the patterns search via a trie data
structure instead of using the strpos function.
This is the initial step towards re-writing and porting this whole blog platform to Clojure, which was
motivated by wanting to learn new language and moving away from PHP projects. I managed to tolerate
it for 10 years and got my career started but after working with Python 2 and 3 for three years it seems
obvious that PHP will always lack that expressiveness, well-thought design and vision. The only positive
side of PHP is the ease of deployment via php-fpm, it took me a while to understand differences between
FastGCI and WSGI, and how Nginx + Python API combination had to be set up. Clojure runs on the JVM,
which is also widely used in large-scale projects such as Elasticsearch, Neo4j, Apache Hadoop and Spark.
The code starts by reading patterns of english.txt one-by-one, transforming lines like "_gen3t4" into
{:str "_gent", :digits {4 3, 5 4}} where :digits is a hash-map mapping positions in the string to
corresponding integer values. As with the previous implementation, words are pre- and postfixed by
underscores and these are used in searched patterns as well.

match-pattern function takes a word and a pattern as its arguments and finds all indexes in which the
pattern occurs in the word. It then accumulates the maximum observed numerical value for each "slot"
(see the article of original implementation for more details). It is implemented by tail-recursing an inner
anonymous function until the pattern is not found from the word anymore, at which point it returns
the final value. hyphenate-word function takes the hyphen and a word, calls match-pattern to find all
occurrences of patterns, finds indexes of odd values and injects hyphens on positions which don’t violate
the minimum syllable length of two.
To split sentences into words a pattern-chars set is defined, which contains all upper- and lowercase
characters which occurred in the patterns. An other utility is the count-chars function which takes two
strings as its arguments and for each character in the first string it calculates the number of its occurrences
in the second string. This is used to count the cumulative number of < and > characters to know if a word
is occurring inside <a html tag>or not</a>.
The ultimate function which brings all this together is the hyphenate. It starts by splitting the sentence
into "partitions" (words and word-separators) by using (partial contains? pattern-chars), checks
whether odd or even partition indexes are the ones which contain words to-be hyphenated, calculates
the cumulative XHTML tag-balance, and merges all these into a should-hyphenate? function. Then the
partitions are either hyphenated or left as-is and joined back together into a string which is returned.
Writing unit tests was crucial but also extremely interesting discovery process, as clojure.test comes
with macros which greatly reduce repetition in test case definitions. With the help of self-written
my-are and my-deftest writing tests for functions is-digit? and elem-max was just two lines
of code: (my-deftest test-is-digit is-digit? \a false \_ false \Z false \0 true \5 true \9
true) and (my-deftest test-elem-max elem-max [[-3 1 3] [1 2 -3]] [1 2 3]).
The convention of this macro is that 1st argument is the test name, 2nd is the tested function, remaining
arguments of odd index are input values and at even indexes are expected outcomes. Other important
functions are tested in a straight-forward manner as well. I hope this wall of text without any figures was
at least a bit interesting documentation, I’m really looking forward to use Clojure in future projects.
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16 Finnish Invoice Template
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

A well-structured and re-usable LATEX template for invoices.
Spring 2016
LATEX
GitHub, Entrepreneurship
nikonyrh/finnish-invoice-template
7th August 2016

After finishing a paid project, ideally a formal looking invoice would be sent to the client. I know there
are many commercial products available, but I couldn’t find a good open source alternative especially
with the standard Finnish formatting. I was happy to find jheusala/finnish-invoice-template from GitHub
which had all of the tricky LATEX stuff done.
The template usage is very simple and minimizes repetition when storing and referencing information on
the company and the client. There is a one file for each company and one for each client. Each invoice.tex
file must start by importing the invoice_header.tex file, which consists mostly of usepackage declarations.
Next company and client files are imported, and other invoice details are defined. Header can be seen in
the Figure 16.1. Sample company information:
\ newcommand {\ CompanyName }{ Yritys ABC }
\ newcommand {\ CompanyStreetAddress }{ Osoite 123 A 4}
\ newcommand {\ CompanyPostcode }{12345}
\ newcommand {\ CompanyCity }{ Kaupunki 1}
\ newcommand {\ CompanyWebsite }{ https :// example . com }
\ newcommand {\ CompanyEmail }{ email@example . com }
\ newcommand {\ CompanyPhone }{040 -1234567}
\ newcommand {\ CompanyId }{5555555 -5}
\ newcommand {\ CompanyBank }{ Pankki }
\ newcommand {\ CompanyIBAN }{ FI 56 1111 2222 3333 44}
\ newcommand {\ CompanyBIC }{ NDEAFIHH }

And sample client information:
\ newcommand {\ ClientNumber }{101}
\ newcommand {\ ClientName }{ Asiakas XYZ }
\ newcommand {\ ClientAddress }{ Osoite 234 B 5}
\ newcommand {\ ClientPostcode }{23456}
\ newcommand {\ ClientCity }{ Kaupunki 2}

Figure 16.1: Header part of the invoice.
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At the moment it is still quite verbose to define individual invoice rows, and having to do all tax and
total calculations manually. Unfortunately this is also very error prone, so perhaps a simple Python script
should be written to generate the invoice file based on most primitive facts. There is also an embedded
two-line Python script to calculate the invoice’s reference id’s check digit.
After all details have been described the 250 lines long invoice_body.text is imported. It is just slightly
modified version of the original jheusala/finnish-invoice-template/invoice.tex. The main difference is that
it only contains information on the formatting of the document, and all information on the company, client
and the invoice is read via pre-defined commands. The result is shown in Figure 16.2.

Figure 16.2: Breakdown part of the invoice.
Main information is listed in the footer, as shown in Figure 16.3. On the top it lists company details such
as street address, web address and email address. Next are IBAN and BIC numbers of the company’s bank
account, naturally it is crucial to have the correct information here or it would be a huge inconvenience to
both parties. In the middle left the name and address of the company and client are shown, and on the
right the client’s id and invoice’s id is shown. Finally on the bottom right the invoice’s reference id, due
date and total amount to be paid are shown. The full sample document can be found from GitHub.

Figure 16.3: Footer part of the invoice.
The original template used code128 to create a barcode to the footer as well, but I didn’t get it to work on
Windows TeXworks so I had to disable it for now. I’m not sure if those are widely used nowadays, maybe
not by Finnish individuals but by larger companies.
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17 Hash-based commitment schemes without a computer
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

A few simple hash algorithms which provide some security
Spring 2016
Pseudo
Encryption, Stack Overflow
7th May 2016

An interesting question was posted to crypto.stackexchange.com: "Is there a simple hash function that
one can compute without a computer?" Here are three proposed algorithms based on Zobrist hashing,
RC4 and A5/1. These should be reasonably secure even against attacks with a calculator, except the one
based on Zobrist hashing (but I don’t know how to prove or dis-prove this claim). These constructs are
especially well suited for commitment schemes.
The first algorithm is based on Zobrist hashing, which is commonly used at chess engines and other
similar applications to implement transposition tables. It is based on pre-generating random integers to
a look-up table, and then selectively XORing them together to calculate a hash. This construct has tunable
parameters which allow for a trade-off between security and the ease of computation.
For relatively high security it is proposed to use 64 random 80-bit integers. At crypto.stackexchange.com I
suggested to use 256-bit integers but it turns out you don’t need so many bits to be almost certain to have
all of them linearly independent on GF(2).
Based on simulations (see Figure 17.1 for details) 80 × 64 bits has approximately 1 : 280−63.8 = 1 : 216.2 ≈
1 : 104.877 probability of having non-full rank. A random 64 × 64 matrix has a non-full rank with a probability of about 71.1%. Each additional bit drops this by 50%. The simplest way to generate this pool of
random integers is to flip n coins 64 · 80/n times, as you get 1 bit of randomness / coin / toss. This table
needs to be published and/or communicated to the 2nd party in advance and can be used multiple times.
Numbers are identified as r0 , r1 , ..., r63 .

Figure 17.1: Likelihood of non-full rank approximately halves when an extra bit (row) is added.
Commitment to a yes/no answer and be encoded as the parity of a binary integer v = 2i0 + 2i1 + ... + 2in
(where i j−1 < i j ). It is suggested to generate first 63 bits by random and choose the final bit according
to the desired commitment. Then calculate the 80-bit "committed value" c = ri0 ⊕ ri1 ⊕ ... ⊕ rin , which is
communicated to the 2nd party.
Calculating the commitment value c from from a m-bit input value v is O(m) operation, but recovering
v from c is O(m3 ) effort. Thus with sufficiently large m it takes "too much" effort to reverse the process
without access to a programmable calculator. However it is trivial to do on any phone or laptop.
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An alternative scheme is based on the well-known (and seriously flawed) RC4 stream cipher. On a setting
with no access to a computer it should be sufficient to use less than 256 × 8 bits of state. As little as 32
or 64 integers could be sufficient against an attacker who does not possess a calculator, but I have no clue
how to evaluate this.
The algorithm itself is well-described on Wikipedia and its operations are shown in Figure 17.2. It is a bit
of an open question what is the best way of seeding the initial state, how many of the initial bits to skip
and how many bits of output is needed for given security criteria. A simple solution is to use the standard
key-scheduling algorithm, discard first 3 · n output bits (n being the number of internal state numbers)
and then keeping the desired amount of output (like 80 or 128 bits) as the committed value. Even with all
the flaws of RC4-based hashing, without access to an computer it should be difficult to recover the used
key from this algorithm’s output.

Figure 17.2: RC4 steps from Wikipedia, just summation and random access to a small chunk of memory.

The final proposed algorithm is similar to RC4: A5/1 which used to encrypt GMS traffic. It has 19 + 22 +
23 = 64 bits of state, so you’d actually just need 64 coins to represent the state (heads vs. tails). It consist
of only simple operations but they are quite verbose to execute manually. Suggested protocol is to commit
to an initial state, skip first 64 - 192 bits and publish next 80 bits as the committed value. Again it should
be difficult to recover the initial state by only observing this output.

Figure 17.3: A5/1 steps from Wikipedia, consisting of only simple XOR-operations and look-ups.
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18 Simulating gravitational field near a torus
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Fitting a 2D model on data sampled from 3D space
Spring 2016
Matlab
Applied mathematics
19th April 2016

There are many games with a strong emphasis on gravity, and at times even multi-body trajectory simulations. However they all seem to be based on spherical geometry (as planets are shaped by gravity),
but other shapes should create interesting trajectories. As torus has rotational symmetry its gravity field
can be modelled on a 2D cross-section. In this project torus’ field is estimated in 3D, projected to 2D
and interpolation functions are fitted. The space- and time-efficient model could be used in a game to do
physics simulation in real time.

Figure 18.1: Sampling random points within the torus and the space outside it (on left). Due to rotational
symmetry they can be projected and represed on a 2D cross-section (on right).

Figure 18.2: Visualization of gravitational force field around the torus, shown in XY and XZ planes.
Instead of using numerical integration this simpler method was used as I wasn’t sure I wouldn’t introduce
unintended biases when defining the integral over the volume of a torus. The process starts from generating random points within the torus (shown as blue in Figure 18.1) and outside it (shown in red). For each
point outside the torus the gravitational field’s force vector is estimated. These are then projected to a 2D
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cross-section, as shown on the right side of Figure 18.1. 3D plots of fields are shown in Figure 18.2. It can
be seen to decay towards zero (as expected) at greater distances, but interestingly field goes to zero also
at the origin due to the symmetry.
After 3D coordinates have been rotated to the 2D cross-section plane, coordinates are transformed logpolar coordinates. These are shown in Figure 18.3 (forces along x-axis) and Figure 18.4 (forces along
y-axis). Their cartesian-coordinate counter-parts are shown in Figure 18.5. Shape of these graphs is a bit
more apparent if they were seen in a rotating 3D animation. Red dots are correct values and blue values
are forecasted by the fitted interpolation model. There is some residual error but it shouldn’t be apparent
in a game-like simulation.

Figure 18.3: Gravitational field’s force along the x-axis (in cross section coordinates).

Figure 18.4: Gravitational field’s force along the y-axis (in cross section coordinates).
The model for the force along axises have the following forms:
Fx (α, d; p) ≈ ( p1 cos(α) + p2 cos(2α) + p3 ) · exp( p4 · d p6 ) + p5 d + p7

(1)

Fy (α, d; p) ≈ ( p1 sin(α) + p2 sin(3α)) · exp( p3 · d p4 + p5 cos(α) + p6 cos(2α))

(2)

Values for p at these two functions have the following values:
• Fx : [-2.1924 0.1201 -0.3083 -3.6119 5.4967e-04 0.2802 -0.0073]
• Fy : [-15.0000 -1.4790 0.1457 -5.5883 -0.2798 -0.1553]

This geometry creates a field which have some interesting properties, when compared to the "standard"
inverse square law (1/r2 ) of a spherical planet or a star. Four examples of these are shown in figures
18.6 - 18.10. There seems to exist various classes of non-closed trajectories as one could say torus has two
degrees of "freedom" instead of just the one on spheres. I was happy to discover that there exists orbits
which go through the hole in the middle (figures 18.9 and 18.10).
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Figure 18.5: Force vectors’ x- and y-axis components plotted in cartesian coordinates.

Figure 18.6: A quite circular trajectory on the XZ-plane.

Figure 18.7: A moderately chaotic trajectory, going back-and-forth on all dimensions.

Trajectories were estimated by running the differential equation through the standard midpoint method
with a suitably small time-step. Most trajectories seem to be fairly chaotic and unstable, so simulating
additional bodies such as moons might have non-interesting results. It would be interesting to simulate
an atmosphere consisting of ideal gas but I have no prior experience on that even on a spherical body. It
would also be worth studying game-mechanics on the FPS genre, and why not also for a platformer?
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Figure 18.8: A circular trajectory on the XY-plane.

Figure 18.9: An interesting trajectory which goes through the torus’ hole at the middle.

Figure 18.10: An oscillating path on the XZ-plane.
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19 Nginx docker image for easy file access via HTTP
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
DockerHub
Modified

An alternative for SSHFS, Samba shares etc.
Spring 2016
Bash
Docker, Spark, Nginx, GitHub
nikonyrh/docker-scripts
nikonyrh/nginx_bridge
16th April 2016

Often I find myself having a SSH connection to a remote server, and I’d like to retrieve some files to
my own machine. Common methods for this include Windows/Samba share, SSHFS and upload to
cloud (which isn’t trivial to do via plain cURL). Here an easy-to-use alternative is described: a single line
command to load and run a docker image which contains a pre-configured Nginx instance. Then files can
be accessed via plain HTTP at the user-assigned port (assuming firewall isn’t blocking it).
I found that writing Dockerfiles is way easier than for example make files, maybe because its operations
closely match those you’d execute via bash anyway when setting up a new box. Additionally there are
convenient published images to base your images on, thus minimizing the number of custom steps you
need to think of and implement.
The implemented docker image is based "FROM nginx:1.9", and just contains a custom nginx.conf and
main.sh files. When docker run -p 1234:80 -v "$PWD:/volume" -d nikonyrh/nginx_bridge is executed it starts the container, mounts current working directory to /volume path (could be read-only) and
exposes its contents as Nginx auto-indexed folder at http://localhost:1234. By default access log is
available at http://localhost:1234/logs/logx.txt but it can be disabled with -no-log flag at start-up.
The image is about 190 MB, gzip compresses it down to 72 MB and Dockerhub says it is 75 MB.
Also some efficiency experiments were run. A few gigabytes of JPG images (40 - 400 kB in size) were
transferred and at best 90% of the 1 Gbps bandwidth was achieved. Files were transferred from an
Ubuntu server to a router, to a Windows machine running Ubuntu in a VirtualBox, via curl to /dev/null.
Resulting bandwidth is shown in Figure 32.1. Parallel execution was achieved via xargs, thus the overhead
of three-way TCP handshake was significant unless the cURL processes fetched multiple images.

Figure 19.1: Achieved bandwidth on transferring medium-size files over 1 Gb etherned and HTTP.
In conclusion this seems to be a viable way of distributing JPG images to other machines within the LAN
for further processing. The first task might be calculating color histograms of webcam images on different
calendar dates and times of day. Calculation distribution will be handled by the Spark framework. Also it
would be interesting to measure this performance to alternatives such as HDFS.
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20 Scalable analytics with Docker, Spark and Python
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Architecture with horizontal scaling for offline and online
Fall 2015
Bash, Python
Architecture, Docker, Spark, Nginx, GitHub, JVM
nikonyrh/docker-scripts
23rd December 2015

Traditionally data scientists installed software packages directly to their machines, wrote code, trained
models, saved results to local files and applied models to new data in batch processing style. New datadriven products require rapid development of new models, scalable training and easy integration to other
aspects of the business. Here I am proposing one (perhaps already well-known) cloud-ready architecture
to meet these requirements.
In this example analytical models are written in Python but this pattern could be adapted to other scenarios as well. It is rooted on the idea of having a base docker image with needed Python libraries installed
and then "branching" two special-purpose containers from that, as seen in Figure 20.1. The first one is
used for offline model training and other is for online model applying. The main benefit is easy and
robust deployment of the platform to new computer instances in cloud or in premises. Additionally it
only requires docker support from the host OS and no for example Java or Python needs to be installed
there at all.

Figure 20.1: Three docker images’ relations and their installed contents.
Every-day development could done within a container as well but for fast prototyping and IDE integration
(such as Spyder) it might be simpler to install Python directly to the development machine. Virtualenv
can be used to get decent level of isolation between projects.
Model training might be implemented as a high-level function which accepts parameters which restrict the
scope to a specific timespan, products, stores, users or other entities. Typically different "scopes" can be
trivially trained in parallel, but if it takes tens of minutes to train each chunk then it might be worthwhile
to train scopes in sequence and utilize parallelism within the scope. Within a single machine libraries like
multiprocessing could be used, but to scale horizontally Apache Spark is a perfect fit. A great benefit is
that it supports Scala, Java, Python and R programming languages. It is based on master-slave model,
in which job definition (parameters + source code) is submitted to the master and it coordinates sub-jobs
execution on slaves. Its architecture is illustrated at Figure 20.2. It comes with machine learning library
MLib or you can write your own.
Naturally Spark could be installed directly on the operating system, but if Python is used then also needed
libraries such as NumPy needs to be installed as well. Thus creating new slaves and adding them to the
cluster is greatly simplified by creating a Docker image. It is derived from a base image which has relevant
Python libraries installed and adds Java + Spark binaries and start-up scripts.
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Figure 20.2: Three main components of Spark: the driver (the client), cluster master and slave nodes.
The resulting image is about 1 GB in size but compresses down to 500 MB for transportation. To add a
new machine to the cluster the image is simply loaded to the machine and start-up script is called with
relevant parameters such as master node’s IP and the number of workers / CPU core. Also attention
needs to be paid on SPARK_PUBLIC_DNS setting, as a different public ip needs to be advertised to the
master than the container’s internal ip. Details were discussed at Stackoverflow.
Once models have been trained they are ready to be made available for others to benefit from, be it
other teams within the organization or making it available to the public. At the age of service oriented
architecture and micro services a HTTP based interface is a natural choice. Naturally scalability and fault
tolerance are important aspects as well. There are many ways to achieve this but it is easy to get started
with Nginx front-end and Gunicorn back-ends, a seen on Figure 20.3. This also enables zero-downtime
software upgrades by starting a new back-end, confirming it works, adding it to the nginx config and
removing + shutting down the old ones. At larger scale all this should be automatically managed but I
don’t have personal experience of those yet. On this architecture project’s source code is "baked in" to
the container and models are loaded from for example an external database. Alternatively they could be
serialized and compressed into files within the container as well.
It is possible to have clients randomly connect either one of the instances, or have a "primary" Nginx which
clients use by default. If the latter option is chosen then other instances’ back-ends needs to be added to
primary Nginx’s config as well, as indicated by grayish arrows on the figure below.

Figure 20.3: Two example instances with Nginx running on them and two Gunicorn backends on each.
This article didn’t cover scalable databases such as Elasticsearch, Cassandra and Amazon Redshift. It is
an interesting topic on its own, and a perfect fit for data processing with Spark. It also supports file-based
data sources such as HDFS and Amazon S3. An other topic is automatic cluster management systems
such as Docker Swarm, Apache Mesos and Amazon EC2 Container Service. Highest cost savings from
cloud come from adaptively utilizing resources based on expected load. When new containers are started
and others are shut down service discovery becomes a crucial "glue" to stitch everything together in a
fault-tolerant manner. This can be solved via traditional DNS or utilize newer solutions like distributed
Registrator and Consul.
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21 Very fuzzy searching with CUDA
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Searching without datastructures.
Fall 2015
C++, CUDA
Thrust, Databases, GitHub, Stack Overflow
nikonyrh/stackoverflow-scripts
2nd November 2015

This is an alternative answer to the question I encountered at Stack Overflow about fuzzy searching of
hashes on Elasticsearch. My original answer used locality-sensitive hashing. Superior speed and simple
implementation were gained by using nVidia’s CUDA via Thrust library.
Actually this project didn’t need more than a few dozen lines of code to solve the problem, most code
is about benchmarking the code with varying problem sizes. Hamming distance was calculated as the
Hamming weight of the two 64-bit integers, the used algorithm is "popcount_3" of Wikipedia article.
Interestingly it was more efficient to calculate the sum of two 32-bit "halves" weights instead of calculating
it for all 64-bits at once, it would take more benchmarking and profiling to find out why this was the case.
Anyway, my laptop’s GeForce GT 650M was able to scan through 700 million 64-bit hashes / second. This
was far superior performance that I got form Elasticsearch which would need 100 milliseconds to search
through 1 million documents but for CUDA it takes only 2.5 milliseconds! The performance difference gets
even greater when more documents are searched, for example for 7 million images it took 6 - 7 seconds
for ES but only 10 milliseconds for CUDA. Also with this solution we get 100% accuracy on results.
Kernel launch incurs some overhead but it diminishes when searching on more than 5 million images.

Figure 21.1: Search performance of 700 million images / seconds was reached.

The CUDA solution could be made HTTP-accessible by for example implementing a FastCGI interface to
the script and having a Nginx web server routing requests there. This is very easy to set-up especially if
image hashes don’t change often and fit in single machine’s GPU’s memory.
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22 Very fuzzy searching with Elasticsearch
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Visualizing laser scanned point clouds.
Fall 2015
Python
Elasticsearch, Databases, GitHub, Stack Overflow
nikonyrh/stackoverflow-scripts
21st October 2015

I encountered an interesting question at Stack Overflow about fuzzy searching of hashes on Elasticsearch
and decided to give it a go. It has native support for fuzzy text searches but due to performance reasons
it only supports an edit distance up-to 2. In this context the maximum allowed distance was eight so an
alternative solution was needed. A solution was found from locality-sensitive hashing.
The situation is explained in the original question and the proposed solution is explained at my answer. In
the stated problem millions of images were hashed into 64 bits, and given a hash we want to find "almost
every" image with has a Hamming-distance of 8 or less. Not too many false matches should be returned
either. The used hashing method is mentioned also in Wikipedia on locality-sensitive hashing article.
When the image is stored to ES, 1024 samples are taken and stored along with the image id and original
hash. Each sample consist of 16 randomly (but consistently) selected bits which can be stored in Java’s
short data type. These values are stored to Lucene’s search index but not stored along with the documents, this way index size is minimized on disk. Also _source and _all were disabled. Under this
set-up 1 million documents in 4 shards with 1024 samples take about 6.7 GB of disk space. Without these
optimizations the file size was 17.2 GB / index and queries on many indexes took about 67% longer.
Query times’ percentiles (1st, 25th, 50th, 75th and 99th) are shown in Figure 22.1 in log-scale. Times
significantly increase once all data in the query context don’t fit in memory (24 GB) and have to be read
from two SSDs instead. On 3 million documents median response time was about 250 ms but for 6 million
documents it grew to 6000 ms! Memory requirement could be lowered by taking fewer LSH-samples but
it would result in poorer precision vs. recall tradeoff.

Figure 22.1: Query times on varying number of data (log-scale on time).
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23 Anonymous and secure information storing and sharing
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

End-to-end encrypted storage service
Fall 2014
PHP
GitHub, Encryption
nikonyrh/noknowledgenotes
25th April 2015

Nowadays encryption is standard practice on web when data is in transition, and there are even a few
services which offer client-side encryption and thus are truly end-to-end. Nevertheless for some reason
they all require you to create and account by providing your email and password, although this is not
strictly necessary for storing and sharing data. In this system the document id, encryption key and
HMAC key are generated ad-hoc on the client and only minimal necessary information is revealed to the
server. A live demo should be available at noknowledgenotes.nikonyrh.org.
The service is based on well understood and examined AES and SHA-256 security primitives, but the
idea can be implemented by using any other encryption and hashing algorithms. A public-key encryption
algorithm would be an appealing choice but here a symmetric algorithm was used for simplicity. The
server is implemented in PHP and is only a bit over 200 lines long. The provided client is considerably
more complex at 600 lines of code (HTML + JavaScript), excluding 3rd party libraries (jQuery, CryptoJS).
The client’s hash function is H(a,b,c) = SHA-256(a || SHA-256(a || b || salt) || c) where "a" is
the hash output’s name such as key_enc, "b" is the username and "c" is the password. In total there are
two cryptographic key (AES and HMAC) and a "write token" derived from the username and password,
and the document id is derived from just the encryption key. These relationships are shown in Figure 23.1.

Figure 23.1: Two steps of key and id derivations from the username and password. A SHA-256 construct
is used as a one-way function. Only a minimum necessary subset of keys is revealed to other parties such
as the server or in a read-only link.
Only the document creator should know the username, password and HMAC key. Server only needs
to know the document id and the associated "write token". For someone else to have a read-only access
he only needs to know the AES key, from which he/she can derive the document id. Write token is
used for the server to check for write permission when the document is being updated but it has no
cryptographic purpose. HMAC key prevents the server submitting arbitrary content when a document
is requested. Only the person who knows this key can verify content validity and calculate a new hash
for new content. Malicious server can only either delete the document or provide an older version but all
other tampering would be immediately noticed. Even if the server did not check the write token validity
when the document is updated by a 3rd party, the alteration would be noticed because it wouldn’t have a
correct HMAC key stored alongside with it.
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If AES and HMAC keys would be derived from the write token then a read-write access could be easily
given without revealing the username and password. This tweak wouldn’t require any modifications to
the server or the protocol as all this happens on the client side.
Storing the data is fairly trivial, and it can be seen at Figure 23.2. Plain-text content is first compressed
with LZW, then encrypted with 256-bit AES, then HMAC and other metadata such as date are attached
and then it is converted into a JSON string. Compression produces a UTF-16 string but AES produces
base64-encoded ciphertext so the final JSON has only ASCII characters. The client stores all past HMAC
hashes and dates in the document’s metadata, but optionally it could store all past versions as well. This
wouldn’t inflate the final filesize that much because of the compression step.
When the document is being stored on the server, server checks that the request embeds a write token and
it has to match to the token which is stored within the server’s version of the document. This step enables
easy read-only sharing of documents.

Figure 23.2: Data storage pipeline has steps: compression, encryption, HMAC and JSON generation.
Document loading works by simply applying those steps in the reverse order. First a document is requested from the server based on its id and the response’s JSON is decoded into a JavaScript object.
Document’s HMAC is calculated and it is confirmed to match the hash which is stored in the response. If
they match then contents are decrypted and uncompressed.
Read-only sharing is achieved by delivering the symmetric AES encryption key to the desired party, from
that he can derive the document’s id. He is able to retrieve the ciphertext from the server and decrypt it,
but its HMAC cannot be confirmed unless the HMAC key is also revealed or if the current hash value is
delivered alongside with the AES key.
When the server is asked to create a new document it asks the client to solve a Proof-of-work problem.
An unique problem instance is generated and the client is asked to provide such inputs to a salted hash
function that it has the server-specified number of leading zeros. By having to solve many easy problems
instead of a few harder ones the calculation time variance is greatly reduced. On current settings it takes
the JS client 1 - 3 seconds to solve the problem before the new document can be created.
The client could be updated to be visually more pleasing and to offer for example multi-server mirroring.
This storage system is ideal for example synchronizing browser bookmarks between computers without
revealing your actual bookmarks to the server or any other 3rd party. Clearly this is not meant for taking
backups of photos or other multimedia, it is best suited for plain-text, JSON or XML content which
generally compresses well. Perhaps even a chat application could be built based on this "protocol" but
it wouldn’t have some desired properties such as forward secrecy or deniable cryptography. So far no
public-private key-pairs have been used because it wasn’t deemed necessary. At least it would enable
read-only sharing without revealing the encryption key but it wouldn’t make much difference on the
current system.
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24 Automated image capturing + API
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Image capture + image & video generation + API
Fall 2014 – Ongoing
Bash, PHP
GitHub
nikonyrh/webcammon
10th April 2015

Out of interest on nature observation, computer vision, image processing and so forth I developed an
automated system to capture one photo / minute and store it on a disk. The project also has Bash and
PHP scripts coordinating external tools such as montage for image stitching and mencoder for video
generation. PHP also provides an HTTP API for image generation and file size statistics.
Images are captured by a cronjob calling grabFrame.sh once a minute. It configures the webcam before
each shot to use fixed parameters for parameters such as exposure, contrast and color temperature to
quarantee more constant outcome. File name is based on the current UTC timestamp to avoid problems
when transitioning in and out from the daylight saving time. Configurationis handled by calling V4l2-ctl
and capture is handled by fswebcam. Images are 30 - 400 kb so one day’s 1440 photos take about 350 Mb,
depending on the season. Example photos from 7 am can be seen in Figure 24.1.

Figure 24.1: Morning 7 o’clock on 15 consecutive days in March shows the lengthening of day light
duration.
Figure 24.1 was generated by creating a list of Unix epoch timestamps which indicate that at which points
of time images should be shown. Then existing images are iterated over and for each timestamp the most
closely matching image is remembered. The list of file names is then passed on montage command-line
software which produces the final JPG which is cached on the server. All this happens by simply calling
the URL /imageGen/07.jpg?grid=5 and it tiles last 25 (5 × 5) images which were captured at 7am.
An other time-based API call looks like /imageGen/1d.jpg?w=1280&grid=8&skip=30w. It generates a
tiled 8 × 8 images throughout one day 30 weeks ago, resulting in 22.5 minutes / image. It should be
visible in GitHub at nikonyrh/webcammon/master/samples/1d.jpg.
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Once images had been collected for a few days I got interested on what kind of analysis and visualization
could be done from them. An easy option was to just observe JPG files sizes and group them based on the
date and the time of day. Since the number of images will be in hundreds of thousands it was necessary
to make this operation fast. If the day has passed then no new photos will bee added to that folder and
thus file sizes can be saved on a "cache file" on disk. It is a lot faster to read a single small file than to
iterate over 1440 file’s metadata. The HTML based UI’s visualization of file sizes is shown in Figure 24.2.

Figure 24.2: File sizes (x 10 kb) on different days and times of day at 30 minutes resolution. Weather
effects such as bright sunshine and snowfall can clearly been detected by just observing file sizes.
The project also has an API for querying file size statistics in a plain text format which can be easily
exported to external programs such as Matlab. An example output can be seen below. First three columns
are the year, month and day and the rest are median file sizes for each hour of the day. Full rows are
shown at GitHub.
-1
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

-1
03
03
03
03
03
03
04
04
04
04

-1
26
27
28
29
30
31
01
02
03
04

0.00
52.20
32.30
52.70
51.90
31.20
96.40
41.40
60.40
31.40
53.50

1.00
32.20
32.10
57.90
30.50
31.00
77.30
39.00
49.30
31.60
53.90

2.00
31.50
31.60
64.50
30.70
30.40
74.40
40.60
37.60
31.80
53.80

3.00
31.20
33.90
37.60
30.70
30.70
74.30
50.50
38.00
31.60
43.70

4.00
42.20
53.20
30.60
30.50
30.50
76.30
68.50
37.80
31.50
30.70

5.00
53.90
53.00
30.60
36.80
30.70
72.00
66.30
38.60
32.50
31.80

6.00
176.80
147.60
86.80
132.20
100.70
225.10
231.00
187.20
217.90
182.00

7.00
380.60
357.50
356.20
370.60
315.90
290.10
272.90
303.00
359.90
366.70

8.00
402.70
351.30
363.00
358.90
293.60
276.70
257.70
294.80
340.50
350.10

9.00
389.10
341.90
349.70
349.40
267.30
262.60
265.40
296.50
334.70
343.20

10.00
374.80
335.60
348.90
348.40
255.70
266.30
260.30
299.40
338.10
346.20

The final currently implemented feature is the parallel rendeding of videos out of selected images, which
is implemented in createVideo.sh. It starts by first listing all desired images’ file names in the correct order
and splitting them into four equal chunks. All of these chunks are then processed in parallel (by utilizing
"xargs -P0 -n1") and each produces a segment of the video. These segments are then concatenated
together and temporary files are deleted. The actual video generation is done by mencoder, which has
relatively simple command line options. One interesting future feature would be blending together images
from different seasons together into a single high-res image instead of the currently implemented tiling.
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25 Approximating planets’ orbits in closed-form
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

A sufficiently accurate and efficient model for planetary orbits
Fall 2014
Matlab
AstronomyApplied mathematics
12th October 2014

I wanted to find or create a formula which would accept an epoch timestamp, latitude and longitude and
it would produce the Sun’s observed azimuth and altitude in radians. It needs to take into account details
earth’s axial tilt and its position on its orbit around the sun. To my surprise I wasn’t able to find such
formula, so I had to develop it from scratch. Luckily earth’s orbit (and orbits in general) is a well studied
and documented problem, so I could take some shortcuts.

Figure 25.1: An illustration of earth’s orbit and its relation to calendar day (from Wikimedia commons).
Kepler’s equation does not have an analytical solution, but it is easy apply in the "opposite" direction.
Here an approximate solution is created. First an even sampling of true anomalies is generated, covering
the whole 360◦ orbit rotation:
θ = 0...2π
(3)
Next corresponding eccentric anomaly E is calculated from θ and the orbit’s eccentricity e:
√

√
E = atan2
1 − e · sin(θ/2), 1 + e · cos(θ/2)

(4)

Mean anomaly M is calculated from E by using Kepler’s equation:
M = E − e sin E

(5)

The M is trivial to calculate for any desired calendar date, so we want to have an approximation formula
θ = f e ( M) so that previous equation hold reasonably well. I noticed experimentally that it would be a
good approach to approximate
f e0 ( M ) = ( M − θ )/e
(6)
for e > 0, and has a somewhat constant shape for small values of e. Then the following holds:
θ = f e ( M) = M − e · f e0 ( M )

(7)
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The effect of e on f e0 ( M ) shape can be seen in Figure 25.2. Most importantly its magnitude is around ±2,
and has values of exactly zero at M = 0, M = π and M = 2π. Due to these properties, it is approximated
by the polynomial
f e0 ( M) ≈ a(e) · ( M − pi ) · ( M · (2π − M ))−b(e)
(8)
The shape of f e0 ( M ) for various values of e can be seen in Figure 25.2. It is notable that for M ≈ π/2 it
has a value of about -2, which indicates that θ > M around that region. This occurs because when M ≈ 0
the planet is closest to the Sun, which means it has a higher angular velocity. Thus θ grows initially faster
than the mean anomaly M.

Figure 25.2: A plot of f e0 ( M) for various values of e. X-axis has the value of M from 0 to 2π.
The eccentricity e’s role on a(e) and b(e) is solved by finding optimal a and b for various different values
of e and fitting a model to those findings. Parameters are estimated by minimizing the standard sum of
squared errors, which is achieved by Matlab’s lsqnonin function. These results are shown in Figure 25.3.
Luckily both parameters seem to follow the same formula y(e) = y0 + exp(k1 · log(e) + k2 ), and k1 and
k2 can be reliably estimated by fitting a linear trend to the log-log data points. The constant y0 (which
corresponds to a0 and b0 , one for both parameters) is estimated so that the best log-linear model can be
obtained. If that value is off then the log-log plot is no longer linear, and a more complex model is needed.

Figure 25.3: Estimating a(e) and b(e) from sampled models.
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Model accuracy is determined by calculating the maximum error from the true location within the whole
360◦ orbit. If e = 0 then the orbit would be exactly circular and θ = M. Interesting cases are small values
of e, for example on earth’s orbit e ≈ 0.0167. Two different models are compared in figures 25.5 and 25.6:
a simpler model which only uses constants a0 and b0 regardless of the value of e, and the more accurate
model with e-dependent corrections.
The biggest benefit of these corrections occur when 0.05 < e < 0.3. When e ≈ 0 these corrections are
small anyway, and on bigger values of e the model loses its accuracy even with these corrections. The
ratio of simple model’s maximum error and better model’s error is show in Figure 25.4. When e = 0.1
the maximum ratio of 4 is reached, which means that the simpler model has 300% higher maximum error
than the e-corrected version.

Figure 25.4: The ratio of simpler model’s error to e-corrected version’s error for varying values of e. Biggest
benefit of the more advanced model is gained when e ≈ 0.1.

Error rates (in degrees) and the fitted trend curve for 0 < e < 0.1 are shown in Figure 25.5. Within this
region the error seems to grow approximately linearly in respect to e, and for Earth’s e ≈ 0.0167 the
maximum error is less than 0.1◦ . It should be sufficient for most applications.

Figure 25.5: A trend of the maximum error (in degrees) of models for different small values of e.
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Error rates for e-values of up-to 10−0.5 ≈ 0.3 are show in Figure 25.6. In this context the error grows in
proportion to e3.09 , reaching a maximum error of 6◦ at e = 0.3. It might be too high for most applications,
but this elliptic orbits are not common in at least our solar system. Our top-3 planets with highest
eccentricities are Mercury (e = 0.21), Mars (e = 0.09) and Saturn (e = 0.05). Pluto has a remarkably high
eccentricity of 0.25.

Figure 25.6: A trend of the maximum error (in degrees) of models for different large values of e.
After this model is in place, it enables us to calculate Earth’s location in respect to Sun in polar coordinates
for a given timestamp. It just needs to be converted to "seconds since January 1 of this year", which is
further converted to the mean anomaly M (in radians). True anomaly θ is calculated as
θe ( M ) =

M − e · a(e) · ( M − pi ) · ( M · (2π − M ))−b(e)

a(e) =

a0 + exp( a1 · log(e) + a2 )

b(e) =

b0 + exp(b1 · log(e) + b2 )

(9)

Estimated parameters are:
a0 =

0.0804

a1 =

0.9869

a2 =

1.0123

−1.3848
b1 =
0.6143
b2 = −1.0715
b0 =

(10)

The next step would be to estimate the local coordinate system from latitude, longitude and time, and
to use polar coordinates to calculate the person’s orientation with respect to the heliocentric coordinate
system where periapsis (around 3.1. each year) is the "zero" direction. Then the Sun’s apparent altitude
and azimuth can be easily calculated.
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26 Automatic map stitching
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Identifying, cropping and stitching a map from screenshots
Fall 2014
Matlab
Computer Vision, Rendering, FFT
10th September 2014

Nowadays there are many HTML5-based map services, but typically they don’t offer any export functionality. To create a full view of the desired region, one can either zoom out (and lose map details) or take
many screenshots of different locations and manually stitch them together. This project can automatically
load all stored screenshots, detect the map, crop relevant regions, determine images relative offsets and
generate the high-res output with zero configuration from any map service.
The first step is to determine which region of the image is the map and which parts should be ignored.
This is achieved by assuming that the only moving part of the page is the map itself (no scrolling of the
page, no ads, ...). Under these assumptions it is trivial to create a mask similar to the one at Figure 26.1.
Relevant rows and columns (and thus the rectangular cropping region) can be determined based on it.

Figure 26.1: One of the input screenshots on the left and the resulting change-mask on the right. Bright
pixels vary between images, and thus can be assumed to be part of the map.

Once map regions have been extracted, their relative positions need to be determined before stitching is
possible. This is a special case of a panoramic image generation, which is typically solved by Feature
detection and robust RANSAC based matching procedure. However in this map case we only need to
estimate the translation in x- and y-directions, and no rotation or scaling should have occurred. We can
also assume that the image i should have significant overlap with images i − 1 and i + 1, perhaps even
with i − 2 and i + 2. Fourier transform base Phase correlation is a perfect solution this task, because
it isn’t computationally too heavy, is very robust, always finds the "best" answer and is very easy to
implement. It is based on calculating 2D Fourier transforms Ga and Gb of images a and b and calculating
the inverse Fourier transform F −1 (( Ga · Gb∗ )/| Ga · Gb∗ |) where element-wise multiplication is used. This
should result in a single bright spot, and its mid-point indicates the translation which maximizes the
pixel-wise correlation metric.
It is important to apply sufficiently large zero padding when Fourier transforms are being calculated.
Otherwise for an image of 1000 × 1000 resolution the movement of 500 pixels upwards looks similar to
500 pixels downwards, and this ambiguity would need to be resolved via other means.
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If image i’s location is only calculated relative to i − 1 and not to i − 2, a simple chain of position constrains
is created which is sufficient to determine each image’s location relative to each other. If significant
correlation was found also with i − 2, then an over-constrained linear equation system is constructed, but
it has an unique least squares solution.
Once image positions have been determined they need to be composed together. They are processed
sequentially one-by-one, and the pixel variation map (see Figure 26.1) is used to prioritize overlapping
pixels. This removes UI elements such as navigation from the final output when possible. The algorithm
have been tested with various screenshot sequences, but always using the same configuration and thresholds. Results can be seen in figures 26.2 to 26.5, and they all worked out without any problems. The image
top shows individual captured maps and the bottom shows the rendered final output (with enhanced
image borders for better visualization).

Figure 26.2: Map parts and the final output from Reittiopas.fi.

Figure 26.3: Map parts and the final output from GoThere.sg.
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Figure 26.4: Map parts and the final output from Goole Maps (map view).

Figure 26.5: Map parts and the final output from Goole Maps (satellite view).

The only remaining part would be to re-implement all this in C++ (by utilizing FFTW and FastCGI again)
and publish it as a web service. Users would either use a browser plugin to capture screenshots or
manually save them on the disk and upload from there. This would be a fairly simple system to do and
host it on my home server, but it has a few problems. One is the system stability, uptime and monitoring
aspect, because if the FastCGI process crashes for any reason then the site would be effectively down.
The other possible problem is the bandwidth and CPU usage. Either almost nobody uses the service
which wouldn’t be too motivating, or too many people would try to use it simultaneously and it would
be too slow or unstable. I might do this one day, but now I’m already having new projects in mind.
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27 Publishing internal services behind a NAT
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Secure, scalable and easy-to-configure HTTP(S) services.
Summer 2014
Bash
Nginx, NAT, SSH
1st September 2014

Even in desktop applications it is becoming more and more common to provide a HTTP based APIs
or full user interfaces. For example BitTorrent’s µTorrent and BitTorrent Sync don’t have any builtin UI, and instead users just head with their preferred internet browser to http://localhost:8080 or
http://localhost:8888. However they typically lack HTTPS encryption and each port needs to be configured to the NAT router individually. This solution uses a Nginx instance on a virtual machine to
provide a HTTPS reverse proxy to all these services in a single port under different sub-domains.
My basic requirement was to make internal HTTP services accessible from external networks by an easyto-configure and relatively secure solution. I also wanted to minimize configuration on the router side,
because it doesn’t scale nicely to dozens of ports and a few machines. It is also unable to add HTTPS
wrapping on HTTP services. Also the true server shouldn’t be directly visible to the outside world, to
mitigate the risk of Heartbleed-like bugs and have the configuration hardened for this purpose. Within
the internal network it is fine to use password-only SSH authentication, but logins originating from the
external network should be allowed only by public/private key authentication.
This solution requires only two ports to be configured to the NAT router: 443 for HTTPS and some
arbitrary port for SSH. All traffic is routed to a virtual machine (4 GB disk and 512 MB RAM is sufficient),
which only needs sshd and Nginx services running. Currently the Nginx is serving a self-signed certificate,
which is secure as long as you check that the SHA-256 checksum matches with the cert you have generated.
The overall network and service structure is shown in Figure 27.1. The virtual machine is configured to
get its own IP from the router’s DHCP service. HTTPS is terminated at the virtual machine’s Nginx, and
based on the request’s sub-domain it is proxy-passed to the relevant service. Services have their own
internal domains which are configured in the hosts file (a more advanced alternative would be to run an
internal DNS service). The actual service can locate in any other machine within the network as well, if
there are multiple servers at work. An additional benefit is the possibility of adding a common HTTP
Basic authentication on virtual machine’s Nginx. So far I have been very happy with this set-up. I can
also run optional services such as the Squid HTTP proxy.

Figure 27.1: The network topology and some common services’ port numbers. Services with HTTP access
are shown in green and are served by Nginx reverse proxy, and other services are made visible by SSH
tunneling and port-forwarding. The virtual machine is the only machine visible to the outside world, and
it accepts SSH logins only by a public/private key.
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28 Image distortion estimation and compensation
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Robustly undistorting receipt images for easier OCR analysis.
Summer 2014
Matlab
Computer Vision
9th August 2014

This project’s goal was to automatically and robustly estimate and compensate distortion from any receipt
photos. The user is able to just snap the photo and OCR could accurately identify bought products and
their prices. However this task is somewhat challenging because typically receipts tend to get crumbled
and bent. Thus they won’t lie nicely flat on a surface for easy analysis. This set of algorithms solves that
problem and produces distortion-free thresholded images for the next OCR step.
The first step is to convert the image to black & white and to adaptively threshold it to separate black
letters from white-to-gray background. Typically the light comes from top so the used camera, phone or a
tabled tends to cast a shadow on it. Hopefully its border will be at least slightly "smooth", so that it won’t
get mis-thresholded as actual ink on the receipt. I used this formula to compensate light and shadow
effects from the image:
0
Ix,y
= Clamp[0,1]


a + b · log

Ix,y
GaussBlurσ,x,y ( I )


(11)

Basically each ( x, y) location’s brightness is compared to it surrounding brightness, which is determined
by applying the standard Gaussian blur at chosen σ. Parameters a and b adjust the "blackness" range and
the result is clamped to have values between 0.0 and 1.0.
The resulting black pixels are separated to clusters based on their connectivity with neighbouring pixels.
Clusters with 60 to 500 pixels are assumed to be individual characters. Each valid cluster’s major and
minor axises are determined by running the standard PCA algorithm and checking its major and minor
singular values. Clusters with 75% of variance on the major direction and having a major singular value
of at least 50 are accepted for orientation voting. These thresholds filter out spurious votes from too round
or too small clusters. The outcome can be seen in Figure 28.1.

Figure 28.1: The initial rotation estimation is based on assumptions on the font’s height to width ratio.
Dark blue major axises are used to find the median rotation.
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After the main rotation has been compensated, the next step is to estimate distortions caused by the
perspective and/or bent receipt. It is accomplished by generating the Delaunay triangulation of observed
characters and identifying strictly horizontal and vertical segments. And example result can be seen in
Figure 28.2. These lines are used to robustly fit the following linear models for horizontal direction α,
vertical direction β and the scale (S) at the location ( x, y):
α( x, y) = a1,x x + b1,y y + c1

(12)

β( x, y) = a2,x x + b2,y y + c2

(13)

S( x, y) = exp( a3,x x + b3,y y + c3 )

(14)

Since the main rotation has been compensated already, c1 and c2 should be approximately zero. The
distortion is compensated by following the dynamic model for horizontal (ph ) and vertical (pv ) movement:
∂
p ( x, y) = cos(α( x, y)) · S( x, y)
∂x h

(15)

∂
p ( x, y) = sin(α( x, y)) · S( x, y)
∂y h

(16)

∂
pv ( x, y) = − sin( β( x, y)) · S( x, y)
∂x

(17)

∂
pv ( x, y) = cos( β( x, y)) · S( x, y)
∂y

(18)

and

Figure 28.2: Identified horizontal (magenta) and vertical (cyan) lines (a partial crop of the whole image).
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These can be used to construct an inverse mapping which straightens out remaining curvatures and scale
changes. Its outcome is visualized at Figure 28.3, where it is apparent that vertical and horizontal lines
align very well with the underlying monoface font.

Figure 28.3: Estimated underlying monoface font’s grid is shown in green and blue lines.
The final step is to render the undistorted image and to do final receipt and text line detection. Receipt
is horizontally cropped if significant black border separates it from the left and right parts of the image.
Because distortions have been corrected already these lines should be fairly accurately purely vertical.
Then text lines are detected and separated from others based on white horizontal rows between them.
This output should be fairly easy for OCR algorithms to analyze.

Figure 28.4: The processing starts from the image on the left, it is thesholded and rotated (shown in
middle) and finally remaining distortions are corrected, the receipt is cropped and individual lines are
detected.
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29 Cheap off-site backup at Amazon Glacier
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

File organization, compression, hashing and uploading to S3.
Summer 2014
Bash
AWS, Encryption, Backups
17th July 2014

In addition to a mirrored and check-summed ZFS based backup server, I wanted to have backups outside by premises to be safer against hazards such as burglary, fire and water damage. ZFS can already
resist single disk failure and can repair silent data corruption, but for important memories that isn’t sufficient level of protection. My ever-growing data set is currently 150k files, having a total size of 520 Gb.
Amazon’s Glacier seems to be the most cost efficient solution with sophisticated APIs and SDKs.
Currently the Glacier storage at EU Ireland is priced at 0.011 USD / Gb / month, which is about 0.10 EUR
/ Gb / year, or only 50 EUR / year for 500 Gb of data. However data retrieval cost calculations are quite
non-trivial, because of numerous quotas and the pricing is based on monthly peak retrieval rate. The best
reference for this is an Unofficial Amazon AWS Glacier Calculator, which tells us that to download 500 Gb
in two weeks costs 11.51 USD for retrieval from Glacier storage and 59.88 USD for transfer cost, totalling at
roughly 60 USD or 44 EUR. Halving the retrieval time doubles the retrieval cost, so it is important to split
the data in smaller files and retrieve them in a carefully scheduled manner. This doesn’t bother me too
much because I hope I don’t ever need to resort to this, and instead it is almost like write-only memory.
Pricing information can be expected to change quite rapidly, but I’m going to quote current prices for
reference anyway. Perhaps the most popular service Dropbox quotes 500 EUR / year for 500 Gb, as can
be seen from Figure 29.1. Unlimited Dropbox for Business is 15 USD / month / user, but a minimum of 5
users is required. Anyway Dropbox is meant for read-write data storage and sharing, not for "offline-like"
backup-only solution. I’m unsure if it supports user-configured encryption keys, unless the user has to
keep encrypted and decrypted copies of data on his/her computer.

Figure 29.1: Dropbox pricing for 500 Gb is about 500 EUR / year, 1000% more than Glacier. However it
has ready-made desktop and mobile applications, no retrieval pricing and other advantages.
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An other interesting service is Blackblaze, which offers unlimited storage for 50 USD / year, which is very
competitive. Unfortunately they don’t support Linux or Unix, which I want to use for main storage to get
the benefits of ZFS. Also their clients are based on consumer-friendly synchronization principle, so there is
less fine-tuned control on what is actually happening. They also compare themselves to their competitors,
and quoted prices can be seen in Figure 29.2.

Figure 29.2: Blackblaze offers competitive pricing when compared to its consumer-friendly peers.
Given all these more or less ready-made solutions, I still ended up in choosing the Amazon Glacier service.
I was lured in by the AWS Free Tier offer and the familiar by-engineers-for-engineers approach. It also
gives me good first-hand experience on Simple Storage Service (S3), which’s life cycle management I use
to move files to their final destination: Amazon Glacier.
I naturally organize my files based on their topic and date, but on my pre-existing files I had to also split
the files into smaller subsets. The initial step was to organize the data into about 50 - 100 GB folders,
each of which is further split into about 10 GB partitions. Each file in these subsets is then SHA-1 checksummed and this file is stored into Dropbox and other services. Based on this file I can search files based
on their (full) file name and their actual contents.

Figure 29.3: Files are divided into about 10 GB subsets, zipped and then splitted into 500 MB chunks.
These chunks are then uploaded to S3/Glacier and checksummed.
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After creating individual partitions, the actual compression and encryption can be done. The bash script
is based on piping zip and OpenSSL Linux utilities, and the used encryption method is AES-256 in CBC
mode with random salt. It is crucial not to forget the password for these backups, because there is no
other recovery method than brute-force.
Since the data in question is mostly RAW camera files they aren’t that compressible, the resulting zip files
are roughly 10 GB each as well. Before uploading these are split into 500 MB chunks, which illustrated in
Figure 29.3. This enables easier upload retries and fine-tuned Glacier retrieval rate. The resulting zip files
and their 500 Mb or less chunks are also SHA-1 checksummed. Amazon reports so-called ETag hashes,
which is based on MD5 hashes of uploaded parts. It can more-or-less prove that Amazon got the intact
copy of the file over the internet.
My scripts utilize standard AWS CLI and s3md5 command line utilities, so no Perl or PHP coding is
required (except the Python abort script to clean-up aborted multi-part uploads, which is based on this
blog post and boto. The zip, encrypt, split and checksum commands look like this:

zip - -q -r path/to/subset | openssl aes-256-cbc -salt -k password > subset.zip.aes
split -d bytes=500M subset.zip.aes subset.zip.aes_p
sha1sum subset.zip.aes* | tee subset.sha1.txt
ls subset.zip.aes_p* | xargs -n1 ./s3md5.sh 7 | tee subset.etag.txt
Beacuse I have 2 x 250 Gb SSD drives in RAID-0 configuration (via ZFS), even the Core i5 processor is able
to calculate checksums in parallel at 1 GB/s (8 Gb/s)! Thus multiple passes over the data will be fast.
The current version of s3md5.sh can only parse individual files, so xargs is used to generate this sequence
of program executions. The parameter "7" tells s3md5.sh that files are uploaded in 7 MB chunks. It also
gave wrong results if the file happened to be evenly split into x MB chunks, in which case the last chunk
is an empty zero-length string which needs to be ignored. I’ll be sending a pull request on these patches
later. This command can be used to confirm that the files will decrypt correctly:

cat subset.zip.aes_p* > subset.zip.aes.tmp
openssl aes-256-cbc -d -salt -in subset.zip.aes.tmp -k password > /dev/null
Naturally I have written nicer scripts to wrap these commands, to enable easy iteration over files etc. The
actual upload uses the aws s3 cp storage-class REDUCED_REDUNDANCY command, which is wrapped
in trickle command to limit the upload bandwidth. The S3 bucket is configured to move files to Glacier
storage after 1 day, so typically lower storage redundancy is sufficient. This provides 99.99% durability,
where Glacier guarantees 99.999999999%. If the file goes missing within the one day period it can easily be
re-uploaded (assuming this doesn’t go unnoticed). Overall the AWS Glacier seems like a good solution,
if you wan to have full control on all aspects of you storage "medium". However it takes extra care to
properly organize your data and to be sure to use correct encryption keys, and hope that there is no
in-RAM corruption if you aren’t using ECC RAM (I’m not).
This project was initially set-up to archive my old files reliably and cheaply to the cloud, and it succeeds
well in this task. After finishing the uploading process of 520 GB of data, I need to extend these scripts to
handle automatic incremental backups of still-changing fresh files. A simple solution would be to use a
Elastic Block Storage volume at Elastic Compute Cloud, and to use BitTorrent Sync P2P software to upload
encrypted incremental ZIP files. This is a bit less of a concern because typically I still have a copy of the
files on my laptop as well.
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30 Real-time car tracking and counting
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Tracking and counting cars for automatic traffic statistics
Summer 2014
Matlab
Computer Vision, FFT
7th June 2014

From my office window I’ve got an unblocked size-view to the Ring Road I (Kehä I) in Espoo, Finland. It
is one of the busiest roads in Finland, having up-to 100.000 cars / day. I wanted to create a program which
would receive a video feed from a webcam and would process images in real time on common hardware.
Object tracking is fairly well studied problem already, but I wanted to take advantage of the special nature
of this problem. Namely cars are known to move in a purely horizontal direction, and I didn’t want
to have complex background learning and separation code. I also didn’t need to know cars locations
precisely, but the main interest was on the number of cars and their velocities.

Figure 30.1: An example result of detecting and tracking cars from a side view. Green vertical lines
indicate cars’ estimated movement between adjacent frames.
The final output of the algorithm is visualized in Figure 30.1. Video frames are converted to gray-scale
and high-pass filtered (the result can be seen in Figure 30.3). Then adjacent frames are subtracted from
each other, and this is used to detect image locations which had significant changes in their brightnesses.
These points are then used to generate a Delaunay triangulation. Too big triangles are removed from the
mesh, and resulting disconnected sub-graphs would ideally cover a single car.
This process can merge cars together if the distance between them is too small, as seen in Figure 30.2,
Luckily this problem can be mitigated in data post-processing via standard statistical methods and tracker
stability analysis. Additionally too big regions can be ignored all-together. Points and graphs are plotted in
blue in Figure 30.1, and red boxes bound separate "regions of interest" (ROIs). These are then individually
analyzed.

Figure 30.2: A problematic video frame with a bus counted as three separate cars, and a few cars are
merged together. The bus problem wouldn’t occur with a better background separation algorithm.
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Figure 30.3: A single car detection and velocity measurement example. The difference between frames is
visualized in lower left corner, and red points indicate local difference maxima. The image on the right
visualizes the cross-correlation for different image rows and offsets, mid-point is indicated in red and the
maximum correlation is indicated by the green line.

Region of interest analysis steps are shown in Figure 30.3. Once a ROI boundaries are determined, the
corresponding region is extracted from current and previous video frames. Previously generated images
(converted to gray-scale and high-pass filtered) are re-used. Then the translation between these frames
is efficiently, accurately and robustly determined by applying the Phase correlation method in 1D. The
Fourier transform is calculated both images rows, these are multiplied together element-wise and the
inverse Fourier transform is calculated. The outcome of this is shown in the right side of Figure 30.3.
To determine the translation amount between images, row-wise phase correlations are multiplied together,
and its maximum value is determined. The location of the maximum directly determines the amount and
direction of the translation. This signal is shown in Figure 30.4, and it has a single very distinct peak. This
method doesn’t rely on any interest point extraction, it isn’t fooled by any partial repetitive patterns and
no voting scheme is needed for robust outcome. Interest points were only used to detect and segment
individual cars, not to actually track them.

Figure 30.4: A column-wise summation of correlation values. It is clear that the motion of this car between
two frames is about 24 pixels. This could be converted to km/h by a simple calibration.
Overall the system would benefit from a better background model and background separation algorithm,
but this simple code worked surprisingly well and it is only about 200 lines of Matlab code. It isn’t 100%
accurate, but most common errors can be detected and corrected by analyzing its output across multiple
frames to detect outliers and incorrect detections. If the traffic gets heavy and car speeds drop, then this
method would see it as an empty road since there is no movement. Also this issue would be fixed by
better background separation code.
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31 Server monitoring and analytics
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Server data and S.M.A.R.T. logging and reporting system
Spring 2014
PHP
Elasticsearch, Databases
26th April 2014

There already exists many server monitoring and logging systems, but I was interested to develop and
deploy my own. It was also a good chance to learn about ElasticSearch’s aggregation queries (new in
v1.0.0). Originally ElasticSearch was designed to provide scalable document based storage and efficient
search, but now it is gaining more capabilities. The project consists of a cron job which pushes new metrics
to ElasticSearch, a RESTful JSON API to query statistics on recorded numbers and plot the results in a
browser (based on HighCharts).
The cron job is scheduled to produce a new dump of computer’s sensor data, disk S.M.A.R.T. data,
temperatures, disk usage and so forth into a text file on the disk. Then it is parsed by PHP, converted into
a "document" and stored into ElasticSearch. The ElasticSearch’s "schema" is designed to support log items
from multiple machines, multiple disks / machine and so forth.

Figure 31.1: Aggregated hard disk data (temperature, start-stop count and power on hours) at 5 min, 6
hours and 7 days intervals. For each data the min, average and max are calculated.
Example graphs are shown in figures 31.1 and 31.2. These are generated by a static HTML5/JS file, and
the UI generation is fully driven by API’s responses. The exposed API consists of RESTful URLs such as
/api/smart/6h to get S.M.A.R.T. aggregated at 6 hour intervals.

Figure 31.2: This graph visualizes that how big fraction of the time disk has been spinning (blue bar) or
idle (green bar). Not having the disk always spinning can save energy and increase disk’s life span, but
the number of spin-downs and spin-ups should also be minimized.
HTTP requests are handled by a PHP script which constructs the corresponding ElasticSearch aggregation
query, transforms the response into the desired structure structure and generates the JSON response.
ElasticSearch is able to aggregate 500k documents in 150 milliseconds, thanks to good caching and an
efficient implementation. It will be interesting to use it in future projects as well. This library is available
at GitHub.com/nikonyrh/elasticaggregator-php.
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32 Efficient in-memory analytical database
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

In-memory database for analytical queries
Fall 2013
C++
FastCGI, SQL, Databases
1st December 2013

Traditional databases such as MySQL are not designed to perform well in analytical queries, which requires access to possibly all of the rows on selected columns. This results in a full table scan and it cannot
benefit from any indexes. Column-oriented engines try to circumvent this issue, but I went one step
deeper and made the storage column value oriented, similar to an inverted index. This results in 2 – 10×
speedup from optimized columnar solutions and 80× the speed of MySQL.
Final benchmark results are presented in Figure 32.1, but their details are discussed later. It presents
aggregated query times for nine different queries of OlapCalc (this project) and five other database products. OlapCalc supports both single-threaded and multi-threaded execution, and in the tested hardware
multi-threading gave 3× speed boost. Some database products support only a single execution thread
(MySQL) where as others would support multi-threading but it is disabled in the free community edition
(e.g. InfoBright). MonetDB is multi-threaded and is designed to utilize CPU cache-aware algorithms.
Nevertheless OlapCalc is 2.1× as fast (100 ms vs. 210 ms). Further analysis and memory usage follows
later.

Figure 32.1: Geometric means of query run-times for OlapCalc and five other DB products (log-scale).

The read-only database is implemented as a background FastCGI process which loads the data from disk
at startup. The current environment is a 64-bit Linux inside a virtual machine, in which the data reading
and on-the-fly indexing speed is ≈14 Mb/s, or 1 Gb in just over a minute. The resulting memory usage
is 25 – 35% of the raw file size, depending on the number of unique values in columns. The inverted
index can be further reduced by ≈40% by storing it in a compressed format. However the on-the-fly
decompression of required columns increases the query time to 3.8× of the original time.
The system provides a simple HTTP API which returns calculation results as a JSON string, so it is easy
to integrate with any front-end UI or graphs. At the current stage there is no any support for SQL queries,
but it isn’t too difficult to add the support. The current implementation supports queries which group by
a list of columns and asks for a single aggregation function (sum, avg, median, ...) of a single column.
The data is stored purely in RAM, so there is no need for disk access unless data has been swapped to
disk. On big datasets (50 Gb and beyond) this will become a problem even when compression is utilized.
This can be avoided by either pre-aggregating the data at some level, or by partitioning the data into
smaller sub-sets and merging the results from multiple machines. Luckily RAM is getting cheaper year
by year and 64-bit operating systems have plenty of room for growth in available memory size.
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Currently the only requirement for input files is that their column names follow a certain convention.
Column names need to be post-fixed with either _id, _txt or _date to indicate their type. If a text-type
column doesn’t have a pre-defined id column, the id is auto-generated on-the-fly in the alphabetical order.
The numerical values (from which aggregates are calculated) are identified by the _fact postfix.
The underlying storage principle is actually very simple: for each column’s each unique value, store the
list of row numbers which have this value. In effect this is an inverted index of each column which is
typically used by search engines. To implement a "group by" function one only needs to implement the
merging of two lists of integers, which is a well studied problem. Standard approaches are Sort-merge join
and hash join. In some cases hash join is faster, but it requires to either store a hash table for all columns
(which uses extra memory) or building it on-demand (which takes extra time).
To utilize efficient bit-wise AND operator in joins, a set of row numbers is stored in a 64-bit integer by
using top 21 bits for the " address" and 43 bits for the "content". The address of nth row number is
floor(n/43), and its location within the block is mod(n, 43). The merge algorithm utilizes the standard
merge join to find the correct address and bit-wise AND to determine which rows within the block exist
in both columns. This logic is iteratively applied when there are more than two columns. The addressing
scheme is illustrated in Figure 32.2 with a reduced number of bits visualized. The storage is very compact
when the content is mostly ones, which occurs on low-cardinality columns and if the data is ordered by
this column before insertion. If not then most of the bits will be zero and more blocks are required for
storage. This is countered by applying an extra compression step to those columns which benefit the most.

Figure 32.2: Example binary contents of four "row number blocks" with 21 bits for address (on the left)
and 64 - 21 = 43 bits for the content (on the right).
The number of bits used for block address is a tradeoff between efficiency, memory waste on sparse
columns and the total number of unique addresses. When n bits are used for address and 64 − n for
content, the total number of rows that can be supported is f (n) = 2n · (64 − n). For example f (16) ≈ 3.1
million, f (21) ≈ 90 million and f (32) ≈ 671 million. The number 21 was chosen because 90 million is not
too low limit and 64 = 21 · 3 + 1, which means that three addresses can be stored in a single 64-bit integer,
together with a extra bit for storing a flag value. If more than 90 million rows needs to be processed, the
data can be partitioned into multiple chunks which are processed independently and finally merged.
During the merging the next matching block address is found by an exponential search strategy. It means
that the step length is doubled until the found value is greater than the value which is being searched.
Once this occurs it is known that the target value should be found within the current interval, for which
a binary search is executed. Once the range is narrowed down to a relatively short length it is scanned by
linear search, because it is more cache friendly and thus gives some performance boost. This algorithm is
O(log(d)), where d is the number of elements from the current location to the target value. These steps
are shown in Figure 32.3. Exponentially growing initial steps are shown in red. The searched value is
indicated by the green circle. After it is bypassed the current interval is searched by a binary search,
which is shown in blue. Once the interval has shrunk enough it is scanned by a linear search.
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Figure 32.3: Steps of exponential search algorithm to find values from an ordered list. First the exponentially growing search step is done (in red), after which the found interval is searched by binary search (in
blue) and linear search (the final green arrow).

The merge algorithm produces a list of JSON output tokens, some of which are constant strings such
as column names and opening tags, and others are placeholders for aggregated values. Initially these
placeholders contain the list of row numbers which will be used to determine the aggregated value,
stored in the previously explained block storage format. Then the measure type and aggregated column
is chosen, and all placeholders’ values are updated to store the result of the aggregation function. After
this is done the output string can be generated. Further complexity arises from on-demand decompression
and also multi-threading each of these steps.
The data compression is based on Elias gamma coding, which is a variable length code and efficient in
storing small integers. Storing the number n takes 2 blog2 ( x )c + 1 bits, which is still significant for bigger
numbers. To avoid this problem, two different strategies are applied (one for block addresses and another
for block contents). For block addresses can just store the deltas between the addresses, which are a lot
better suited for this type of code. For block contents a run length encoding is used, and run lengths
are stored as Elias gamma codes as well. Typically this reduces the memory usage by 40% but increases
the processing time to 3× of the original. Perhaps some other compression scheme would be faster to
decompress.
In benchmarks the used dataset is 1 Gb of property listings data (≈ 6 million rows), which can be compressed down to 70 Mb by aggressive settings on 7zip. So far I’ve ran the benchmarking suite for MySQL,
InfoBright, InfiniDB and MonetDB. They have quite different implementation and design goals, but all
the tested queries are like "SELECT x, y, z, avg(a) FROM table GROUP BY x, y, z ORDER BY x, y,
z" without any WHERE clauses. The environment is a 64-bit Linux running on Inter Core i7-3630QM @ 2.4
Ghz with 6 of the 8 cores enabled for the virtual machine, with 4 Gb of RAM. Some care had to be taken to
avoid surprising caching effects. The benchmark is meant to measure the actual calculation performance,
not caching or pre-calculation efficiency. Ideally the system would require minimal configuration and just
adapt to which ever data it is fed.
The step in the benchmark is to load the test data to all of these database engines. Generally they all
support bulk-loading of CSV files, but there were some problems with Chinese characters in people’s
name column. Also there were some differences across vendors on which SQL syntax to use, or whether
a proprietary batch loading tool was supplied. For MonetDB I used "COPY INTO table FROM STDIN" and
InfiniDB has its own cpimport tool. OlapCalc reads data in directly from a set of CSV files and others supported "LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE 'filename' INTO table FIELDS TERMINATED BY ';'". Load
times and memory usage report is shown in Table 32.1.
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Table 32.1: Program data load statistics.
Engine
MySQL InnoDB
InfoBright
InfiniDB
MonetDB
OlapCalc
OlapCalc (compr.)

Load time (s)
183.8
60.5
266.8
192.8
76.2
81.9

Disk (Mb)
???
123.1
1587.5
617.6
0.0
0.0

RAM (Mb)
168.6
154.5
1024.0
104.5
361.7
231.5

Runtimes of individual queries are shown in Figure 32.4. The aggregated values in the middle column are
same as those in earlier Figure 32.1. Detailed timings on the left gives a detailed view on each product’s
performance, namely OlapCalc has a very distinct graph from others. OlapCalc’s slowest query took 33×
as long as the fastest query (16× for compressed format), whereas other product’s ratios were 1.6 – 4. Also
the query #8 was relatively faster in other systems than in OlapCalc.

Figure 32.4: Runtimes of all 9 queries (on left), their aggregated values (in middle) and speed comparison
to the fastest project (on right).
Overall these runtimes were aggregated into a single number by calculating the geometric mean. It has
a nice property that 1% increase in any of the results has the same impact on the final score. Average
mean would give a disproportionate weight on queries with longer execution times. These are plotted in
the center of Figure 32.4. The fastest project is multi-threaded OlapCalc, having a geometric mean of 100
milliseconds. This was chosen as the baseline to which others were compared. The second fastest was
MonetDB with 2.2× runtime, followed by InfiniDB (10.1×), InfoBright (13×) and MySQL (80×). Applying
compression in OlapCalc causes the runtime to be 5× as long.
Future extensions for OlapCalc are support for ad-hoc arithmetical queries (like "avg(a - b)"), new
aggregation types (at least "COUNT(DISTINCT abc)") and SQL parsing. A daemon based on MySQL core
would allow standard connections be used from other programming languages. Additionally currently
only "dimension columns" are compressed, where the facts (such as price, area) are stored uncompressed
in 32-bit floats. Also additional comparisons should be done, for example with PostgreSQL, LucidDB and
Vertica. The usage of bigger datasets could be enabled by using memory-mapped files.
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33 Real-time Heat Map Generator
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Real-time heat map generator for web
Fall 2013
C++
FastCGI
10th November 2013

I wanted a real-time map generator to visualize regional property price changes based on chosen time
interval. I didn’t want to resort to pre-generated tiles, because this would prevent user-customized output
and limit configuration options. To get the best performance, I implemented a FastCGI process in C++
with a RESTful interface to generate the required tiles in parallel. The resulting program can generate a
customized 1280 × 720 resolution JPG in 30 milliseconds and equivalent PNG in 60 milliseconds.
Heat maps are great way to visualize scalar fields (such as surface temperature, population density or
property prices). Unfortunately online maps are usually based on pre-generated tiles, and thus don’t
allow more user-customized functionality. An other interesting approach is to first load pre-generated
map tiles and then use HTML5 and JavaScript to draw a semi-transparent color layer on top. This might
be the technically most advanced approach, but it relies heavily on client-side calculations and it might
not be well supported in older browsers or inside mobile applications. It might also force the sending
sensitive or proprietary information to the browser, which would be a great interest of competitors.
To avoid these issues, I wrote all generation logic on the server side in C++, and it is accessible via HTTP by
using Nginx (or any other HTTP server) and FastCGI communication with the image generation process.
The technique described here applies to various scenarios, but when I first wrote this I wanted to visualize
proprietary regional property price indexes which I developed for PropertyGuru.com.sg. I also included
a slider to choose the time period for which the quarterly price index change is calculated. The proof-ofconsept UI and the map output can be seen in Figure 33.1. Green colors indicate a price index change of
±2%, red colors are up-to +15% and blue colors are for -15%.

Figure 33.1: Example UI with the time axis slider and the resulting map. This shows how property prices
started to decrease in central Singapore at 2008 midpoint, after they peaked at early 2008.
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In this case regional price indexes were calculated at 330 meter intervals forming a hexagonal grid, which
totals in approximately 2000 pre-calculated indexes. When the process is spawned it first reads in this price
index data, together with the background map file, mask for land/water classification and a configuration
file to convert pixel coordinates into latitude and longitude and back. To optimize the code for map
generation speed, each pixel’s location is pre-processed to check if it is in water. If it is not, then its nearest
three price indexes are determined and stored for future use. The final output is a weighted average of
the nearest price indexes, the weight being roughly inversely proportional to the squared distance from
the pixel. These weights are stored along side with pointers to nearest price indexes.
In addition to price index data, also the underlying map and the water mask is pre-loaded in memory and
split into 2 × 4 sub-images. These are later used to generate and store eight tiles in parallel. At the default
resolution of 1280 × 720 each sub-image has the resolution of 320 × 360 pixels.
Each request to the API includes the start and end date of the time period for which price index changes
are calculated. Price indexes are traversed in eight parallel threads, and the price index’s change between
the two points in time are stored within its own class member. This avoids the price index change being
calculated for each pixel separately, and instead it can be shared by any number of pixels.
After price index changes are computed, each sub-image is rendered in parallel. Within each sub-image
each pixel is traversed, and if it contains pointers to nearest price indexes their weighted average value is
calculated. This value is converted to RGB color from YCbCr color space and alpha-blended to the underlying map image. The value interpolation is very important to avoid blocking between cell boundaries, as
can be seen from Figure 33.2.

Figure 33.2: This enlarged comparison shows the importance of interpolating the value from three nearest
price index locations. Otherwise the underlying grid’s structure is clearly visible in color transitions.
When sub-images are ready, they need to be compressed into a standard image format such as JPEG
or PNG. Since alpha-blending has already been done, there is no problem using the JPEG format to
produce smaller image files. It is also a lot faster format to compress to, but it will introduce compression
artifacts. PNG on the other hand is loss-less and supports the alpha channel, so it has its benefits. Also the
compressed images could be temporarily be stored in-memory and discarded soon after, or stored into
a more permanent cache folder in the file system. To keep my code simple I only implemented the file
system based solution, and then I can also let Nginx to handle this static content.
When the browser makes the GET request to indicate which time span’s images it wishes to receive, all
the steps above are executed. Once this is done, the browser receives a JSON response which lists URLs
of the eight generated sub-images. Then it only needs to iterate through this list and update the URLs
of the UI image tile elements. The whole image generation process for 1280 × 720 output takes only 60
milliseconds in PNG format and 30 milliseconds in JPEG format, so clearly the real-time constrains are
well met. These timings are from an Ubuntu running inside a virtual machine with six available cores. It
seems that the only bottleneck is the network over which the images are transferred.
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34 HTTP API load tester
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

HTPP API load tester
Fall 2013
C++
FastCGI, jQuery
3rd November 2013

When developing RESTful APIs, it is important to know how many requests per minute the end point is
able to serve. Because of my interest in Nginx, FastCGI and multi-threaded C+++, I decided to develop
my own in-broser HTTP load tester which supports easy configuration, any number of parallel loadgenerating worker threads and real-time graphing based on jQuery powered HighCharts library.
The project started as a simple command line utility written in C++, which used pthreads for multithreading and happyhttp for sending and receiving HTTP packets. Configuration is done by command
line parameters, and the final output is written into a text file. Implemented configuration flags are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-accept: A list of accepted first characters of a valid response, default ’*’ (matches everything)
-hostname: Host name of the target, default ’localhost’
-incremental: Incremental route generation (an advanced feature), default no
-limit: The worker thread’s query limit (x / minute), default 100
-output: Path of the final results file, default ’/dev/null’
-port: Connection port, default 80
-route: Request route (appended after the host name), default ’/’
-time: How long the test should be run (in seconds), default 2
-verbose: Display verbose output, default no
-workers: Number of parallel worker threads, default 1

The total query rate is the "queries / minute / worker" × "number of workers". For example setting "limit
= 100" and "workers = 24" would set the target query rate at 2400 queries / minute (or 40 / second).
The number of worker threads doesn’t affect much the memory usage, because configurations and other
needed objects are distributed to workers via const pointers.
The program supports quite flexible route definitions, most importantly random parameter generation.
The syntax resembles regular expressions, where you can define a range of characters to use and the
token length. For example "/?search=[a-z]{4}_[0-9]{3}" would generate routes such as "/?search=jiec_568",
"/?search=bbdw_968" and "/?search=coux_937". Clearly the route has a fixed pattern, with four random
characters a - z and three characters 0 - 9. This avoids incorrect measurements due to caching effects.
An other simulated case is when a user is typing in a search term, in which case the API sees incrementally
lengthening query terms. This is achieved by setting incremental=true and adding a special token (vertical
pipe |) to the route definition. For example "/?q=|[a-z]{2}_[0-9]". This may generate the following HTTP
GET sequence: "/?q=d", "/?q=dl", "/?q=dl_", "/?q=dl_5", "/?q=g", "/?q=gq", "/?q=gq_", "/?q=gq_6". The
randomly generated parts are dl_5 and gq_6, but they are incrementally constructed and queried.
This is an example summary of the percentiles for two workers running for 20 seconds:
Worker 1, executed 34 requests (50th 0.032 sec, 95th 0.063 sec, 99th 0.063 sec)
Worker 2, executed 33 requests (50th 0.028 sec, 95th 0.051 sec, 99th 0.051 sec)
Finished after 19.8643 seconds, totalled 67 success and 0 failures.

Total summary:
25th 0.025 sec
50th 0.030 sec
90th 0.040 sec
95th 0.051 sec
99th 0.063 sec
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To make the tool more user friendly and to provide graphing capabilities, I decided to develop a FastCGI
wrapper for it. It was easy to configure Nginx HTTP server to route requests to the FastCGI process,
which generates either HTML or JSON responses. The basic FastCGI functionality is achieved by using
the libfcgi library and and spawn-fcgi utility program.
The first challenge was to implement per-tab sessions, because I wanted any number of users to have any
number of independent sessions active simultaneously. This is achieved by not using the standard session
approach (per-domain cookies), but instead carrying the SESSID attribute in GET and POST parameters.
Additionally each session times out in mere five seconds, and it is kept alive by an once-a-second AJAX
call. Each AJAX call has a unique AJAXID as well, and the new id is generated on the server side upon
each request and is sent back to the client program. When a session dies out, all session-specific memory
needs to be correctly freed to avoid memory leaks.
When the client starts the load tester, new threads are started on the server side which are run on the back
ground. Then the client’s only remaining task is to poll for new results. The user may even refresh the
browser window, and it won’t affect the background test execution.
An other challenge was to choose and utilize a suitable HTML temple engine. I had prior experience with
cross-language cross-markup logic-less template system Mustache. It is already implemented for C++
(see Plustache), but it depended on Boost’s Regex and was missing a few features. I developed a simple
Mustache tokenizer and output generator without external dependencies in ∼440 lines of code.
The HTML input form is automatically generated from the internal configuration of the load tester configuration class, which is also used for parsing the command line arguments. This ensures that there is
only one implementation of the program configuration, and that the two alternate options are internally
identical and compatible. This is seen in figure 34.1. It has one additional configuration flag "continuous",
which affects whether the result graphs at the bottom are updated real-time or only when the test finishes.

Figure 34.1: The load tester configuration panel.
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The biggest advantage over the command line interface is the possibility of utilizing jQuery and any of
the numerous graphing libraries out there. Earlier I have used Google Charts, but this time I wanted
to test out the newer Highcharts library. The current version of the project provides three views on the
performance results, and the first of them is shown in Figure 34.2. It displays each individual request’s
response time on a linear time axis and logarithmic response time axis.

Figure 34.2: Plotting response times of each individual request on a time axis.
The second graph is shown in Figure 34.3. From this graph we can confirm that the target request rate per
minute was indeed achieved. There are small random deviations, but overall we can see that the achieved
request rate was very close the to the target.

Figure 34.3: Plotting the target and achieved request rate per minute.
The final graph is shown in Figure 34.4. It summarizes the response times on a histogram with fixed bins,
ranging from 0 to 1000 milliseconds. From this we can easily estimate the median being at around 25 - 30
milliseconds, and that small percentage of responses took 50 - 100 milliseconds.

Figure 34.4: The summary of the response times in a histogram form.
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35 Real-time interest point tracking
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Interest point detection and tracking with FFTW and CUDA
Spring 2012 – Fall 2012
C++, FFTW, CUDA
Computer Vision, FFT
15th July 2013

As mentioned in an other article about omnidirectional cameras, my Master’s Thesis’ main topic was realtime interest point extraction and tracking on an omnidirectional image in a challenging forest environment. I found OpenCV’s routines mostly rather slow and running in a single thread, so I ended up
implementing everything myself to gain more control on the data flow and threads’ dependencies. The
implemented code would simultaneously use 4 threads on CPU and a few hundred on the GPU, executing interest point extraction and matching at 27 fps (37 ms/frame) for 1800 × 360 pixels (≈0.65 Mpix)
panoramic image.
In the topic of visual odometry, interest point extraction and matching is a crucial step, and it is no surprise that this is a widely investigated topic. Some methods are optimized for speed where as others are
optimized for most accurate results. Also there are several different types of errors (interest point drifting,
incorrect matches etc.), and how much the system relies on a-priori knowledge which was extracted at
previous frames. Also some additional sensors such as Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) might be available, and the most computationally efficient rely on accurate a-priori information and reliable readings
from an IMU to have very good initial guesses on where interest points should be found from the next
frame. However these methods are less general, and are more difficult to generalize and to apply in new
situations. In addition, many visual odometry systems use stereo vision instead of just a single camera,
and this also introduces its own difficulties but also advantages.
In my thesis and in this article I only focus on monocular vision algorithms with no a-priori knowledge
of the interest points, environment or the motion between frames. Also I won’t describe standard interest
point algorithms such as SIFT or SURF, because they are well described in Wikipedia and are difficult to
robustly apply in real-time scenarios. They are computationally intensive to extract and match, and don’t
have many adjustable parameters to ease the computational cost. Of course there are numerous others
algorithms as well, but typically they have quite poor scale and rotation invariance.
The algorithm I came up with starts by converting the observed circular omnidirectional image into a
equiangular panorama of desired resolution, such as 1800 × 360 pixels. This aspect ratio corresponds
approximately to the field of view of the camera, which in this case was 360◦ × (11 + 62)◦ . These dimensions
have small prime factor decompositions (23 × 32 × 52 and 23 × 32 × 5), which is important for an efficient
FFT calculation. The original circular image and the resulting panorama can be seen in Figure 43.3.

Figure 35.1: Example captured omnidirectional image, and the generated panoramic view.
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The interest point extraction is based on the standard Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) blob detector. Its benefits include excellent scale and rotation invariance, able to robustly divide interest points into two different
classes (dark and bright blobs), are very stable and are plenty to be found in natural environments. Perhaps the only down-side is that it gives unstable response also along edges, but these are easy to detect
and filter. One simple alternative would have been some of the numerous corner detectors, but they have
only one class of detected points, are prone to image blur and corners are more difficult to observe in
nature.
The SIFT detector approximates Laplacian of Gaussian via Difference of Gaussian, which is based on
calculating differences between images which have blurred with Gaussian blur at different scales. An
other fast detector CenSurE (Center Surround Extremas for Realtime Feature Detection and Matching) is
based on approximating DoG by spending effort in calculating slanted integral images, which can be then
used to calculate convolutions of arbitrary large areas in a constant time, but also has its own trade-offs.
The extraction algorithm was implemented a quad-core processor in mind, and this is reflected in all steps.
Most of the time is spent on processing the most detailed level of the image pyramid, and the smaller
pyramid levels aren’t that significant. The first two steps are shown in Figure 45.2. At the first step the
LoG is calculated at four different scales in parallel, utilizing the FFTW library. LoG could be implemented
as a standard convolution over the image, but this would make it suitable only for small kernels. Instead
when calculating the convolution via forward Fourier transform, element-wise multiplication and inverse
Fourier Transform the runtime doesn’t depend on the chosen scale σ. Also scaling the response by a
constant is done for ”free”, because the applied mask can be pre-multiplied by the desired amount.

Figure 35.2: First two steps of the extraction steps, and how the task is executed parallel in four threads.
Once LoG responses have been calculated, the local scale-space minima and maxima are searched. Only
the middle two layers can be searched, and also they have a margin at their borders. These margins are
indicated by the pink color in Figure 45.2. Each pixel is compared against its 5 + 8 + 5 neighbors (indicated
in gray), to determine if all of them are either smaller or larger than the pixel’s value. The pixel is first
compared against its neighbors within the same scale, to better utilize caches of the processor. To keep
all four cores busy, each core is responsible for finding local extrema from one half of an image. Found
extrema need to be filtered for edge responses and those which have too low local contrast.
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Once interest points have been found, descriptors can be extracted. Unfortunately my novel algorithm
haven’t been published yet, and thus I won’t reveal all the details yet. But I can say that the overall
descriptors are extremely fast to calculate, affine-invariant(!), highly robust and their matching fits well in
the CUDA programming model. The number of descriptors is 10× – 20× of the number of interest points,
but a very good heuristic exists to efficiently ignore most of the implausible matches with little extra cost.
This is mostly true for the case when a relatively high-frame rate video feed is analyzed.
In the implemented tracking system, GPU is used to match frames 1 and 2 while CPU is busy extracting
features from frame 3. Thus the frame rate is determined by the slowest component of the system. This
depends on the image resolution and various other parameters, but typically these are quite balanced.
I have ran extensive comparisons of this algorithm against the popular SURF, and found out my algorithm
gaining a lot lower error rates in different matching scenarios. The used dataset was the well-known
Leuven, which has a good set of different image distortions such as blur, viewpoint change and zoom +
rotation. Example pairs of images can be seen in Figure 35.3.

Figure 35.3: Example pairs of images from the Leuven image set.
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Since the descriptor matching is based on a voting scheme, it proved to be a very robust in matching
task. Two different ways of matching were evaluated. The first one is based on matching each interest
point to its closest match, and the other one is based on threshold matching, where a point is considered
matching to which ever point if this similarity threshold is exceeded. The first criteria is evaluated on a
”1 - precision” and correct positive matching rate, and the other one is on false positive rate versus false
negative rate. On the second graph EER stands for ”equal error rate”, in which the probability of false
negative is equal to the probability of false positive.

Figure 35.4: Receiver operating characteristic curves for boat series.

The performance for boat sequence is shown in Figure 35.4. In all scenarios the novel algorithm gained
better accuracy than SURF, especially for those images which had the least difference in scale. The graffiti
sequence resulted in similar results, as can be seen in Figure 35.5. I hope that in future I’ll get this
algorithm properly published, and then it can be reviewed by also other peers in the scientific community.

Figure 35.5: Receiver operating characteristic curves for graffiti series.
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36 Automatic file maneger in PHP
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Rule-based file manager
Summer 2013
PHP
Regular Expressions
14th July 2013

I got tired of manually organizing my downloads folder, and after not being happy with existing solutions
I decided to write a PHP script which would enable me to easily configure new rules for file and folder
management. This is achieved by having a flexible class hierarchy, so that you don’t end up repeating
yourself when configuring new rules and actions.
Currently I have one class for each task, but this could be easily circumvented by using Closures to pass in
the desired functionality, instead of writing it inside a custom class method. But the current solution is a
bit cleaner, since you can invoke the constructor without knowing about the implementation. An example
class can be seen below, which moves all video files greater than 50 Mb which contains "big bang theory"
in their file name.

class DirItemCommand_move_files_BigBangTheory extends DirItemCommand_move_files
{
// Given a file name , this returns the target path where the file should be moved
public function getTargetPath ( $info )
{
return 'C :/ Share / series / BBT / ' . $info [ ' fname ' ];
}
public function __construct ()
{
parent :: __construct ( new DirItemFilterCollection ( array (
// Ignore folders
' by_type ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_type ( false ) ,
// Ensure files are greater than 50 Mb
' by_size ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_size ( ' 50 M ' , ' > ') ,
// _VIDEO_ is a pre - defined set of file extensions
' by_ext ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_extension ( ' _VIDEO_ '),

}

}

)));

// Filenames are matched by regular expressions
' by_name ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_filename ( ' big .+ bang .+ theory ')

An other example moves all folders which contain less than 3 Mb of files into a .Trash folder. Many
torrents have cover photos, readmes or sample videos, and these may be left behind when the main files
have been moved to somewhere else. It is clear that by leveraging the 250 lines of PHP utility classes, it is
trivial to define new automatic tasks.
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class DirItemCommand_move_small_folders extends DirItemCommand_move_files
{
public function getTargetPath ( $info )
{
// Need to use substr because paths start with ./
return '. Trash / ' . substr ( $info [ ' path '] , 2);
}
public function __construct ()
{
parent :: __construct ( new DirItemFilterCollection ( array (
// Match only folders
' by_type ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_type ( true ) ,

}

}

)));

// Process those which are smaller than 3 Mb
' by_size ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_size ( '3 M ' , '< ')

It is an interesting heuristic that usually movies have their release year listed in their file name. I’m
using this to automatically identify and move movie files to the correct storage folder. Thanks to regular
expressions, also this task is very easy to implement.

class DirItemCommand_move_files_movies extends DirItemCommand_move_files
{
public function getTargetPath ( $info )
{
return 'C :/ Share / long_movies / ' . $info [ ' fname ' ];
}
public function __construct ()
{
parent :: __construct ( new DirItemFilterCollection ( array (
' by_type ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_type ( false ) ,
' by_size ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_size ( ' 600 M ' , ' > ') ,
' by_ext ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_extension ( ' _VIDEO_ '),

}

}

)));

// Use regular expressions to match years from 1900 to 2099
' by_name ' = > new DirItemFilterer_by_filename ( ' [^0 -9](19|20)[0 -9]{2}[^0 -9] ')
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37 Global illumination
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Global Illumination implementation
Spring 2010
C++, SDL
Rendering
13th July 2013

I implemented a simple global illumination algorithm, which constructs and solves the sparse matrix
which describes how much tiles reflect light to each other. It supported only gray-scale rendering and
wouldn’t scale up to bigger scenes, but it was nevertheless an interesting project and I learnt a lot about
3D geometry, linear algebra and computer graphics. Graphics was drawn by a software renderer which
uses only standard SDL primitive draw calls.
When the program is started, scene data is read from a XML file and object surfaces are generated.
Their spatial relationships are calculated, and the n × n symmetric matrix A is generated, which encodes
the surface-to-surface reflection magnitudes. The global illumination equation simply becomes A x̄ = b̄,
where b̄ is mostly filled with zeros, indicating that the number of inbound photos matches the number of
absorbed and reflected photons. Light sources function the same way as normal surfaces, with the only
difference that they only "reflect" photos, without receiving any. Light sources cause the only non-zero
values in b̄.
The equation A x̄ = b̄ is solved by having an initial estimate of uniform luminosity, and then iteratively
refining it using conjugate gradient method. It is a very easy method to implement and suits well symmetric
sparse matrices, but it may have slow convergence if the A is somewhat ill-conditioned. At some complex
geometries it wasn’t able to converge with a few iterations, but instead the luminosity seemed to fluctuate
from region to region. These pre-calculated values are then used when the scene is rendered to the screen.
Example results can been in figures 37.1 and 37.2.

Figure 37.1: Shadows are a natural outcome from global illumination.
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In Figure 37.1 objects can be seen "casting" a shadow on the wall behind them, and darkened corners,
proving that the geometry was interpreted correctly. The blockiness of shadows is a typical problem in
simple tile-based global illumination renderings, because the luminosity is forced to be uniform across
each tile, and thus gradients cannot be represented. One solution would be to use more tiles, but then
calculations would be a lot more time consuming, and it wouldn’t solve the underlying issue. In future
I might have a second look at this problem, and use OpenGL for graphics with bi-linear interpolation. It
would also do the rendering in color, and maybe even support caustics and user-controlled light sources.
Some of the calculations could be done in CUDA, and the rest would be executed in multiple threads
where possible.
An other shadow phenomenon can be seen in Figure 37.2, in which the shadows on the ceiling and floor
are very different. This occurs because the light source is low on the floor, in which case the wall’s corner
causes the shadow in the ceiling have a strong edge. In contrast to this, the shadow on the floor is very
soft. This occurs because for photons to hit the floor, they have to bounce from the ceiling and walls,
making it possible to reach each floor tile from multiple paths, and the luminosity decreases gradually.

Figure 37.2: Since the light source is low on the floor, it is worth noting that the shadow on the ceiling is
hard, where as the shadow on the floor is very soft.
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38 Robot localization and path planning
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Real time continuous robot localization and path planning
Spring 2012
C++
Robotics
13th July 2013

At spring 2012 I did a course in robotics, which involved programming a semi-automatic robot which
could fetch items from pre-determined locations and return them back to correct deposit bins. I had a
team of four people, and I solved the problems of continuous robust robot localization, task planning and
path planning. Others focused on the overall source code architecture, state-machine logic, closed loop
driving control and other general topics. The used robot can be seen in Figure 38.1.

Figure 38.1: The used robot with two-wheel setup which enables it to rotate in-place. It has 2D laser
scanner, odometry and webcam sensors.
The initial path planning is done by utilizing a pre-drawn bitmap, in which each pixel corresponds to 2
cm in real life. This map represents the allowed positions in which the robot is allowed to move, and extra
padding is added to account for robot’s physical size. A few of these maps can be seen in Figure 38.2.
Using this discrete map presentation it is fairly straight forward to find the shortest path by using for
example A* search. But in practice the shortest path might not be the fastest to drive through, especially
when the path has tight turns. Also it doesn’t take the robot’s final heading into consideration.
To improve the path, a gradient descent algorithm is used to minimize a better cost function. The total
cost of the path is the weighted sum of its length, curvature and the final heading error. The starting
and ending locations cannot be changed, but all other way points are free to to be adjusted. The gradient
descend iteration starts by numerically estimating ∂p∂ f ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn ), where i = 2, ..., n − 1, and pi is the
i

location of the ith way point. However this parametrization isn’t ideal for the optimization process.
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Figure 38.2: Two maps which also display the planned paths with smooth curves and the heading optimization. The path on the right makes the robot to arrive to the end point in the desired orientation,
which wouldn’t be the case if the shortest path was used. Magenta points are laser measurements being
projected to the map overlay, based on the estimated robot’s position and heading.
To make it easier to implement the optimization algorithm, each way point’s adjustment is parametrized
by a single scalar, which indicates the way point’s offset from its current location, orthogonal to the path’s
current direction. This is illustrated in Figure 38.3. Once each of the partial derivatives ∂l∂ f ( p1 , p2 +
i
l2 n̄2 , ..., pn ) are calculated, the descend step can be performed towards the direction in which the cost
function decreases the fastest. Some extra logic is needed to determine the step length and a suitable
stopping criteria. Also it must be ensured that the refined path does not go through a forbidden region in
the map. The optimized path is a lot faster to drive through than the shortest path, because the robot can
drive broader arcs at higher speeds, and reach the end point at already correct heading.

Figure 38.3: The original path from path finding is shown in blue, and the optimized path is shown
in red. Short red lines indicate the current orthogonal direction, which is used at the gradient descend
optimization process.
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The implemented localization algorithm is quite interesting as well. The robot has a rotatory encoder for
both wheels, so we have odometry data available. However it accumulates errors quite fast, and also the
robot’s initial position should be known. In addition it cannot recover from the robot being manually
moved. This is why it is better to utilize the laser scanner’s measurement data, which is the distance
measurement from ±90◦ , returning 181 readings in total, with an accuracy of a few centimetres.
The most advanced solution would be to implement a SLAM ( Simultaneous Localization And Mapping)
algorithm, which can build a map of the unknown region on-the-fly, while using the same map to do
localization. To make the algorithm robust, it should implement features such as loop closing and filter
erroneous data. In our project the environment was static and known in advance, so I decided to base
the localization algorithm on known landmarks such as corners and walls. These are relatively easy to
be robustly detected from laser readings, and an example reading is shown in Figure 38.4. An other
alternative approach would have been to use a particle filter or Kalman filter, but these are non-trivial to
implement and debug, to make sure you’ll never report an incorrect location.

Figure 38.4: Landmarks (corners and walls) are detected from the laser data (on the left), and it is matched
with the pre-defined map. The location and orientation with most votes is indicated by the green line.

The actual localization algorithm works by using groups of a few landmarks, and trying to find a similar
configuration from the map. For example one corner is not enough to determine the location, but two
corners is already sufficient, if we knew that which two corners of the map those corners match to.
Similarly a single point and a wall are sufficient for this purpose. The algorithm makes hypotheses about
these correspondences, and if the resulting location and orientation is somewhat consistent with the laser
readings (for example no walls are observed at the known empty regions of the map), a vote is casted for
this candidate location. Clusters of these votes can be seen on the right of Figure 38.4. The cluster with
most votes is then determined, and that is the final location estimate.
The robot cannot rely only on the laser based localization, because the robot might be facing a wall, in
which case there might not be sufficient landmarks available for unambiguous localization. It is crucial
that the robot knows its position at all times, because that is an integral part of the closed loop control
logic which determines the control signals for the wheels, to drive the robot along a planned path. To
overcome this problem, I decided to always rely on the odometry based position estimate instead.
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When the robot is moving and the laser based localization has been successful for the past one meter or so,
accumulated errors in the odometry can be fully compensated for. So in practice the incorrect odometry
estimate is transformed into correct world coordinates, and this mapping is re-calibrated always when
possible. This combined algorithm has benefits of both sensor systems, and works reliably in all scenarios.
If the robot is moved or the system is re-started, the calibration is done by just driving a few meters.
Example results of this algorithm are shown in Figure 38.5. The robot was driven around by using manual
control, and the data was logged into a file. Later this file was read by a C++ program, which executes the
localization algorithm and prints out the output into a file. Then this file was read into Matlab, in which
the estimated path was plotted. Red dots on the path indicate locations in which the laser data could not
be used to unambiguously determine the location. It is also seen that the location estimates don’t jump
around, and instead the drawn paths are very smooth. This is due to using the odometry based location
as a starting point, and using the laser based location only for correcting odometry’s errors.

Figure 38.5: The robot’s path is reconstructed from the logged sensor readings.
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39 English hyphenation algorithm in PHP
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
GitHub
Modified

Implementing English hyphenation algorithm in PHP.
Summer 2013
PHP
Hyphenation, Blog, GitHub, Data Structures
nikonyrh/hyphenator-php
10th July 2013

A good presentation about hyphenation in HTML documents can be seen here, but it is client side
(JavaScript) oriented. Basically you shouldn’t use justified text unless it is hyphenated, because long
words will cause huge spaces between words to make the line stretch out the whole width of the element.
I found a few PHP scripts such as phpHyphenator 1.5, but typically they weren’t implemented as a single
stand-alone PHP class. Since the underlying algorithm is fairly simple, I decided to write it from scratch.
The algorithm itself has been known since 1980s, and it is based on pre-calculated patterns, which indicate
how fragments of words could be hyphenated. These are fairly simple to understand and debug, and can
most likely correctly hyphenate any new previously unseen words as well. The algorithm scans the
inputted word to check which patterns can be found, and this is illustrated in Table 39.1. Here the word
to be hyphenated is ”algorithm”, from which the following patterns can be found: 4l1g4, lgo3, 1go, 2ith
and 4h1m. During pattern matching these numbers are ignored, and when matches are found then all
existing numbers are injected between corresponding characters. Once this is done, the highest numeric
value is defined for each column. If the highest number is odd, it indicates that this is a possible position
for hyphenation. Typically in TEX some additional rules are enforced, such as the minimum allowed length
for a syllable. In this example, the hyphenation ”algorith-m” doesn’t make much sense.
Table 39.1: Example result of hyphenation algorithm on the word ”algorithm”.
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The open source project phpHyphenator has a very good support for multi-byte characters because of the
extensive use of mb_-prefix functions such as mb_substr. On a negative side it was not object oriented,
uses $GLOBALS for configuration, somewhat inefficient pattern searching and a bit gimmicky handling of
HTML tags. Many of these are most likely due to the usage of mb_substr instead of regular expressions.
In contrast my Hyphenator is a stand-alone class with two methods, the __construct which takes the
pattern list and the hyphen symbol as a parameter, and hyphenate which returns the hyphenated string.
The constructor uses provided patterns to build a trie data structure, which is a tree-like data structure
that enables a very efficient string searching, especially in an incremental case. It also makes pattern
searching code more clean, when we aren’t forced into calculating odd substring offsets and avoiding
indexing beyond the string length.
Text hyphenation begins by splitting the string into chunks using sequences of non-alphabetical characters
as delimiters. Then these are iterated through, and a counter is used to keep track of the number of open
HTML tags. This ensures that we don’t add hyphenations into for example CSS class names. When a
hyphenation pattern is observed in the string at some position, ”hyphenation numbers” are stored into
a separate table at corresponding ”gap indexes”. After all maximum numbers are found, the word is
iterated character-by-character and hyphenations are inserted into the output when possible.
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40 CUDA realtime rendering engine
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Basic realtime CUDA rendering engine with relfective surfaces.
Spring 2013
C++, CUDA, SDL
Rendering
9th July 2013

So far I’ve written a basic rendering engine which uses Nvidia’s CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) which can render reflective surfaces with environmental mapping and anti-aliasing and motion
blur at 200 fps with minimal usage of 3rd party libraries such as OpenGL. This let me fully implement the
cross-platform rendering pipeline from data transfer to pixel-level RGB calculations, all in C-like syntax.
An example rendered frame can be seen in Figure 40.1. Cubes aren’t textured, but that would be fairly
easy to implement since CUDA supports filtered texture lookups. However I’m likely to implement
procedural volumetric textures, because the gameplay lets the user to arbitrary slice the object by drawing
the cutting plane by mouse. If the objects were textured, then I’d need to implement also generation of
UV coordinates and texture bitmaps.

Figure 40.1: Example rendering of two cubes having reflective un-even surfaces, with antialiasing and
vignetting. Current implementation is unable to make objects visible in surface reflections.
The antialiasing is implemented by having the CUDA thread to supersample each pixel, and store the
averaged result. These results can be seen in Figure 40.2. In addition the used sampling pattern is mirrored between frames and the image is averaged with the previous image, so in practice the 4x sampling
produces results which are similar to a more computationally demanding 8x sampling. This has the additional advantage of having the possibility of interpolating the sub-sampling direction based on camera
motion since the previous frame to simulate motion blur on the background. This is demonstrated in
Figure 40.3. This combined with very high framerate results in a very smooth user experience.
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Figure 40.2: Displaying the spatial antialiased rendering with 1x (without), 4x and 8x supersampling.

Figure 40.3: Displaying the spatio-temporal antialiased rendering with 1x, 4x and 8x supersampling.
CUDA threads operate in blocks of 16 × 16 = 256 threads in total, one thread / screen pixel. If the output
720
resolution is 1280 × 720, there are 1280
16 × 16 = 80 × 45 = 3600 blocks to render. The number of active
blocks depends on the hardware, but the used hardware (Nvidia GeForce GT 650M, maximum of 2048
threads) achieved a high occypancy quite easily. This is illustraded in Figure 40.4. If the thread block has
to check ray-triangle collisions with only a single triangle, then it is encoded in blue, otherwise in red.
Interestingly this can be solved quite efficiently in CPU as a pre-step for the rendering, by projecting the
triangle corners to screen pixels and doing the checks purely in 2D.
If the models consist of large polygons, then each thread block needs to do only a few ray-triangle intersection tests. Also if that block does not contain any objects, the block doesn’t need to render anything
but the background, either by procedural calculations or by a simple texture lookup. The rendering is
implemented as first rendering just plain background for the whole screen, and then have second pass on
the region which contains renderable objects.
Ideally the rendered output would be displayed at the screen directly using OpenGL, but unfourtunately
I haven’t been able to get this working yet. The current work-around is to copy the resulting image from
GPU to a SDL surface (in CPU’s RAM), and then use a surface blit operation to display it on the screen.
This adds a bit extra overhead, but could be easily refactored by someone who is more familiar with
CUDA/OpenGL integration, and there is even an article ”OpenGL Interoperability with CUDA”.
The slicing process can be seen in Figure 40.5. By specifying two points in the screen space, based on
virtual camera’s parameter it can be determined that in which direction in world coordinates the two
points are pointing at. By taking a cross product of these vectors, we get the normal of the splitting plane.
By knowing that the plane goes through the virtual camera’s focal point, we have full knowledge of its
equation. Then all vertices of the models can be checked if its endpoints are in different sides of the plane
or not. If they are, the whole triangle is flagged as being affected by the splitting action.
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Figure 40.4: During rendering the screen is partitioned into independed 16 × 16 pixels blocks, which
correspond to CUDA’s thread blocks. Each block has 256 threads, one for each pixel. When antialiasing
is used, each thread is iterated multiple times to determine the average color for the pixel. Pixels outside
bounding box can be rendered with less effort, because only the background needs to be rendered.

Figure 40.5: As shown on the left, the user can define a splitting plane, along which the object will be
sliced and have its mesh refined. Affected triangles are highlighted in red. A result of multilple slicings is
shown on the right. During the gameplay these holes would be automatically covered.

The actual splitting works by refining each triangle into three sub-triangles, one of which will be deleted
by the splitting action. After all triangles have been refined, those edges which only have one linked
triangle form the perimeter of the hole. At this point a proper triangulation needs to be automatically
generated to fill the hole, and this should try to maximize the minimum angle of all resulting triangles.
The outcome of this algorithm is a valid mesh, but typically it has many redundant vertices which could
be pruned. However so far I haven’t been able to implement the procedure of refining the mesh while
iterating through it, because data structures become temporarily inconsistent. Maybe an easier solution
would be to copy the old structure into a temporary variable, and then re-create the optimized mesh from
scratch. Without this optimization the mesh becomes unnecessarily complex after 4 to 6 splitting actions.
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41 Visualizing laser scanned geography
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Visualizing laser scanned point clouds.
Summer 2012
Matlab, C++
Rendering, Data Structures
7th July 2013

During the summer of 2012 when I was mainly working on my Master’s Thesis, I also had a look at
National Land Survey of Finland’s open data download service. There I downloaded a point cloud
dataset which had typically 4 - 5 measured points / square meter. This means that to visualize a region
of 2.5 × 2 km, I had to work with a point cloud consisting of 5 × 2500 × 2000 ≈ 25 million points. I chose
to concentrate on my campus area, because I know it well and it has many interesting landmarks. For
example the iconic main building can be seen in Figure 41.1.

Figure 41.1: The iconic main building of the Aalto University School of Science and Technology.
From the satellite view at Figure 41.2, we can identify numerous landmarks and regions such as the main
building on the left, sports center on the right and lots of trees and smaller buildings. At the time of taking
these images there was also an ongoing construction project.

Figure 41.2: Otaniemi campus (Espoo, Finland) satellite view from Google Earth.
At first I just loaded the whole point cloud of the region into Matlab, but I quickly realized that the naive
approach would be too slow. Thus I decided to pre-process the data in C++, and use Matlab only for the
final visualization step. In C++ I inserted all points into a quadtree data structure, to enable efficient range
queries. Only the longitude and latitude were used, because the height is irrelevant in this scenario.
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Once the data structure was constructed, it is used to sample the point clouds on a regular grid. In this
case I created a dataset 2500 × 2000 meters, where it was sampled at one meter intervals. For each sample
point the data points within a radius of 1.5 meters were queried. From these the minimum and maximum
height were determined, and also the average height using a Gaussian kernel for weighting. These results
were stored into a txt file, which was then read in by Matlab.
In Matlab’s output the pixel’s brightness corresponds to the mean height, but there are two additional
coloring rules. On the regions which contained trees, some of the laser rays hit trees’ top, and some hit the
ground level. By observing the height difference in lowest and highest recorded point, it can be estimated
whether there was a tree nearby. Identified trees are encoded in green (using YCbCR colorspace).
An other heuristics was to identify walls of the buildings, by setting a criteria that they are at least 1.5
meters above the local ground level. Then these enclosed areas are identified as buildings, and are color
coded as red in the final image, which can be seen in Figure 41.3. The height profile of the main building
is clearly visible, and most of the buildings and trees are correctly identified.

Figure 41.3: A visualization of the laser scanned point cloud at Otaniemi campus (Espoo, Finland).
The rendered output is compared against the satellite view, by using the satellite image for grayscale
information and the laser data’s classification as color channels. As can be seen from Figure 41.4, there is
a very good agreement between these two independent data sources. The only main differences are one
mis-classified at the bottom right, and the large structure that was at the sports center at the time when
laser scanning took place. Most of the trees are correctly identified as well.

Figure 41.4: The grayscale detail is from Google Earth’s satellite image, and the coloring indicates the
classification which is based on laser data.
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42 Rendering omnidirectional images
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Rendering omnidirectional images in Matlab
Spring 2012
Matlab
Rendering
7th July 2013

As I mentioned in the previous article about omnidirectional cameras, my Masters of Science Thesis involved
the usage of this special kind of imaging system which consists of a traditional camera lens and a concave
mirror, which provided 360◦ × 90◦ Field of View. It was ordered from Japan and there was some delay
in the delivery, so meanwhile I wrote an all-Matlab script to simulate this system’s properties, calibration
and panorama generation in practice.
The rendering geometry is based on a single infinite ground plane, and a few dozen infinite cylinders
which represent tree trunks. The whole rendering script is only 500 lines of Matlab code, but it has significant complexity because of the way it uses sparse matrix algebra to do fast texture lookups and avoid for
loops, which generally perform badly in Matlab. This also makes the code automatically multithreaded,
because Matlab can use several cores to execute matrix operations.
After setting up the camera parameters and position, ground plane equation has been determined and tree
trunks have been generated, the script proceeds to render the image in four smaller tiles, which are later
stitched together. The reason is that otherwise we might run out of memory, especially if the calculations
are executed using GPU primitives.
At first the light rays are casted for each image pixel, and their first collision with the mirror’s paraboloid
surface is determined. To make the model more realistic, also lens distortion is simulated. After the
collision with the mirror is calculated, the ray is reflected based on the mirror’s local normal vector.
Then this origination point and direction are transformed from camera’s local coordinate system to world
coordinates. Then their collision location with the ground plane is simultaneously calculated for all of the
pixels within the current tile, using standard linear algebra. If the tile is 1024 × 1024 pixels, the matrix
A in A x̂ = b̂ has a size of (3 × 10242 ) × (3 × 10242 ) ≈ 1013 elements! But since only 5 × 10−5 % of them
are non-zero, solving this takes only about one second. The end result is the coordinates (3 × 1024 × 1024
elements) in which the rays hit the ground plane, which are used to sample the ground plane’s texture.
The used texture can be seen in Figure 42.1 on left. Also those pixels are ignored which would be reflected
to an angle which outside the set bounds, and this produces the dark perimeter to the image. In these
renderings there was no lower limit for the angle, meaning that the camera could see ”through itself” to
the ground directly under it.

Figure 42.1: Used textures for the ground plane and tree trunks.
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Next we need to iterate through each tree and check it for two things. The first step is to calculate that
to which pixels this tree would be casting a shadow, based on directional light source’s direction. If this
occurs, a rather complex formula is valuated to determine the amount of resulting shadowing. This takes
into account the trunk’s diameter, positions distance from the trunk and any previously casted shadows.
Shadows are drawn before tree trunks, to make sure that they wouldn’t incorrectly shadow them. The
resulting shadows are very convincing, mimicking soft shadows’ well known properties.
At the seconds step we check that in which pixels the tree trunk is visible, by solving the closest distance
from cylinder’s surface to each casted ray. Since the cylinders have an infinite length, in theory we would
see them also underground. That is why we need to confirm that this distance is smaller than the ground
plane’s distance. If this is the case, then this distance is recorded for future use.
These are the most time consuming steps, taking 11 seconds for a tile of 1024 × 1024 pixels when 32 trees
are present. This could be optimized from the naive O(n × t) (where n is the number of trees and t is the
number of tiles) closer to O(n), by ignoring those trees which can be determined not to be visible in the
current tile, and not to cast any visible shadows there.
Once distances to trees have been calculated, the ray-cylinder collision locations are calculated. Then the
trees’ surfaces’ normals can be determined, which are randomly permuted to create a more realistic result.
After this the reflected ray directions are calculated, which are combined with the light source’s direction
to determine the amount of shadowing or sun ray reflection, which is applied to the tree trunk texture.
As the final step the sky is added, which is a simple color replacement for those pixels which did not hit
a tree and cannot see the ground plane, or which are too horizontal and see the ground plane very far
away. The final outcome can be seen in Figure 42.2. The colors on the left indicate that which geometry
affected each pixel’s final color. Textured models can be seen on the right. In this case the camera would
be looking upwards, in which case the mirror reflects the rays at the middle of the image directly down
towards the ground. Rays closer to image border are sent upwards, and the circular perimeter occurs from
the limitation of maximum inclination angle to 20◦ . The light is originating from the top-left corner.

Figure 42.2: The rendering consists of three steps, and their corresponding objects are indicated on the left
in different colors. The textured end result can be seen on the right.
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43 Omnidirectional cameras
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Omnidirectional cameras and their calibration
Spring 2012
Matlab, C++
Computer Vision
6th July 2013

My Masters of Science Thesis involved the usage of a so-called " omnidirectional camera". There are various
ways of achieving 180◦ or even 360◦ view, with their distinct pros and cons. The general benefit of these
alternative camera systems is that objects don’t need to be tracked, because generally they stay withing
the extremely broad Field of View (FoV) of the camera. This is also very beneficial in visual odometry tasks,
because landmarks can be tracked for longer periods of time.
Some design options are shown in Figure 43.1. The simplest solution is to use a fish-eye lens, and it
is fairly straight forward to calibrate. However the image resolution is typically somewhat limited, and
it cannot cover much more than 180◦ . An alternative approach is to use multiple normal cameras, an
combine their images in software. This can produce very high resolution images, but requires a lot more
effort and parameters in calibration, especially since also vingetting needs to be corrected before images
can be joined seamlessly together. There are commercial products such as Ladybug from PointGrey. The
third option is to use a combination of a traditional lens and a concave mirror to achieve up to 360◦ ×
90◦ FoV. These are relatively compact and mid-priced, with a bit limited resolution and a fairly simple
calibration models and procedures. This is the type of camera system I used at my Master’s Thesis, which
was titled Real Time Feature Tracking on Omnidirectional Camera Image in Forest Environment.

Figure 43.1: Alternative designs for omnidirectional camera system: a) fish-eye lens b) multi-camera rig c)
catadioptic system.
The camera system I used in my thesis is presented in Figure 43.2. In addition to the omnidirectional
camera system, it has an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a supporting structure to attach an compact
2D laser scanner (40 × 40 mm) such as Hokuyo URG. This leaves us with a FoV of about 290◦ , which is
not an problem because typically part of FoV would be blocked by the user or robot anyway. Anyway this
dark area can be ignored during image rectification.
One intuitive image rectification model is to make each image pixel correspond to an equal solid angle.
For example if the camera has a FoV of 360◦ × 90◦ , suitable image resolutions would have resolutions such
as 360 × 90 and 720 × 180. To determine the actual mapping, the camera must be calibrated.
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Figure 43.2: A catadioptric omnidirectional camera (consisting of a traditional lens and a hyperbolic
mirror). It also has an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a place for a 2D laser scanner.
An example captured frame can be seen in Figure 43.3. The captured image on the right, and the converted
panorama is on top-right. The bottom-right image is overlayed with interest points and their tracks, and
some metadata about the program’s frame rate etc. This was generated by the program I developed for
my Master’s Thesis, which I’ll describe in an other article.

Figure 43.3: An example omnidirectional frame, with equiangular panorama and tracked interest points.
One simple model was presented in [1], which is based on a kind of an radial basis function to determine
the z-component of the light ray (when camera is looking at the z-direction). This is illustrated in Figure
43.4, and other illustrations can be seen in the original paper. In this model it is very easy to determine
the light ray’s direction for each pixel, but it is more difficult to calculate the object’s location on the image
based on its position in relation to the camera.
Let’s first revise how the typical perspective camera is parametrized. The linear pinhole camera model
is well described in Wikipedia. It is important to differentiate between intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.
Basically intrinsic parameters describe the physical aspects of the camera and lens, such as focal length
and pixel density. Extrinsic parameters describe the location and orientation of the camera in world
coordinates. To determine object’s location in the image, first extrinsic parameters are used to determine
object’s location in camera’s coordinate system. Then intrinsic parameters are used to project the object to
the camera’s sensor plane. To determine that which direction a given pixel is observing, these steps are
applied in reverse order. This model cannot account for lens distortion, nor it models vignetting.
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Figure 43.4: Camera model for perspective and an omnidirectional cameras.
This same model cannot be applied to omnidirectional cameras, because it operates on a fundamentally
different principle. Interestingly the more generic model can be used to describe any camera with a single
viewpoint property, including perspective cameras. For these it is also able to account for lens distortion.
Starting from a point on the image, it is first transformed via affine transformation into a new coordinate
system, in which the origin is close to the image center. This is essentially the same parametrization
as in the pinhole camera model. Then the pixel’s distance from the new origin is determined, and it is
used to evaluate a low-degree polynomial function to determine the z-component of the ray. Usually the
polynomial needs to have a higher degree than two, but not really greater than four.
If the camera is also able to see ”behind” it, then this polynomial will get also negative values. For an ideal
pinhole camera this function would just have constant value, which corresponds to the focal length of the
lens (in pixel units). When lens distortion is present, it will either grow (for barrel distortion) or decrease
(for pincushion distoriton) as the pixels are further away from the center. Nevertheless for normal lenses
it will not deviate that much from its value at the origin. There can be greater changes for fisheye lenses.
For the used omnidirectional system this function started from a big positive value, reached 0 at a distance
of ~500 pixels and grows to positive after that. This means that pixels near the image center are actually
gathering light behind the camera, or in case the camera is pointed upwards, these pixels are seeing the
ground. Correspondingly pixels near the image border are gathering light above the horizon.
To use this calibration data for generating a panoramic image in which each pixel covers the equal solid
angle, this mapping function needs to be used to determine the azimuth angle for each pixel distance. This
f (r )
is calculated as α(r ) = arctan( r ), which clearly does not have a closed form solution. The relationship
between f (r ) and α(r ) can be seen in Figure 43.5 for f (r ) = 400 − 0.2r − 0.002r2 .
To sample images from 65◦ to -40◦ at 15◦ intervals, the corresponding distances from the image center are
roughly 150, 220, 280, 330, 380, 440, 520 and 630 pixels. The resulting pixel sampling pattern is shown in
Figure 43.6, with 24 samples along the horizontal angle.
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Figure 43.5: An example polynomial for an omnidirectional camera with a FoV of 360◦ × (90 + 60)◦ =
360◦ × 150◦ . It is evident than because f (400) = 0, then α(400) = 0◦ , indicating that these pixels are
observing light from the horizontal direction.

Figure 43.6: Example sampling pattern for generating a panoramic image.

References
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44 Blogging platform – What Would TEX Do?
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

PHP, LATEXand Git based blogging engine.
Summer 2013
PHP, LATEX, Mustache
Blog, Git
6th July 2013

I wrote this blog engine to enable the creation of new articles in LATEX format and effortlessly publish them
in Web. As a by-product it enables trivial PDF generation of each article, or even a combined PDF with
all the articles concatenated with a interactive table of contents, automatically numerated figures with
references from the text, and many other features that LATEX users take for granted.
First I looked at standard blogging solutions, but I quickly realized that my special requirements could
difficult to implement as plugins or otherwise. At least it would take the same amount of time, and
even then be more troublesome to maintain, deploy and backup. I really enjoy using LATEX for writing
documents, so I figured that why not to use it also for blogging.
This platform uses Git for SCM and CMS, LATEX for writing, PHP to generate navigation links etc. and
mustache templating to generate the final HTML. Most of the server side functionalities can be avoided
by utilizing 3rd party services such as Google Analytics and Disqus. To my surprise it took only about
1000 lines of PHP to get the basic stuff working such as tag-based browsing of articles and references to
automatically numbered figures. The current architecture can be seen in Figure 44.1. All three subsystems
(LATEX, PHP and Mustache) are stored in a Git repository, and the logic to bring everything together is
implemented in PHP. Actually this resembles a lot of the MVC pattern. The article (model) is stored in
.tex files, for which two different views (PDF and HTML) can be produced. In this case the user cannot
alter any of the views, so there is no need to deploy the actual model or controller components. Instead
only static HTML, PDF etc. files need to be copied to the web server (or Dropbox’s public folder).

Figure 44.1: Current blog project’s architecture. Everything is based on Git, which stores and supports the
three sub-systems. This resembles the MVC model, where model has none of the logic.
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PHP reads the .tex file to produce the blog posts’ body and meta data, which is passed to a Mustache
template which produces HTML and CSS. PHP also has the logic to generate navigation links, find out
most popular tags and languages, and to execute other useful tasks.
Currently the platform supports following features (in PDF and/or HTML):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatically numbered figures with named referencing from the main text
Writing articles using any text editor, but IDEs such as TeXworks have their benefits
Article browsing by project language or tag (in HTML)
Links to external sites (with an indicating icon in HTML)
Sophisticated symbol annotation, such as α = 360◦ and LATEX
Sorting the articles by last modification date (using Git blame to ignore minor changes)
Identifying the modification date of each line in the article (using Git blame)
PDF download of any article, or all articles in a chronological order
Easy deployment (just a single folder to be copied, which contains all static generated content)
BibTEX style article reference management
Image magnification on click (easy with jQuery)
Articles’ language and tag co-occurrence matrix
Automatic hyphenation in PHP to avoid sparse line when using justified text in HTML

At the file system & Git level, each article is stored under its own folder. This also ensures that each article
has an unique identifier, which is used as the file name of the HTML files, and also as a prefix for all
photos in articles. This avoids any name collisions, and lets us put all static content under the same folder
for publication. The output generation script is also responsible for calling pdfLaTex for each article, and
to copy PDFs along with article’s images to the output folder.
A snapshot of my Git commit messages and timestamps can be seen in Figure 44.2. Basic features such as
tag based browsing and mustache based templating were quite fast to implement. My normal development hours seem to be 2pm to 2am.

Figure 44.2: A snapshot of the development Git log.
These are some of the next features to be implemented (stroked out are done):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve LATEX tokenization, current regular expressions based implementation is limited
Have a more scalable method of handling images, currently they are part of the Git repository
Support for equations (possibly in MathML)
Better graphical design with better support for IE9
Support for embedded source code (at least LATEX, Matlab and PHP) with syntax highlight
Support for data in a table format
Free text search engine (it is possible to use PHP to generate a static JavaScript file for this)
Ability to comment on posts (using Disqus or something similar)
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Writing a new article is a fairly trivial process. There are four .tex files which are shared among all articles:
• commands.tex: Defines commands for describing article’s metadata, and for inserting the header,
footer, figures, references etc.
• header.tex: Has all the \usepackage commands, specifies page margins and starts the document.
• sectionHeader.tex: After the article’s metadata has been specified, this inserts the project’s title,
thumbnail and displays the metadata.
• footer.tex: This only has \end{document}
The beginning of this blog article looks like this:
\input{../_latexCommon/commands.tex}
\myInput{../_latexCommon/header.tex}
\renewcommand{\basepath}{BlogPlatform}
\renewcommand{\projectTitle}{Blogging platform \--- What Would \TeX{} Do?}
\renewcommand{\projectStart}{Summer 2013}
\renewcommand{\projectEnd}{Summer 2013}
\renewcommand{\projectLanguages}{PHP, \LaTeX, Mustache}
\renewcommand{\projectDescription}{PHP, \LaTeX and Git based blogging engine.}
\renewcommand{\projectTags}{\tagBlog, \tagGit}
\renewcommand{\projectChallenges}{To develop and maintain a fully functional blog.}
\input{../_latexCommon/sectionHeader.tex}

In the blogging platform all ”non-articles” are in folders which are prefixed with an underscore, so that
PHP can easily detect and ignore them during HTML generation. The rest of the content can be normally
written, and the file ends with an \myFooter.
Figures are inserted by using a custom command: \insertFigure{git_log.png}{A snapshot of the
development Git log.}{git_log}. Parameters are filename, caption and figure name. This has two
benefits: standardized image settings across all articles, and easier TEX parsing in PHP. Figures can be
normally referenced from text by typing \ref{fig:git_log}. There is a similar custom command for
listing references.
To enable multi-article PDF generation, the header isn’t included by using the standard \include, but
instead use \myInclude. In commands.tex this is defined to use the normal \include, but when the
multi-article PDF is generated this commands is re-defined not to do anything. Similarly the footer would
not actually end the article, but instead just insert a \clearpage command to make the next article start
from a clean page.
With all these commands and practices in place, generating the multi-article PDF is very easy. The combined.tex has identical first two lines as normal articles, which inputs the commands.tex and header.tex
files. Then there are two tweaks, which disables the \myInput and renews \myFooter to insert a
\clearpage. Then the cover page and table of contents are generated (I’m sure the line positioning could
be done in a prettier way).
After the table of contents, an additional _combined.tex is inserted. This is auto-generated by PHP, which
just lists all existing articles. Before inputting each article the \projectModified is defined, which is the
file’s modification date which is read from Git’s commit log. Articles are automatically sorted from newest
to oldest. When a single article is generated, this date is not available. It would be possible for PHP to
write this timestamp into a file inside each article’s folder.
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\input{../_latexCommon/commands.tex}
\renewcommand{\setFigureNumbering}{
\usepackage{chngcntr}
\counterwithin{figure}{section}
\counterwithin{table}{section}
}
\renewcommand{\Section}[1]{
\section{#1}
}
\input{../_latexCommon/header.tex}
\renewcommand{\myInput}[1]{}
\renewcommand{\myFooter}{\clearpage}
\ \vspace{2cm}
\begin{center}
\line(1,0){200} \\ \ \\
\LARGE Niko Nyrhilä\\
\Large Combined project portfolio
\ \\ \ \\
Generated \today \\
\line(1,0){200} \\
\end{center}
\ \vspace{1cm}
\tableofcontents
\clearpage
\input{_combined.tex}
\input{../_latexCommon/footer.tex}

Currently the five first items of _combined.tex looks like this:
\renewcommand{\projectModified}{\textbf{Modified} & 10th November 2022 \\}
\input{../StableDiffusionBasics/stablediffusionbasics.tex}
\renewcommand{\projectModified}{\textbf{Modified} & 19th July 2022 \\}
\input{../Puzzles/puzzles.tex}
\renewcommand{\projectModified}{\textbf{Modified} & 3rd February 2022 \\}
\input{../SpeechMusicSeparation/speechmusicseparation.tex}
\renewcommand{\projectModified}{\textbf{Modified} & 15th January 2022 \\}
\input{../VideoClustering/videoclustering.tex}
\renewcommand{\projectModified}{\textbf{Modified} & 15th December 2021 \\}
\input{../HelsinkiDeblur/helsinkideblur.tex}
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45 Coin recognition algorithm
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Automated coin recognition
Summer 2013
Matlab
Computer Vision, Machine Learning, FFT
26th June 2013

I developed a coin recognition system which can recognize eight different groups of coins. The used
set is all five coins of Singapore, but a few categories cannot be distinguished from each other without
knowledge of the coin’s size in relation to others.
I had earlier done a coin recognition system, but it had only four categories (10 and 20 cent Singaporean
coins on both sides). The used photos were deliberately corrupted by very heavy JPG compression, but I
still felt the problem wasn’t fully solved. It used Support Vector Machines as the final classifier, and reached
about 99% accuracy levels.
For the second round of experiments, I arranged coins into a regular pattern on a sheet of paper and took
40 photos from different angles. An example photo can be seen in Figure 45.1. Coins were automatically
extracted from these images, converted to grayscale, resized to 256 × 256 resolution and stored to a
dedicated folder. Then 30 example coins of each category were hand-picked and put to labeled folders,
which were used as training data for the supervised learning algorithm. At this stage I realized that 10
cent and 50 cent coins had identical pattern, and also 5 cent and 20 cent coins.

Figure 45.1: An example photo of the coin image gathering.
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The feature extraction process is shown in Figure 45.2. It utilizes log-polar coordinates and the absolute
value of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to produce rotation and scale invariant descriptors. The current
coin extraction method is a bit inaccurate in defining the coin boundaries, and thus the coin might not be
centered properly in the cropped image. To make the system robust against such errors, each coin in the
training set was displaced several times and these were treated as independent training examples.

Figure 45.2: The feature extraction process: Original, luminosity compensation, log-polar coordinate transform and 1D DFT along the angular component.
The used machine learning algorithm is Linear Discriminant Analysis, because it is easy to implement and
doesn’t have many tuning parameters. It also handles high-dimensional data with relative ease, and in
this case the data had 64 × 64 dimensions! This is the result of first generating 128 × 64 log-polar image,
for which the DFT was calculated. The absolute values of this transform have redundancy in the data, and
thus a 64 × 64 window is sufficient. It is important to note that the used DFT was done in 1D, not 2D as
sometimes is the case.

Figure 45.3: If the rotation is chosen well, the data is almost separable even in its two-dimensional projection. Patterns on the left represent the linear discriminant features.
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The Linear Discriminant Analysis was used to create 8 linear classifiers (one for each class), each of which
could distinguish items of the corresponding class from all other classes. This already reduces the dumber
of dimensions from 4096 to 8, but actually that set of base vectors has only 7 degrees of freedom. The
final post-processing step was to perform Principal Component Analysis and drop the vector with smallest
eigenvalue. This also helps with plotting the resulting point clouds, so that the within-class and betweenclass covariance can be visually observed. The resulting point clouds can be seen in Figure 45.3. The odd
looking patterns on the left are the linearly discriminating base vectors.
Once the data points have been transformed with the combined linear transformation of LDA and PCA,
the data mean and covariances are calculated. During the matching stage these are used to calculate the
Mahalanobis distance from given point and each of the classes. Then metrics such as the distance from
closest cluster, and the ratio of distances to 1st and 2nd closest clusters can be used to determine the most
likely label, and also estimate the likelihood of the estimate being correct.

Figure 45.4: A set of recognized coins, grouped in columns.
Examples of correctly identified coins can be seen in Figure 45.4. Some of the coins are difficult to recognize even for a person who is used to handle these coins, because the high-contrast details might be lost.
The system could be improved my compensating for view point differences, which causes the coin to have
an ellipse-like shape.
In future I might add more training data, labelled test data and ROC ( Receiver Operating Characteristics)
plots. Also in case some of the coins can be recognized, this gives us valuable information about the
relative scale of the coins. This would enable us to distinguish between back sides of 10 and 50 cent coins,
and solve other ambiguous situations by using belief propagation methods. I haven’t use those in practice
yet, but they don’t seem to be too complicated to implement.
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46 Fingerprint matching algorithm
Description
Period
Languages & Libs
Tags
Modified

Automated fingerprint matching
Spring 2010 – Fall 2010
Matlab, C++, SDL
Computer Vision, Data Structures
25th June 2013

For my Bachelor of Science degree I developed a novel fingerprint matching algorithm, which ended up
beating many alternative methods which were developed by research groups around the world. The used
dataset the same which was used for FVC 2000 (Fingerprint Verification Competition).
If the false positive is set to a relatively low level (1% and less), my algorithm produced more true positive
matches than 3 of the 11 participated methods, and I was quite happy with that result. This granted me
the highest possible grade. Naturally I’ve learned a lot more since, and could easily improve the accuracy
even further by using local texture features. My original method was purely based on detail’s relative
locations.
The basic steps can be seen in Figure 46.1. Once the image is smoothed along local direction of the ridges,
the image is binarized using locally adaptive 2nd order parametrization. The resulting image is thinned,
and two types of interest points can be found (ridge endings and splittings). There can be some spurious
ridge endings, if the quality of the print wasn’t ideal.
Once spurious interest points have been discarded, a Delaynay triangulation is produced, and from this
local groups of 4 interest points are indexed into a 3-dimensional K-d tree data structure, using rotation,
scale and translation invariant metrics. Fingerprint matching is based on finding similar groups of interest
points, and checking that several independent groups are related to reach other by approximately same
affine transformation.

Figure 46.1: (a) Original image. (b) Smoothed result. (c) Detected ridges. (d) Fixed broken ridges (red)
and generated Delaunay-triangulation (blue).

